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RUPERT STEEL & SALVAGE LTO. 
we buy 
COPPER BRASS 
At.t. METALS & BAT'r~: m ~S 
MON, - SAT, 
OPEN TIL 6 p,m, 
Looafion Seal Oove Phone 624-683~ 
Tax cuts featured in budget 
hidden sales tax worth $1.3 unemploymentiosurence Early reaction to the 
billio thts year and next and premiams for both workers budget was mixed, with 
a $270 million cut in income and bosses and includes a Sinclair Stevens, 
taxes for 6.2 million tax- range of tax advantages for Progressive Conservative 
payers, business, finance critic, saying he was 
The budget, Chreiien's Federal authorities aid pleased with the sales tax 
second this year, also cuts the changes would increase cuts, incentives for research 
growth in the economy next ' and the income tax cuts but 
h a v e  to modify yearbybetweanthrec-tenths disappointed that Chretien May andene-halfofa percentage had not allowed homeewners 
paint but the fundamental to deduct mortgage interest 
message of the budget was payments or given small 
WASHINGTON AP agreements o its own best including whether he has cost control. . business more benefits. 
President Carter said advantage, insisted on a timetable for 
Thursday it may be The treaty negotiationa, setting up Palesllnian POLL TIMES 
necessary to modify the now in their sixth week in autonomy on the West Bank 
agreements reached at  the Washington, are snagged and in Gasa. 
summit meeting ,in/Camp over the Palestinlan issue David, Md., in order to wrap end several other disputes. In the last few days, a Polls for the municipal in the City Centre Mall. 
up a peace treaty between ,In a move to regain lost number of reports from the election in Terrace will There will he a hospital 
Egypt and Israel. .momentum, :the" U.S. has Middle East indicated that open at 8 a.m. on poll in Terrace on Friday 
l~oPeaedtbetwlthinayear S datwasproposingenother Saturday, Nov. 18 in from4p.m, to6p.m. 
Carter told reporters the of the treaty's ratification, formula for linking a treaty Clarence Michiel Murdo Macdonald, 
two sides do not trust each Elementary School at Terrace returning offtcer, 
other and each is in- elections be held to set up a with Israelto the Palostinlan 
terpreting the September Paleatinian authority on question. This was said to be 3430 Sparks St. and will said 21 people turned out centred on immediate close at 8 p.m. to the advance poll in 
Jordan's .West Bank and in negotiations between Israel Polls for the municipal Terrace on Monday. 
the Gaza Strip, both Israeli and Egypt over the Gaza election in Killmat will 
Road Egyptian President Anwar Strip, an enclave of 400,000 open at 8 a.m. on Municipal voters in Palestinian Arabs that Saturday in the Anglican Terrace and Kitimat Sadat's response was delivered to Carter at the Egypt lest to Israel in the Church Hall at 1739 must he registered to 
White House by Egyptian 1967 war after 19 years of Gyrfalcon St., in the Vote. Persons registering must be Canadian' plan Vice-President Hconi control Presbyte~m Church.at ' 1374NalabilaBlvd.,inme Citizens or British sub- 
Mubernk. A U.S. spokesman Israel has postponed Baptist ChurchHall at 840 jects, residents of Canada 
said Muberak "explained considering U,S. changes in Columbia and the main for 12 months, residents 
precisely the Egyptian view the treaty package conveyed lobby of Kitimat General ~'of B.C. for six months and claim o ,  the interrelationship" by State Secretary Cyrus Hospital. They will close ;:reaidents of the ~municipality for three between the peace treaty Vance to Israeli Prime at 8 p.m. 
and future negotiations for MininterMenachem Begin in Advance polls in months. Anyone who is 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  Finance tempts to stimulate the econ. 
Minister Jean Chretien omy while containing in- 
slashed federal sales taxes flatien. 
oa manufactured goods and "1 think we've stimulated 
announced a 'modest per- the economy as much as we 
sunni income tax cut thur- could," Chretien said after 
sday in a budget which at- aanoancing reductions inthe 
an over-all settlement, .in- New York City last Sunday. Kitimat are open between not registered can do so at 
the municipal hall before VICTORA(CP) -- The cluding the status .of the Thedelay.was~re~lumted by 12 noon and 5:30 p~ election day or at the 
Sierra Club of Western Palnstinians. the Carter administration until Friday at 
Canada says it has un- No details of Sadat's until Mubarak delivered DistrictnfKitimatoffices polls, said Macdonald. 
covered a S270-mlllion road- message were disclosed, Sadut's message, 
development plan in nor- , 
thwestern British Columbia ,, 
whiehwouldlkDease I These are  your candidates Lake, B.C. with Wrangell, Alaska, through the s~ 
Valley. 
However, Highways . :  
Minister Alex Fraser said he "= 7 ::' .= 
was not aware of any sU.ch . . . . .  ~ . ., . " ' :  ,'.i'. ' . . .  ...... ,~./ .... 
plans and thathis ministrym 
Ouncentrating on upgrading 
end building Highway 37 
which links Deuse Lake and 
WHITEHORSE' Yukon. 
Sierra Club spokesman 
Bob NixoO said the 
development plans, un- 
covered using the freedom of 
informatiou legislation i tha 
United Slates, also show the 
provincial government plans 
to build a large dam and 
hydroelectric facility on 
Islmt River, a tributary m 
the Stikine River, just above 
the AlaskaCanadu border. 
He said the documents 
show several dams are 
necessary to pay for con- 
struction of the tran- 
spertatiun corridor. 
Frasersaid he was not 
aware of any power pmjecta [ Bob Cooper Vic Jolliffe ~, I-'urscnKe 
planned for the .area.and 
Finance Minister , '~van 
Wolfe, the minister 
responsible for B.C. Hydro, 
could not be reached for 
coomenL 
Riots 
flare 
again 
But he admitted the The tax is not obvious to 
changes will mean a larger consumers because it is 
cash deficit tieyear of $12,1 applied to manufactured and 
billion, compared with processed goods before they 
earlier estimates of $11.8 reach the consumer level. 
Ed Broadbent, the New 
Democratic Party leader, 
said the budget would not 
provide enough stimulation 
to reduce unemployment or
to help families cope with billion. Next year the deficits Chretien said he wanted 
inflation, will rise to $10.8 billion from the tax cut passed on to 
Chretien said the govern- a previous figure of $9.7 consumers and he was 
ment had room to make tax . billion, confident it would be. 
cuts because it was able to The manufacturers' sales But he added that the con- 
trim about $2.5 billion from tax is to be reduced to nine sumer and corporate affairs 
its spending this year and per cent 'from 12 per cent department, the anti- 
next. intmediately, Chretien said. inflation beard and the 
government" monitoring 
Rhodesia delay .eno ,he . e,or o S Study of Inflation and 
Productivity, would check to 
make sure 
rule by majority Ch ,,en.,d. abus  was spotted, the 
government would use 
SALISBURY (AP) -  Rhe- Council and an eight-hour publicity to ensure the 
desla's biracial transition meeting Thursday, said the benefits are passed along. 
government  dec ided  new election date is Aprii 20. But, he added, the guy- 
Thursday to put off atran-  Bishop Abel Muzorewa, ernment could not send 
sfer of power to the ¢ountry's the principal black leader in bureaucrats into all the 
black majority until April, a the transition government stores. 
four-month delay the who said earlier this week 
government says is that any delay would "invite 
necessary to complete work disaster," told reporters he 
on a new constitution, is satisfied with the new 
deadline. 
The 21 black and 21 white "We would have liked an 
ministers decided against earlier date, but this has 
implementing the part of the been set after thorough 
March 3 internal agreement examination f the processes 
that calls for a universal suf- that need to horcmt shifting 
frage election to choose a the federal responsibility for 
black go'vernment before Indian health care to 
Dec. 31. provincial and territorial 
A spokesman, announcing 
the delay after two weeks of 
bickering among members 
of the four.man Executve 
~I'EHRAN (AP) - -  Anti- 
Shah demonstrations flared 
in three provincial cities 
Thursday but oil produ, et i~ 
increased, showing signs ox 
bouncing beck to  nernml 
after a crippling twowee~ 
strike. 
The most serious anti-Shah 
dem~mtiun i  days was 
at Behbahan, in southern 
Iran on the edge o/ the  
Kuzeatan ollfields. Troops 
there fired on protesters. 
Five persons were wo.unded, 
one critically, tsennanan 
police sai~ 
At lsfahan, the site of a 
large Iranian air force base, 
police arrested rioters after 
a bak branch and a 
bookstore were set ablaze. 
In the holy city of 
Mashhad, ' mobs were [ ~ 
dispersed for the second 
consecutive day by soldiers 
firing automatic weapons in 
the air and hurling tear-gas 
grenades. 
Tehran was quiet, with 
many troops and tanks Lil Farkvam Juanita Hatton Lillian Nielson 
edge of the city, 
The protesters ~a . 
sb~ereare Irantana seemng. - " , 
political ,elorm, anu • .~).)  4 and Stones,  quotes, commen ary on pages 2, 
object to ~ Shah's attempts 
to Westernize Ivan. ' ' ' " 
Taxes paid by manufac- 
turers and importers will fall 
by $280 million this fiscal 
year, ending March 31, and 
$1 billion in 1979-80. 
Chretien said the reduction 
should slow the increase in 
consumer prices by half a 
percentage point. The 
current annual rate of in- 
crease is shout 8.6 per cent. 
The government would 
also cut personal income governments. 
"Health care remains taxes by raising the 
exactly as it is," the minister maximum workingexpense 
said, although guideline s allowance deduction for 
working Canadians to $500 
from $250. 
' He announced that per- 
sunni ncome tax exemptions 
in 1979 will increase by nine 
per cent, compared with the 
7.2-per-cent increase in basic 
deductions this year. 
The exemptinns are based 
on  changes in 'the govern- 
ment's consumer price in- 
dex, the most frequently- 
used inflation measure. They 
will reduce income taxes by 
about $1.2 billion in 1979. In 
addition, provincial income 
taxes--excluding Quebec 
which collects its own tax-- 
will drop by a total $400 
million. 
Total personal exemptions 
for a family of four will rise 
next year to $5,970 from 
$5,480, while those for a 
single taxpayerrise to $2,650 
in 1979 from $2,430 this year. 
The reduction in 
premiums paid by em- 
ployees and employers to the 
unemployment insurance 
plan will save taxpayers $300 
million, Chretiea estimated. 
Budget 
ata 
glance 
Federal sales tax cut by 
$1.3 billion to nine per cent 
from 12 per cent, effective 
immediately. 
Personal tax exemptions 
raised nine per centto $2,650 
for single pereons in 1979. 
Personal tax deduction for 
all working tax-payers 
raised to maximum $500 
from $250 for 1979. 
Unemployment insurance 
premiums reduced to $1.35 
from $1.5o per $100 of in- 
surable earnings for em- 
ployees and to $1.89 from 
$2910 for employerseffertive 
JAN. |/#, 
Investment tax credit to 
industry boosted to seven 
from five per cent im- 
mediately, extended in- 
definitely and expanded to 
cover investment inrail, air, 
water and road transport. 
Investment tax credit for 
research and development 
doubled to 10 from five per 
cent immediately. 
Tax write-otis for costs of 
developing new mines raised 
to 100 from 30 per cent, ef- 
fective immediately. 
Tax changes expected to 
increase federal deficit this 
year to about $12.1 billion 
from previous forecasts of 
$11.8 billion. 
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HARDWARE STORES 
T iV i  
Guide 
All listings subjeot to 
ohanp wilhoui notioe, 
2 KING [ 3 CFTK 
(NBC)  (CBC)  I 4 eCTV I 9 KCTS (CTV)  (PB$)  
:00 iuar°l : t 5 Barnett 
: 30 News 
: 45 Cont'd. 
i C°°*'d. ont'd. 
Cont'd. 
45 Cont'd. 
' ~ I Seatue Tonight " 
i Hollywood 
145 i Squares 
8 Rockford 145 Files 
Cont'd. 
Hall of 
45 Fame 
~ l'ttemrn 
Engagement' 
Cont'd. 
45  Cont'd. 
11  I -  
• Cont'd. 
Tonight 
45 Show 
Mary Tyler I Six 
Moore [ Million 
Hourglass Dollar 
Cont'd. Man 
Cont'd. NS~ ~ Cont'd. Hour 
Laverna nd Cont'd. 
Shirley Cont'd. 
Flying [ 
High Wars 
Cont'd. Variety 
Cont'd. Special 
Mister 
Growing 
Years 
Dick 
Cavett 
MacNeil 
Lchrer 
Crockett's 
Garden 
All in Cont'd. Washington 
The Family Cont'd. Week 
Front Page Cant'd. Wall St. 
~ L ~ ~ ~ . ~ C h a l l e n g e  Cont'd. i Week 
Tommy Pearl ,., , ,  Masterpiece 
Hunter Part II ~,, ,,: Theatre ' 
Cont'd. Cont'd. ~ ,, ,Cont'd. 
Cont'd. Cont'd. ~,.. ~ont'd. 
Dallas Turnabout 
Cont'd. Cont'd. .~, Cont'd. 
Cont'd. Cont'd. .~, Cinema: 
Cont'd. Cont'd. ~ B.C. 
National 'News ~r[i Cont'd. 
Night News Hour .~ Cont'd. 
I~inal innl Cont'd. 
i-2 o i Cont'd. Cont'd. Show New Cont'd. Cont'd. 'Hole in Avengers 45 Cont'd. Cunt'd. The Head' Late Movie 
SATURDAY 10 aim. to 5 pemn 
I *'" .,e --o 
Space College Cont'd. See 
Race Bowl at Kidstuff Freestyle 
45 Cont'd. ,Toronto's Cont'd. Cont'd. 
a o,  :oo Fabulous Varsity Cont'd. The 
: t 5 Funnies Stadium Cont'd. Growing 
: 30 Bay City Cont'd. All Star Years 
I I | a 45  Rollers Cont'd. Wrestling Cont'd. 
d / f~  !OO Vegetable Cant'el. Cont'd. Cinematic 
Soup II Cont'd. Cont'd. Eye 
Treasures Cont'd. Play-Off Cout'd. 
I 145 Unlimited Cont'd. Preview Cout'd. 
Sdl :DO World of Doombolt CFL ,Cont'd. 
• : t 5 Survival Chase Western Cont'd. 
: 30 Great Amer. 100 Final Cont'd. 
~5 Game Huntley Ceat'd. Cout'd. 
2 .~ Wiidlffe Street Contrd. Cont'd. 
!. In Crisis Cont'd. Contrd. Cont'd. 
Saturday Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. 
,45 Movie Cont'd. Ceat'd. Cont'd. 
o~ 'From The CFL Cont',d. Magic.of 
• t 5 Terrace' Highlights Cent d. _Oil Pa.t.nting ,
30 Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. ~m~namun s 
45 Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. ~"gYPz 
i l l  . O0 Cant'd, w~o,a w,in, I Journal F!ring 
~!1 i t5 Cont'd. The KIds i International ~ne,.  
: 3R Cont'd Reach for | Wide World uont,d. 
1 :45 , Cont'd'. The Top [ Of Sports t;ont a. 
liiRanmnnnsnnilimimnillimilinnu nimminiamnnslilaulamllimmmnmi|nl 
InenmMrabla. the original 
SLOW ELECTRIC STONEWARE COOKER 
With Easy Cleaning 
Removable Liner 
"cooks all day while the cook's away." 
IIlIIHIIIII|III|IIIIIIIIIIIIIBIlIIIllI||IIIIIIII|IIIIIIIII|I 
6ordon and Anderson Lid, 
4606 Lazelle Ave,, Terraoe 
Ph, 635-6576 
Store Hours: Tues,- Sat. 9 a,m,-5:30 psm, 
Friday 9 a,m,-9 psm. CLOSED MONDAY 
A voter's guide 
By BrianGregg job creation branch of the Canada last seven years. He" is a board member of the B.C. Alliance Society 
This year's municipal elections 
have provided Terrace voters with a 
wide-range of condidates to choose 
from as nine people make their bids 
for three, seats on council. 
Bob Cooper 
Bob Cooper, an incumbent, has 
lived in Terrace since 1927 and he 
has owned West Kalum Logging Ltd. 
since 1951. Cooper has had two years 
experience on council and the 
Regional District Board of KiUmat- 
Stikine. 
As an alderman Cooper is on the 
industrial development committee, 
the public works committee and .the 
tourism committee. As a director of 
the regional district he is chairman 
of the Ski Hill Committee and a 
member of the health committee. 
Cooper is a member Of the 
Chamber of Commerce, the Royal 
Canadian Legion, Branch 13 and he 
is a past president of the Northwest 
Loggers Association. 
Lilly Nielsen 
Lilly Nielsen is making her second 
bid to be elected to a seat on council. 
She moved to Terrace in 1959 when 
she was involved with little theatre. 
She was a member of the B.C. 
Registered Nurses Association and 
she is presently involved with a 
group called Women in Action for 
Political Rights. She is a mother of 
four children and has taken courses 
in Political Science and Canadian 
History at Northwest Community 
College (NCC). 
Vic Joliffe 
Vic Jolliffe, another incumbent, 
has lived in Terrace since 1956 and 
served on council as an alderman 
and mayor for eight years between 
1962 and 1978. He is a plumber by 
trade. He was a member of the 
Mills Memorial Hospital Board for 
three years. Hewas chairman of the 
board and chairman of the con- 
struction committee during the 
hospital's expansion. 
Jolliffe is involved with.the 
planning committee and the public. 
works committee on council and as a ~ 
regional district directo.r he is on the 
finance committee. 
Marguarite Clarkson 
Marguarite Clarkson, a labour 
council candidate, has lived in 
Terrace for 18 months. She served 
Employment and Immigration 
Union and a trustee of the labour 
council. 
It is 
your right! 
AI Pursehke 
AI Purschke has bean involved 
with the community since he arrived 
in Terrace in 1964. He was a member 
of the Arena for Terrace Committee 
before the arena was built. He is a 
past district governor of the Lions 
Club in B.C. and is a member of the 
two years on the Fraser Lake Downtown Lions Club. He has been 
municipal council. She is presently chairman for the Canadian Institute 
the program administrator for the i of the Blind for Terrace during the 
for Crippled Children. He is the 
owner of Al's Shoes. 
Juanita Hatton 
Juanita Hatton haa lived in 
Terrace since 1961 and she is 
coordinator of the 5olden Rule an 
employment agency which she 
or anized in 1971. Sht~ Js pub l ld ty  
c~irman of the Catho)lo Women's 
League, secretary of, the Justice 
Council, the newly ~looted treasurer 
of the Terrace Chamber of Com- 
merce and she ie chairman of the 
chamber's tourism committee. As 
coordinator f Golden Rule she finds 
odd jobs for people. 
David Pease 
David Pease, an incumbent who 
was elected by acclamation, has 
sewed on council for 18 months. He 
has resided in Terrace since 1968 
and he is active with youth grouFe In 
the community. He is abo, a lay 
reader for St. Matthowa Angliean 
Chursh. 
As an alderman Pease in a 
member of recreatiou committee, 
council's representative on the Milk 
Memorial Hospital Beard and 
representative on the Terrace 
Community Services Board. 
Lil Farkvam 
Lil Farkvam has been a memt~ 
of the recreation commission hem 
for 2~A years. She has held executive 
n~noitions with minor baseball and 
r hockey. She was presldant of 
the Uplands Home and School group 
and has been a weight watchers 
instructor. She is the mother of tlu'ee 
children. 
She coordinated and chaired the 
Family Violence Workshop at NCC 
last May, she has been active in the 
Status of Women's Organi~Uo. and 
she will be the northwest delegate to 
National Conference For Learni~ 
Opportunities for Women in 
December. She teaches Life Skills in 
Kilimat for NCC. 
Paul Johnston 
Paul Johnston, also a labour 
candidate, is a university graduate 
with a B.A. in History and Political 
Science from York University. He is 
an organizer with three unions in the 
northwest and he is a member of the 
Rock and Tunnel Workers Uniun. He 
is a part-time instructor at NCC. He 
has lived in the Terrace area for foor 
years. 
NE~$T •THING TO A L IFET IME*  ENGINE I I I 
(Reduced the frictional wear.and-tear that causes you to "trade in" every few yeare). 
HEW riOT "PLATES" THE INSIDES OF YOUR 
ENGINE Will A 50,000 MILE PROTECTIVE gu Pont 
ellon* CUflTIHG! 
*Reg. U.S, Pet, Office for 
Ou Rent's fluorcarbon resins. 
WHAT IS TAFT? 
TMT ~s a superconcentrated hqmd for- 
mulahon mcorporatmg Du Pont TEFLON'• 
the same chemical compound that went to 
the Moon in the lunar vehicle engznes When 
TMT is added to an engme crankcase, fh=s 
key ingredient inslantly goes to work agamst 
the No  One Cause of poor gas mileage. 
sluggish performance, h~gh operating tern- 
peratures, and mechamcal breakdown /rio- 
fional drag. 
But unless you're a chem=cal engineer. 
right now you're more mterested m what TMT 
does than how ddoes d So here des. ms  
nutshell: 
TMT IS FAST ~ There's nothmg comphcated 
about usmg TMT -a  f2-year-old kid could do 
it in less than 60 seconds and not even get 
his hands dirty I
TMT IS PERMANENT ~ It's an engine treat- 
ment, not an od trealment Just one stogie 
appltcahon =s all =t akes to permanently pro- 
tect your engme, l o t  as long as you own yOUr 
car I 
TMT IS SAFE ~ We've put our money where 
our mouth is on this w'dh a $1,000,000 
Product L~abddy Pohcy ~ssued by a nahonally 
famous msurance company ~ 
TMT IS EFFECTIVE! Eflectwe for any car. 
truck,  or other veh=cle-whether d's thts 
year's model or one that's 15 yoars old ~ Pro- 
tects and preserves new engmes 'hghtens 
up" and reluvenales old ones ~ 
TMT IS GUARANTEED t Every TMT Treat- 
ment sold cames w=th =t the strongesL most 
iron-clad Guarantee we could think off-- 
e GUARANTEED Better gas mdeage 
' more miles from every tankful or 
money back m tulP 
• GUARANTEED Lessodburnmg long- 
' er permods before "toppmg off" or 
money back in full ~ 
• GUARANTEED Smootherengmeperfor- 
mance less stalhng and rough idhng 
Or money back ~n fulP 
,o GUARANTEED increased horsepower 
' and higher compress=on more zig and 
accelerahon or money back in tuft f
t GUARANTEED Longer engme hfe 
fewer repair bills (espec=ally for costly 
ring and p=sfon lobs) or money bacA in 
full I 
e GUARANTEED All those important, 
money-sawng benehts no matter how 
long you own your vehicle or money 
bacA m tulP 
In wew of the many posstble savings and 
benefits cded above, what do you suppose 
any veh0cle owner or operator would gladly 
gay  fo r  a one.bee, permanent treatment of 
TMTq $50 00') $100 Off:' MORE':' 
; Well, hsten to th~s The establmhed retail 
pace of TMT is only $14 95 ~ That's right, only 
'$14 95-a  troy investment hat couid'poSslb y 
tJmay dself back dozens of t,mes over• ,n say- 
, gs on gas, od. and repair btll~; Fantastic 
FACT The cost  of owning and operating any vehicle--car,  bus, tack ,  you 
name it - -has gone  sfnl /ghf  Ehrough ~a ceiling! The cost of  gasoline and oil? U iq  
The paymente demanded by  skirled (and not-go-skil led) machanice? UP! The 
pricelage on new care and trucks? UP! It's positively s ickening- -and it'e going to get 
worse before it gets any beiterl 
i 
EO ALMUUIST WORLO FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEER REPORTS ON T.M.T. TEFLON TREATMENT. 
• ,,The active Chemical ingredient n "r,M,T." has "And once "T,M,T." has been added |o off on.' 
a special affinity for metal which causes it to dine-positive results con be seen throui~ the 
"plate" and adhere to all,exp.used fr!ctlon .sur. exper enced and trained eyes or even ~ I~y  
faces Po ymnrs nMract more,pot)peers to a micro skilled of mechanics They w il notice a decided 
*h,~t,~*,* which means a ,comrolled" bu!ld~p ncrease in compression readlndn-wfll¢fl Iodl. 
~'c~u"r's'a~otJnd worn nurfacesi which accounts ~r cites that piston and rind. seal have ImprovN. 
the numerous user.reports or reduced blow.by'. An increase in idle r,p.m, s will alto be dO|sot. 
ncreaned compression readings, and reduced oil able due to the reduced friction after e ftw 
cnnsumptlonf hundred miles of "T.M.T," *'plating". 
"And in order to effect a permanent reatment, ,, : ' .  , . 
. . . .  mnv add "T,M,T." to the crankcase nil ! :~ i ; / ! !~!~ct~n~t~Ccare  ~;~' ! ;~nn~l i  ! |hrouih "t~e oil filler hole (to,el..sy-that even 
a child can do i t ) -  preferably after tee nn|Ine 
has reached norms operating[ temperature, The mechanln. The benefits that can be eltpected wlt~ 
engine should then be run for a minimum of "T.M,T," In the engine-are an folfowol Is. 
thirty m nutes, in order to make sure that all creased Sis Milesge.-Increased Horsepower-LoS 
frict]nn surfaces ate "plated". Only eight ounces 011 Consumption- Less Wear On Internal PGrts - 
are requ red for tne oversee passenger car or Reduced Emissions- Lower Operatln| TemiHra. 
small truck engine. . tore|-  Easier Cold Weather Startaf" 
New that you've kasrd from tke esport, . .  listen to tke raves of erdloarO ikiveN, 
THE RESULTS PEOPL,[ HAVE QOTTEN ARE SO SENSATIONAL, WE CAN'T PRINT THEM. THAt'S WHY WE VR BLEEPED THEM OUT OF THESE ACTUAL CUSTOMER LEIIE.RS.,. 
(once you've put T,M,T. in your vehicle, you'll be filling in the figures yourself), 
Motorcycle Racer "Bad Real" becomes wrong, Of course ke probably 
won't admit it until he uses the 
gets more power! 
"An an engineering student and 
racer, I was Interested in what 
T.M.T would do in w tenth mile 
speed test. 
A series of runs from a etnndinO 
start showed that our E,T. (Elapsed 
Time) was reduced by XX a second 
alter T.M.T wan added to the fuel 
man in my 125 c,c. Kawasaki Me, 
to rc foes  fac ing  moforcyce .  
As a student of engineering this 
proved that T.M.T reduced friction 
nod ~ecreased power." 
K,B. - Racer 
"|cod Deal" with "T,M.T." TMT In hie car that I'm glvln| him 
Ive tried pn severs, pills, new ian a present," -- II.W, 
filters, engine treatments, etc, My 
friend told me about a product Auto MIclmIo 
that His father bad just tested for nloomMiMIs'T.M.r~l 
his fleet of trucks and I'm sure "1 am an Auto Mechanic and I 
you guessed It was T,M,T. drive a '67 Caddyt and It wag us. 
My mileage has gone from XX tn ins n lot of ps In the city Hd 
nn unbelievably astounding XX, My on the hlshways, I was yettlnS 14 
father who is a car mechanic miles to foe pilon, butpowlsu~l 
told me t s mposslbln but I've I've been uslnJ' T.M.T I pick tip 
kept enact records on my last four XX oalfonn in tee city-end XX HI. 
tankfuls and have proven the old Ions on the hlonway, so I know 
seyln| that even fathers can he you people have a good product and /will recommend It," 
Mr. e.T.O. 
._ i I r  - -  
F ILL  OUT AND MAlL  NO-R ISK  COUPON- -TODAY!  
ONLY TWO TO k CUSTOMER. OUE TO OVERWHELMING OEMAHD. (FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE). 
i i 
Enclosed is I"1 cheque or [ ]  money order 
[ ]  one at $14.95 [ ]  two at $26.95 
Name: 
Address: 
City: Prey.: . P.C. , 
FOREST LAWN DISTRIBUTORS 
O P.O. Box 550, otatlon J, Calgary, Alberta. T2A 4X8 
i 
t. 
4 
J 
+ 
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AT PUBLIC MEETING 
Cand+idates have their say 
By Nixon Baker 
, The chairman of Wed- 
nesday evening's all can- 
didates meeting, George 
Clark of the Terrace 
Jaycees, suggested to one 
member of the audience, "to 
please keep personalities out 
el the question". 
However, after the 75 or so 
le left the R.E.M. Lee 
there seemed very 
"Wi~;i'~ good for the 
regin., b, ${~:1 for Terrace," 
Johitst.n said 
Johnston complained that 
couucil had done nothing to 
oppose the pipeline, which 
would, according to Johnston 
be a disaster fer Terrace. 
Vie Jolliffe, when his time 
to speak came, noted that he 
was first elected to Terrace 
council in 1962 and bad 
served in one capacity or 
busy man, said that he was 
an ind#pondent candidate 
not supported by any group 
or interests. 
Pease said that what was 
being offered by other 
candidates he is already 
involved in implementing. 
He said be was one of the key 
participants in a group to 
assess lmblic transport for 
Terrace. 
"In answer to a question 
estate tax for the first five approached the microphones 
years. This would encourage ' to ask various questions. 
residents to up-grade their At one point the chairman 
of the meeting, George Clark 
bad to ask those in the 
more  
homes and thus improve the 
overall image of the city, 
Purschke ~=dd. audience and those phoning 
Thecandi&ltealsonmdea in to try to ask 
issue out of the hot springs questions of candidates 
development situated bet- running for council instead 
ween Terrace and Kitimat. of directing all their queries 
He said council should at silting members of 
convince the provincial ~ council. 
government topurchase this Several questions and 
facility and convert it into a complaints' were raised 
"real tourist attraction, for concerning a pedestrian 
every time a tourist spends overpass on Kalum Street. 
money within the area it All candidates agreed that it 
rubs off on everyone," would be a good idea to bave 
Purschke said. such an overpass but again 
During the questien period financial arrangements 
which followed the opening were the main difference. 
remarks by candidates Aspeetetoratthemoeting, 
several people asked wby AldermanAlanSoularnsked 
Lilly Nielsen wad not present all candidates if they con- 
on stage. Nielsen had sidered it proper that 
refused to pay the $15 fee Terrace pay $1,000 a day for 
charged by the Jayceea to a recreational deficit. 
participate in the meeting. Farkvam pointed out that 
The fee is charged to help the cemetery and library 
offset expenses incurred but were also included in this 
Nielsan felt as a candidate budget and not recreation 
she should not be required to facilities. 
pay for the right to speak to Jell,fie said that in his 
the residents of Terrace. opinion no further 
For a few minutes it recreational f cilities hould 
seemed as if the question be built until some per- 
period would cometo a halt manent  a r rangement  
before it ~gan as no one regarding cost sharing is 
was willing to ask questions, worked out with surrounding 
but as the evening areas such ;is Thornhill. 
progressed many• persons Jell,fie, in answering a 
quest,an put by John Me- 
Cormiek, sa id ' that  the 
mayor (Dave Mahoney) 
speaks for council, "under a 
gentleman's agreement". 
"But I object to this 
situation becaase.the iiiayor 
can't he everywbere atonce. 
Under the present com- 
mittee system each alder- 
man should be able to speak , 
to the media, Jell,fie sal .dT 
Perhaps the most i ra - '  
porlant question of the 
evening was asked by Mick- 
ey  Johnson, directed at 
David Pease.  
"How Important is it that 
members of council get 
_al_o.ng with other, "Johnson 
u~sK~_ 
"That depeuds on w h~t 
you mean by getting along, 
Pease answered. "Each  
member of council has his 
own view point but each 
must respect the other," 
Pease answered. 
Air fare hike hits us 
Regular CP Air fares on (CCC) fares Monday from Terrace to Van- 
the Vancouver-Terrace 
flights are expecte~ to 
increase to $71 from'S68 
on Jan. 1. The increase is 
subject o approval by the 
Canadian t ransport  
commission. 
Peter Chettle, local CP 
Air manager, says that 
the Terrace-Vaneouver 
Charter Class of Canada 
• through Friday will bc 
reduced to $82 from $99. 
Weekend CCC fares from 
noon on Fridays to 0 a.m. 
on Sundays will be $102. 
A new 48-hour 
minimum advance 
purchase xcursion fare 
from Terrace to Vaa- 
couver is $92, he said. 
Youth standby fares 
eouver will Increase to $43 
on way from $34. Family 
plan fares will increase to 
$53 from $51 and fares 
from Terrace to Van- 
couver for children from 
the ages of two to 11 are 
up to $47.35 one way from 
$34. Senior citizen fares 
from' Terrace to Van- 
couver are up to $36 
LINK SATURDAY 
i :1 
little else on which to base a 
decision as to who should 
serve one council for the next 
two years. 
Few substantial issues 
,were argues. All candidates 
seemed in favor of 
~,everything that should be 
igood for Terrace, with their 
~empbasla placed on different 
~lriorities. 
F irst  to address the 
~'audiance, was Marguerite 
Clarkson. The order of 
: 'speaking was set out by the 
Jaycoes as alphabetical for 
.candidates opening speeches 
and reverse order for closing 
• addresses. 
Clarkson. told the 
gathering that she would be 
in favor of hiring local 
contractors to do municipal 
work regardless of a slight 
cost difference. She ex- 
plained that the  building 
trades are Currently suf- 
,feting a 40 per cent unem- 
ployment situation. 
Clarkson also suggested 
that Terrace is eurr~ntly 
supporting municipal transit 
in other towns and should 
• have a system of its own. 
.~ '~We pay hydro bills which 
~om support transit systems 
< yet we have no buses," 
. Clarkson complained. 
Clarkson also told the 
audience that day care 
services in Terrace need to 
be improved, a family 
violence emergency shelter 
needs to be sol up, and other 
cervices were lacking within 
the district. 
Alderman Bob Cooper 
during his opening address 
said the Terrace tax payer is 
getting a good return on the 
dollar. He emphasized that 
the forest products industry 
in still the main backbone of 
Ten'ace's economy and that 
.~.,,!. any expansion, ..must be 
~ l f l~ .  around' t~e foi'est 
Cooper suggested that 
planning must be flexible 
and allow people as much 
freedom as possible while 
warning them that certain 
facilities may not be 
available to them should 
they choose to build in parts 
o~ the district which are not 
yet serviced. 
Cooper also said that 
Ferry Island should be 
promoted as a tourist area. 
He received large applause 
following his opening 
remarks. 
Lil Farkvam spoke at 
length concerning the 
recreational facilities within 
the district. She pointed out 
that there are no bathroom 
facilities at the ball park and 
that now, "they have even 
cut down the trees, which 
makes the situation even 
worse". 
Farkvam also expressed 
the opinion that there bas 
been some poor planning in 
'retrace, "when a woman 
pushing a baby carriage has 
to jump to the other side of 
the street because the 
sidewalk has changed." 
"Also you need a vehicle to 
go for a picnic to Lakelse 
Lake because there is no 
Ilace available within 
~erraco" the candidate said. 
Junnita Hatton pl,¢ed 
greeL emphasis on prlblic 
transit within Telr~cn, She 
pointed out that Prince 
Rupert's transit system is 
currently making money and 
does not need a subsidy from 
the city. 
"I~ they can do it, we can," 
she added. 
Hatton also suggested that 
Thornldll should incorporate 
• on Its own. 
,'Amalgamation would 
only bring animosity," 
Hatton sold. 
Several industries which 
could be persuaded tolocate 
in Terrace were mentioned 
by Hatton. She suggested 
that Terrace must attract 
secondary induqtry if it is to 
continue to grow. 
Paul Johnston. an 
executive f the local NDP 
party, told the gat~ri~g that 
working people should I~: 
'represented on council. He 
brought up the recent 
.report which be said in- 
dicates that Terrace has only 
seven to ten years left as a 
lumbering community. 
"We must diversify our 
economy based on resour- 
cea', JJohnston said. 
He noted that coal, lime. 
aluminium, and copper 
may be developed 
within the area. 
another since then. 
He said the industrial 
corridor between Terrace 
and Kit,mat can and must 
work, for the benefit of the 
entire area. 
Jell,fie speaking about he 
industrial report issued 
sortie time ago explained 
that a suggestion was made 
that a northern railway be 
built to bring lumber down to 
Terrace. 
"I am not right or left in 
the political spectrum, but at 
times I feel not wanted,"  
Jell,fie .~aid. "however I 
quickly get over the feeling 
and come back for more," 
he added. 
Joiliffe added that he 
enjoys municipal politics 
and is willing to spend his 
lull time bciug an alderman. 
David Pe~se, wllo later in 
the evening said ~hat he is 
busy and believes that if you 
want a lob done give it to a 
about teenage problems 
within the district the 
alderman replied, "unlike 
some candidates I will not be 
doing last minute elec- 
t, cheering Friday evening 
but will be at a teen dance 
helping out." 
AI Purschke began his 
speech by congratulation to 
'aU the candidates for their 
interest in municipal affairs 
and by pointing out that as 
long as interest is so high 
Terrace will remain healthy. 
Purschke told the audience 
that he bad come to Terrace 
after investigating many 
towns throughout B.C. and 
that he has tried to make a 
contribution to the com- 
munity. 
One new scheme Purschke 
suggested was that all 
residents be allowed to 
improve their ProPerty to the 
value of $10,000 without 
having to pay additional real 
Mickey Johnson asks one 
HOVEMBER 16 
SERIES NO, TICKET NUMBER 
I 7 !0  016  
=~ • . 
| 6 8 416  
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0 2 2 410  
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STEAM BASKET 
100% Stainless Steel• 
$1.11 
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GORDON & ANDERSON LTD, 
4604 Lazelle 635-6576 
Tues..Sat. - -  9 a.m. 5:30 p.m. 
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TA/'K 
The northern region el the province 
has been designated for RDIA 
assistance to stimulate balanced 
economic growth and create 
jobs in our province• 
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If your  business 0s 
MANUFACTURING 
OR PROCESSING.  
If you re thinkJng 
about a NEW PLANT 
or lak~ng steps Io 
MODERNIZE or 
EXPAND an 
exnsling plant 
IN BRITISH COL UMBIA 
find OLII about Federal 
Government  financial 
asmstance avai lable 
trorn the Department  
el  Reg,onal Economic  
Expansion (DREE)  
through the Regional 
Oevelopment  ~ ncen l ives  Act 
(RDIA), 
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Your decision 
You, the residents of this town, pay the costs of 
running this city through your tax dollars. The 
three people you choose to be part of running this 
city will have a say in spending agood portion of 
the money you work hard for. 
Those three individuals will determine, at 
least in part, the future and direction this city 
will take. As they are moved, so the community 
moves. And how tts community is run affects us 
all. 
We call our system of government responsible 
• only in that the elected officials have to, account 
for themselves at the end of their term of office. 
It is time for you to evaluate how each of the 
incumbents has managed hmself and thus the 
affairs of the city. It is time to decide whether or 
not they deserve to be returned. It is also time to 
look at the newcomers and decide ff any of them 
could do a better job than any of the incumbents. 
Your choice gives the ones you elect a mandate 
to run your affairs for two years. 
You could, of eourse, just flip a coin, but 
remember it is your nickel. 
LAW 
TALK 
Surrey mayor Ed McKilka 
who remarked in public that 
by Gordon Hardy 
A Vancouver man picked one of his potential political 
up a newspaper some years adversaries had been 
ago to find himself described disbarred as a lawyer. 
in banner headlines as the MeKilka lacked the beet 
"Killer of 10,000 Jews". defence against a slander or 
The newspaper, acting on libel suit there is--truth. The 
remarks made.inAus .t.ria...bY.. law.:-protects, people only 
a famous Nazi hunter, from false statements. If the 
prnclalmed that tl~ man, a remark had been true, then 
janitor of German ex- there would have been no 
traetlon, had finally been defamation but MeKitka was 
located in Vancouver. 
It made great news but 
there was one problem--the 
accusation was completely 
false. The janitor had, in 
fact, merely cleaned stables 
in a Nazi concentration 
camp. 
The janitor was terrified of 
eprianls and hid out until his 
wyer worked out a deal 
with the embarrassed 
newspaper; the matter 
would not go to court ff a full 
retraction and apology were 
published and the janitor 
paid $10,000 in com- 
pensalion. 
Had the janitor pushed s 
libel suit against he paper, 
he would likely have been 
awarded morn than $10,000 
since the libel in this case 
was very serious, 
The newspaper could not 
fail to realize that it had 
defamed the janitor; that is, 
it had injured his reputation. 
in the eyes of right.thinking 
people, the legal definition of 
defamation. 
Lawyer Penny Bain writes 
in a Vancouver People's Law 
School booklet on Libel and 
Slander law, "The concern of 
the law is not so much with 
insult or injury to personal 
feelings as with injury to 
respect and esteem. For 
example, if Harry calls Fred 
a dirty crook in a closed 
room, it may hurt Harry's 
feelings but it will not injure 
his reputation," 
Bain writes, "Mere vulgar 
abuse or insult name-calling 
is usually not a defamation. 
Name.calling is aimed at 
pride rather than reputation. 
It may hurt the plaintiff's 
feelings, but does not lower 
his reputation in the com- 
munity. For example, ff 
Harry calls Fred fat or 
stupid, it may only hurt his 
feelings. However, ff Harry 
calls Fred a crook, it may 
hurt his businekea." 
If Harry calls Fred a crook 
in front of a third person or 
at a meeting, Bain says, then 
it is a spoken defamation and 
Harry could bring a slander 
suit against Fred -- right. 
thinking people would think 
less of Fred as a dirty crook. 
if, instead of saying Fred 
is a dirty crook, Harry 
writes, publishes and 
broadcasts it, then the 
defamation is libellous, 
rather than slanderous. 
Libel will be dealt with in the 
next column in this series. 
A slander case in recent 
years involved former 
way off the mark. As a 
result, he was taken to court 
by the indignant lawyer and 
ordered to pay $5,000 to him. 
The lawyer was able to 
convince the judge that 
MeKitka's remark was 
untrue and was compensated 
in return. 
Unlike libel suits, the 
plaintiff must prove that 
damage has taken place to 
his reputation as the result of 
a slander. With libel, 
damage is assumed. 
But there are some eases 
of slander where damage is 
assumed to have taken 
place: for example, where 
moral turpitude or an in- 
fectionous disease like. 
hepotitus is imputed to a 
person. Likewise, adultery to 
a woman. 
The fourth case involves 
attacking the professional 
standing o( someone. 
Aside from personal 
reputation, goods can be 
slandered, too. A 
businessman who tells ties 
about a competitor's goods is 
guilty of defamation. 
In 1~75, hetliner Pat Burns 
and his former employer, 
Maisormeuve Broadcasting 
Corp., were ordered to pay 
$14,285 to a station ad- 
vertiser because they had 
defamed the advertiser's 
product and ruined a $14,285 
ad campaign. 
But Peter Butler, a lawyer 
who defends The Vanconver 
Sun newspaper against libel 
suits, cautions that most 
defamation suits are not 
worth the bother. 
"You will be amazed how 
few defamation actions 
actually go to court. For all 
the sweat and misery you've 
got to go through, most 
people do not think it's worth 
it. Beside- t~.ere's usually 
some ve~.,¢'~ of truth in most 
slanders and that means 
most people don't want to 
wash their dirty linen in 
court," he says. 
Butler says defence 
lawyers usually attack the 
reputation of the plaintiff -- 
"You've got to be pretty pure 
to go all the way. I suggest 
that most people have some 
skeletons in the closet. The 
newspapers and radio 
stations know this." 
For more information 
please .contact the Van- 
couver People's Law School 
for its booklet, Libel & 
Slander, by writing 2110-C 
West 12th Ave., Vanoouver, 
B.C, or telephone 734-1126. 
GRAHAM LEA COMMENTS 
On lottery benefit question 
Next time y~. buy a lot> sement of lottery funds, this $650,000 for "forestry" -- we 
tory ticket, keep in mind timid' project only became public have not yet learned what 
the big winner of the Western 
Express is ' Provincial 
Secretary Grace McCarthy, 
who is admh~stering the 
lottery fund profits on a 
purely political basis. 
This may come as a sur- 
pass to anyone who believes 
those television com- 
mercials which suggest hat 
because Mr. Kerrster was 
bragging to his constituents 
about how he had pried the 
money out of Grace Mc- 
Carthy and he Indicated that 
she would make the choice 
as to who would design the 
bridge. So the possibilities 
for political patronsge are 
unendingl 
this money was spent on, 
because of the lack of as- 
countability, 10ut certainly it 
represents an expenditure 
that should have come out of 
the general revenue. It 
seems that any ministry 
expecting a financial 
overrun can now use lottery 
funds to help them balance 
phasized that some of these 
projects, such as the smoke 
detectors, are necessary 
items. But. why are they 
being paid'.' for ~ out of the 
lottery fund? This  has 
caused such an outcry in the 
Lower Mainland that some 
people have been 
threatening to boycott the 
lottery until a proper ac- 
the profits from the lotteries 
are being used to foster the 
artistic, cultural and 
recreational well-being of 
our citizens. But a growing 
amount of evidence is 
shewing that lottery funds 
are being dished out by 
Grace McCarthy for any 
number of unusual projects, 
all in constituencies 
represented by Socred 
members. 
First there was the 
$100,000 footbridge in the 
Ccqultlam riding of Soered 
George Kerster, who ad- 
mitted he couldn't alk the 
bighwaye deportment into 
~ i ld i~  it so he got Mrs. 
McCarthy to 81ve him the 
money from the lottery fund. 
There is no quarrel over the 
need for the footbridge, but 
certainly the money for its 
construction 'should have 
been available from the 
highways mtnlairy budget. 
Since there is no public 
accounting of the disbar. 
counting is made. 
public, the money was spent on, or 
And every few days who received it, just noted 
another example of a that well over $1 million had 
questionable use of lottery been spent on 
funds turns up. A partial ist "miscellaneous"! 
includes such goodies as Again, it should be era- 
Since the revelation by Mr. the budget. . , , . 
l~r~tar  me on l lp=ane Other projects which we The B.C .  Economic  
~5=~"~=in':~hn~"~eco~n'e have learned are being Review, a provincial 
,,-~,,,-'~"~,'~-~ ,h ",t the funded with lottery profits government publication, 
~'~h;it'~r r,,~t~h~mi~ ~e "include $13,000 for a parking shows t.hat hebalance m the 
m i,,o,,.,, r,,,a,~ ,=,,i hn~' lot and $5,000 fern feastbthty lottery fund as of March 31, 
~:,n',~'~n'~ ,,'---~','~m,',ti'n~;'of study for a marina in the 1978 was $16 million. Grants 
th"=='~,,;,~ " "~ith--~--It~' nf Sacred riding of Municipal are listed for "cultural, 
• ,'::t=~,"t=" 1"~,'~ vlth"th-e Affairs Minister Hugh recreational and sport 
v--,~ ~- ,  . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  f r urch ~' ua  of groups or conoerns uurm;.~a~o,eoo, o p ase purposes,  and are not 
,~,~b~,a th,, fund~ The ofasading.tramingship, the broken down further. When 
a.a'~'~'~,,",.'~'.m~'~t h~-- --renli~,d "Freelance", $200,000 for the Mrs. McCarthy was 
;k:'~'~;h,~-~="~'~e'c'~qd~do"~ purchase of smoke detectors questioned by reporters 
,~,,"~,t--~o'7 ="~,'d;t" she" would for private nursing homes, about the lottery fund, she 
, ,n-7~='~'t :~' ,~,=vaihble and $1,260,000 for immediately added some 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' " " This me'" lists--- of proiects, j . This mmeellaneous. . . more purposes for the fund 
t,,~,,,.,~,,I,= ~he said would miscellaneous item was She said any project would 
~,='"'~',," ~ ~,~= ~,,,,,~ mrs listed in a letter to the B.C. be eligible if they were 
m'o'~,=,:t~,~".~ "'~h'~" f'~nd Recreation Assoclation from "nat iona l~ pat r io t i c .  
6 v * ~ v ~ * * l * . V  * u v  * * . .  - -  • . • • 
. . . .  ~,-, --,~=~ the ,'~nt~l of Mrs. Mccarthy m response rehgtous, philanthropic, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  to their request for in- charitable, scientific, ar- 
Mrs. McCarthy, with no formation on lottery tistic, environmental or 
requirement that details of 
pay-outs ever be made disbursements, lnherietter, 
she made no mention of what 
conservational iu nature". 
Which means that she can 
give lottery money to just 
about anyone for just about 
anything. The only apparent 
stipulation seems to be that 
there is some benefit for the 
Social Credit l~arty in it. 
UGANDA- TANZANIA 
It's a strange little war 
WASHINGTON (CP) - -  On 
all counts, the two.week-old 
border conflict between 
invading Ugar)dan troops 
and Tanzania is a strange 
and tragic little war, begun 
almost capriciously and 
likely to end with no 
territorial gains for either 
side. 
Ugandan President ldi  
Amin's announcement that  
he is withdrawing his troops 
from Tanzania is expected to 
signal an end to the fighting 
between the two East 
Af r i can  ne ighbors ,  
Washington observers ay. 
The question ow is how 
far Tanzania will pr~;~,s its 
desire for retaliation against 
Amin and his trool~. 
Observers say, h,;wever, 
that becanse ~i the 
remoteness of t~te scene of 
battle, a 70u-square-mile 
section west of L~ke Vic- 
toria, and the fact that 
Tanzania's army is fairly 
small and ill equipped, 
prospects for achieving 
President Julius Nyerere's' 
long-standing desire Io 
topple Amin are remote. 
In analysing the whys and 
wherefores of the conflict, it 
appears that the first 
Ugandan tr~s)l|s to cross into 
Tanzania may have been 
chased" !h~re" l~y .thor 
Ugandan ulut~. 
A ~,:,sllluglo|l ,,!fictal sara 
intelligence r ports indicate 
there was sporadic fighting 
in Oetoher between pro.and 
anti-Amin army units 
stationed near the Tanzanian 
border. 
Always the opportunist, 
Amin may have seen an 
invasion of Tanzania as a 
means of achieving several 
ends, including quelling the 
fighting within the Ugandsn 
aroz' suppressing mutinous 
factions of the military and 
e~pl~ining casuality figures 
among ports of his army 
opposed to his regime. 
Amin also may have seen 
potential domestic gains, in- 
eluding diverting attention 
• from the severe economic 
problems his country faces. 
problems recently worsened 
by a U.S. decision to impose 
an embargo against 
Ugandan trade. 
By withdrawing his troops, 
Amin would further 
humiliate and infuriate 
Tanzania and also would 
ease mounting crificism of 
his army's activities. 
Pressure for. Ugaodan 
withdrawal had t)ceo 
mounting uith con- 
dcmnatmlt~ coming from the 
A.S.. Britain. other Western 
countries and tile 
Organization of African 
Unity. 
Kenya, which shares a 
border with both countries. 
kept a low profile after the 
tighting began although 
President Daniel Ara'p Mot 
made an offer to have Ills 
country serve as mcdiator 
Mot, recently electr~l to 
succeed the late ,lama 
Kenyatta. had good reason 
for staying nut of tim eoil- 
filet: his counlry'~; ,'elations 
with both TallZ,:.inia lllld 
Uganda are at a low I}oiln. 
Political. ideological and 
economic dilferenc'es bet- 
ween the ttlree countries 
resulted in the d.tssolution 
almost wu years ago of the 
,East African economic 
community, u regional 
organization that once was 
touted as a great hope tot de- 
velopment of the continent. 
Since then, the differences 
have deepened and relalion,.~ 
have become even nlore 
bitter as each country ac- 
cuses the tithers at uni:Hrly 
dividing the remrLunts of the 
economic ommunity, such 
as control of ral lines. 
" " I J 
OTTAWA OFF EAT i 
BY RICHARD JACKSON 
OTTAWA - What ,1o you cause ot Ca,adlan native 
know -- the World Council of 
Chnrches has braeketted 
Canada with Rhodesia and 
South Africa and other 
supposed "racist" states 
which discriminate against 
native populations. 
It must have come as an 
awful shock to former Ex- 
ternal Affairs Minister 
Mitchell Sharp who used to 
justify the use of Canadian 
tax funds for guerrillas, 
revo lu t ionar ies  and 
terrorists in Southern Africa 
as "Christian" aid for what 
he called "freedom 
fighters". 
It didn't matter that the 
black guerrillas waging a 
terrorist 'war . against 
Rhodesia and an un. 
derground revolutionary 
operation against South 
Africa were slaughtering 
defenceles's innocents in 
those states, including a 
couple of Canadian girls on 
hal!day tour from Guelph, 
Ontario. 
Sharp didn't make much of. 
a protest either politiea|Jy or 
diplomatically, seeming to 
brush it off as an unfortunate 
accident in what he regarded 
as a legitimate military 
operation by black' 'freedom 
fighters" against their white 
oppressors. 
The best he could do, and 
that reluctantly under 
pressure h'om the Opposition 
in the ilouse of Commons, 
was to persuade Zambia, 
from where the guerrillas 
had. fired their fatal shots, 
"hunting". the two girls like 
animals among the rocks at 
the foot of Victoria Falls, to 
pay some cash compensation 
to" one of the bereaved 
lamilies. 
The aid from the Canadian 
govermnent to the Afrieau 
terrorists has never stopped, 
and just the other day, 
External Affairs Minister 
Don Jamieson was up in the 
Third World pulpit at the 
United Nations preaching 
the justice of the guerrilla 
war. 
It was all in the aid of 
ending racial oppression, he 
said, and in fine. ringing 
holier-than-thou tashion, 
sternly lectured the 
Rhodesians and South 
lndian~ and Eskimos. 
The busy-body Council 
further ponied up some cash 
-- some hundred or so 
thousand dollars "-- to 
,'protect" these northern 
natives of Canada from 
supposed hardsJfip inflicted 
on them by ,'multinational 
corporations" developing 
oil, gas, uranium and other 
resources in the sub-Arctic. 
The native "life style was 
being damaged," said the 
Council, and the aid was in 
compensation. 
Canadians, inother words, 
were not playing fair; were 
even, in a sense, 
discriminating against the 
natives in the exploitation of
the Indian and Eskimo 
lands. 
Since Canadians are 
developing the north as 
Rhodesians and South 
Africans developed Southern 
Africa, it raised the ever 
contentious question of 
whose lands these are -- 
those of the people there for 
generations back or those 
who are making something 
productive of them. 
To Mitchell Sharp and Don 
Jamioson and the World 
Council of Churches, there 
seems only one answer. 
'Fo the natives belong the 
land -- at least in Southern 
Africa - and the developers 
ar~: interlopers. 
/'n:l now the World Council 
of Churches ees Northern 
Canada in the same focus. 
Canadians are inflicting 
"damage and hardship" on 
the natives. 
Forget that the natives 
have been making their own 
land claims - and collecting 
handsomely in some cases -- 
the Council of Churches 
thinks it isn't compensation 
enough.  
Forget, too, that cor- 
porations developing oil, 
gas, uranium and other 
resources are bringing in 
skilled Americans and 
Canadians to direct 
operations and provide jobs 
and trades' training for the 
natives. 
Still you can't suppress a
chuckle that in the all-seeing 
eyes of the Council, Canada 
is in the same category of 
Africans to mend their callous disregard of native 
wicked ways. rights as the South Africans 
And then -- el all the and Rhodesians. 
beautiful timing - up spoke Maybe not. to the same 
theWor ld  'Cuur~eil :,of '., e~er{t;:' bur '  e'Tiough t0 '  
Churches, always a sup:  wai:rant 'cdsh'"asr~stance '' 
porter of Canada's program from the Council. 
of assistance to the African Some folks must be 
"freedom fighters", in the squirming. 
THIS WEEK I 
. from Ot tawa [ 
! t "P" I oua Campagnolo, M 
i 
The torrential rainfall and was riot required. 
subsequent flooding in the The main form of federal 
Hazelton-Terrace-Kitimat assistance - one which will 
area have been a tragic 
reminder to us of the fragile 
relationship we have with 
our environment and the 
extreme care we must take 
in the demands we make. 
On behaff of the residents 
of our area I wish to express 
my sympathy to the families 
of those who lest their lives 
in the storms, and also to 
those who were injured or 
who have sul'fered losses in 
personal property. 
I would also like at this 
time to express my ap- 
preciation to the emergency 
relief and repair crews who 
have made extra-ordinary 
efforts to restore services 
and protect lives. Their 
efforts hawL without 
question, been above and 
beyond the c~ll of duty..'rod 
they have virtually per. 
formed miracles tinder .the 
most trying conditions. 
Now that the emergency 
situation is over, and at- 
tention is lining turned to 
repairing the damage and 
rebuilding our tran. 
sportat~on system, there has 
Imen considerable discussion 
of the availability of 
financial assistance. 
Under the division of 
powers accm'ding to the 
British North America Act, 
the responsibility for 
disaster elief lies with the 
provincial governments, in
B.C Ibis function is per. 
formed by the Provincial 
Emergency Preparedness 
tPEP) program, which 
reports to the Provincial 
Secretary. Pederal govern- 
ment officials work closely 
with PEP officers, however, 
and a number of forms of 
federal assistance are 
available on request, 
hi emergency situations, 
for instance, the Provincial 
Attorney General may ask 
for, and receive, assistance 
from the Department of 
National Defence on an 
immediate basis. In the ease 
of the flooding last week, the 
provit!eial government 
decided that sticil as.~istance 
be called into play as a result 
of the flooding -- is apre.  
determined formula for 
financial assistance toshare 
the costs when the burden of 
restoring public and private 
property damaged in a 
disaster goes beyond what a 
province can reasonably be 
expected to bear on its own. 
Again, const i tut ional  
agreements require that the 
province formally ask for 
this assistance from Ottawa. 
This has been done, and 
assistance has been granted, 
through an exchange of 
telegrams last week between 
Prime ,Minister Trudeau and 
Pr (~ l l l i e i '  l {e ln ie t t .  
Under the agreement, he' .  
province pays for all damage 
up to a total east of $! per 
capita of tit,, provincial 
pOl lU la t lOU ~i uur  case  
$2.41){),000,. The :WxI $2 per 
capita is splil 30.50, and 
above that the federal 
government absorbs an 
increasingly arge share, As 
an example, if the total 
damage cost were to be 
$20,000,000, the federal 
government would, under 
the formula, pay $13.200,000 
to the province. 
• The total cost of damage 
caused by the storm has not 
yet been assessed, however, 
and is not likely to be known 
lur some time yet. Ad- 
ministration of the "clean 
up" program lies with the 
Provincial PEP program, 
and they will be irfformlng 
residents ofthe affected area 
of the assistance thai is 
available during the next few 
wee, k:~. 
I met a week agoSunday in
Terrace with federal and 
provincial disaster relief 
officials, and with 
representatives of the af. 
letted communities, and feel 
that there is now a clear 
understanding of the lines of 
communication and 
procedures to follow. If, 
however, 'you have ,. 
questions or difficulti, 
gaining ~.~sistance, pie, • io 
not hesitate to Contact me, 
I I • 
BAKER'S BATTER 
• BY NIXON BAKER 
I 
- It certainly is not my in- not elected the very fact that 
tention to presume to tell you ran has an effect on 
you, the residents of Terrace theee who are elected. 
for whom you should vote 
this Saturday. Nor, ae far as 
I am aware, does the Herald 
have any "picked" ean- 
didates, however I would be 
less than honest to those who 
read this column et to make 
some comment. 
First, I must preface my 
remarks by saying I am sick 
and tired of people tolling me 
I can't possibly understand 
the situation in Terrace 
bbecauee I have only been 
here four months. 
These are the same people 
who advocate that in order to 
have a 'Job well done you 
must import "experts" from 
Vancouver. Reporting news 
and covering politico is my 
braining, or at least, was my 
businms for many years. 
I have been to more 
council, school board, 
regional and distriet 
meetings than anyone lse in 
this town; and I say that 
without fear of con- 
tradietion, and will prove it 
to anyone willing to wager on 
'the matter. Mind you, 
meetings were not the same 
council in the same town, but 
range from the f,~r north of 
Ontario to the nation's 
capital, Ottawa. 
And if, one more person 
Too bad we can't say the 
same for. the school board, 
whose budget Wobably is 
greater than council's. 
If you are still reading this 
column, you want to know 
how far I intend to stick my 
neck out, don't you? 
Well/this far and no far- 
ther; at the candidates 
meeting Wednesday the 
"outs" promised and the 
"ins" pointed out how ex- 
peosive some of the 
suggested programs would 
be, thus raising taxes. 
It would seem that a 
couple of years on council 
certainly does temper en- 
thusinsm for expensive 
projects. 
O.K.I Here goes, as the 
only person who has at-  
tended every council 
meeting during the last four 
months, other than aldermen 
' and municipal employees, I 
wouldsay there are only four 
eredittble candidates. The 
three incumbents; Cooper, 
Jolliffe and Pease, and Ai 
Purschke. How to win 
friends and influence i~ople, 
I just made five enemies. 
I am sure my recom- 
mendation will be worth at 
least three votes, mine, my 
wife's and my son's. 
asks me why I am In I would have given 
Terrace, considering the credence to both Ms. 
great future I have behind Clarksonand Paul Johnston, 
me, I think I will be sick to, ff they were not so tied to 
my stomache. What is it labor. Now don't siartl I 
about this town that people have nothing ngsinst labor, I
automatically feel there have been a member of 
must be somethibg wrong unions and enjoyed the 
with you otherwise you benefits of them. However, I 
wouldn't be here? 
• Terrace is enrreatly going 
through growing pains. 
similar to many other 
communities throughout the 
county; too beg to be small 
and too small to be bi~, 
This situation is net wr- 
culiar to Terrace, many, 
many cities have gone 
through the same tran- 
sformation. 
Anyway, back to the up- 
coming election. 
All candidates strike me, 
and remember this is strictly 
a personal opinion, as honest 
people who are genuinely 
interested in the welfare of 
the community. The fact that 
nine persons are oceglng 
three seats speaks well for 
the district. These people are 
really performing an ex- 
tremely worthwhile service 
for the district regardless of
whom is elected. 
They should be thanked 
and appreciated for this 
don't think municipal 
politics is the plaCe for 
"part ies".  I ,  want my '  
alderman or alderperson or 
aldenvomen, to speak for 
themselves not for a eom- 
mittee, no matter how wise 
or. representative that 
committee may be. 
Juaniia is a charming lady 
and serves a useful purpose 
within the community. She 
should continue to do so. 
Lil Farkvam is un. 
derstsndably frustrated by 
the apparent lack ef action 
regarding recreation within 
the district. Her candidacity 
will help to move the wheels 
a little faster. 
All the candidates are good 
people who deserve credit 
for their courage and in. 
terest; but as I said earlier 
there are really only four, 
Cooper, Joififfe, Pease and 
Purschke. I listed them in 
alphabetical order net in 
preference. 
I realize this type of 
alone, column is not usual because 
People like Lilly Ne~on, it puts a journalist in a real 
who continues to seek a seat bind, i f -  as may well be the 
on council despite past cose others are elected; but 
defeats, are to he treasured, then my reporting of news 
net necessarily elected, but has nothing whatoover to do 
Ireasured. That's w~t it s with thiscelumn. This is, and 
all a,l~ut. If you dan t like I repeat, only a personal 
w~t  s goi~., on, s.e~ aflce opinion based on my ch- 
arm change ix, ann u you are.  servatlons at council. 
Volrich back 
VANCOUVER ( ) - -  stadium, an issue that at. 
Mayor Jack Volrich easily. , t  ratted much of the elec- 
won re-eloctina for a second torate. 
two-year term Wednesday, Most of the council 
as the conservative Non- 
Partisan AssociatiOn (NPA) 
assumed ominance of civic 
politics with majorities on- 
council, school beard and 
parks board. 
Volrich, 50, who ran as an 
independent with NPA 
hacking, collected 45,769. 
votes, handily turning hack 
the challenge of Alderman 
May Brown, The Electors 
Action Movement (TEAM) 
candidate, who polled 29,449 
votes. 
Volr ich's  50-per-cent 
support was up from the 45 
per cent he received when 
first elected in 1976 as the 
TEAM coqdidate. 
Voter turnc, ut was ~ par 
cent, down considerably 
from pest years. The low 
turnout was blamed partly 
on the shutdown due to a 
labor digitate of Vancouver's 
two daily newspapers. 
The NPA, taking ad- 
vantage of a noticeable 
swing by voters, electt~d five 
nlderma--incemhents 
Warnett Kennedy, George 
Puff and Bernice Gerard, 
former alderman Helen 
Boyce and former city clerk" 
Doug Little. 
As well, the NPA sup- 
ported independent Don 
Bellamy, a former member 
of TEAM. 
"It's suing to be something 
i l l ,  of a caretaker couoc, 
Volrieh said. "On the one 
. hand we do have all these 
very worthwhile projects 
before us, yet on the other 
hand we are going to con- 
tinue through a period of 
tight money." 
e makeup of the 'new 
council was a good sign for 
proponents of the proposed 
$163 million Multiplex 
members favor the proposal 
which would see the stadium 
built at the Pacific National 
Exhibition. Brown was 
, advocating a site in the False 
~reek area. 
The NPA also elected 
seven of nine school trustees 
and five of seven park 
commissioners. 
Despite the obvious su~ 
port for NPA candidates ann 
policies, voters narrowly 
~pproved a plebiscite 
favoring n ward system for 
the city--something Volrieh 
and other NPA candidates 
campaigned against. 
Volrich said the 51-per- 
cent vote in favor of a ward 
system was not a definite 
indication, but he agreed to 
set up a commission to 
consider the whole matter of 
local government.. .. 
Any decision to change ~ne . 
present system must be ap. 
proved by the provincial 
government. 
Also elected as aldermen 
were Harry Rankin of the 
Committee of Progressive 
Electors, independent in- 
cumbents Michael Harcourt 
and Darlene Marzurt and 
Marguerite Ford of TEAM. 
Elected as school trustees 
were: Nathan Divinsky, 
Jonathan Baker, Peter 
Wasllake, William Brown, 
Bryan Hsanay, Peter Hebb 
and Karl Erdman, all ot 
NPA, and Betty-Anne 
Fenwick and Norman 
Robinson of TEAM. 
George Walnbern, Russ 
Fraser, Andy Livingstone, 
Phillip Owen and Doug 
Mowat, all of NPA, were 
elected to the parks board, 
along with lan Batn and 
Mary Ann Fowler of TEAM. 
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PRINCE GEORGE, B.C& flationary and should not be 
(CP) - -  The president of the granted at this time. 
Prince George and District ~ Smart said teachers have 
Teachers' Association told a been faced with demands for 
British Columbia Energy restraint in the past three 
Commiss ion hear ing  years and suppliers of 
Thursday that conservation- essential services should 
wise homeowners are being show the same restraint. 
punished with higher rates The Prince George and 
from Inland Natural Gas. Dis t r ie t  Teachers '  
Dung Smart told the Association agreed • Wed- 
hearing in this central- .nesday to settle for a 7.9 per 
interior city that conserving cent wage increase. 
doesn't pay. Five other briefs 
The commission is presented tothe commission 
studying arequestbylnland Thursday reflected the 
Natural Gas for a 10.75 per concern of private citizens 
cent rate increase. The in- and small businesses over 
crease came into effect Sept. Iniand's proposed hikr: in gas 
1 but the utility ma.y be prices. 
forced to return the extra fee 
if the commission turns The chamber brief stated 
down the application, that the hike could hurt the 
Smart presented a brief, local timber industry which 
representing 1,200 teachers relies on a highly cum- 
in the district, which stated petiUve and fluctuating 
the increase is highly in- foreign market. 
Deaths termed accidental  
QUESNEL, B.C. (CL) - -  A . The two men were killed 
coroner's jury has blamed a Aug. 28 while working at 
truck driver, the driver's Ernst F~rost Products Ltd. 
emplnyer and a local umbar when a truck dumping 
company in the deaths of asphalt backed over them. 
William McDonald, 48, and The six man jury ruled 
his son John, 17, both of this Wednesday that the deaths 
central British Columbia were unnatural  and ac- 
community, cidentel. 
Extension not feasible 
VICTORIA(RP) --  Travel 
Industry Minister Grace 
McCarthy said Thursday itis 
net economically feasible to 
extend, on a year-round 
basis, the sailing season of 
the government-owned 
Princess Marguerite. 
Mrs, McCarthy, the 
minister esponsible for the 
B.C. Steamship Corp. which 
owns and operates the vessel 
between' Victoria and 
Seattle, said the board of 
directors bad informed her 
the economics of extending 
the season would be out of 
the quasti~. 
"There m not sufficient 
offseason travel between 
Victoria and Seattle for that 
crulse-tzpe travel '"  said 
Mre. McCarthy. 
The minister said the 
vessel carried 570,000 
passengers during the 
summer, an increase of 13 
per cent over last year. 
She said it ended the year 
with an oporatog prodtof- 
$527'-000 but most of it would 
go to debt charges, and the 
remaining $60,000 will be 
more than used up by the 
Marguerite's annual refit. 
Miss World 1978 crowned 
LONDON (~)  --  OissAr- 
gentiea, Silvaua Suarez, was 
crowned Miss World 1978 at 
Royal Albert Hall in London 
on Thursday night. 
Ranner-up was Miss 
Sweden, Ossie Carlsson, and 
Miss Austral ia- -Denise 
Coward--placed third. 
Miss Mexico, Martha Ortiz 
Gamez, was fourth and Miss 
Spain, Gloria Valenciane, 
was fifth. 
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FRIDAY,,,, 7 p.m. to ? 
',,",: ": ?i:;,.:, :, ::: "::, :::::' ., ,,, ': ii :.,,, 
St,~ "" OISTnESS NEHOHAilDISE 
DOME AND JOIH THE EXBITEMEHT FRIDAY AT 7 p.m, 
YOU MAY OONSIGN YOUR GOODS FOR NOTION 
OR VIEW MEROHANDISE ON HAND 
EVERY DAY 9:00 a,m, to 6:00 p,m. 
FRIDAYS 9:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. 
OONYERT RO LONGER WANTED ITEMS TO OASH 
Terrace &uction IVtart 
• "•  A 
3233 APSLEY ST, TERRAOE 
ABOVE FREDS FURNITURE 
4434 Lakelee Avenue 
636-3936 
I I 
63§4536 
Tile seventh in a series of MB reports: 
a been doing all the 
¥ Y tal ng. Now we'd like 
to hear Jrom you. 
For the past few weeks, we've 
been running this series of re- 
po~s telling you what MacMillan 
Bloedel is all about. 
If you've been reading these 
reports, you know that our com- 
pany was born in B.C. and that 
we plan to stay in B.C. We're 
part of something unique-the 
British Columbia way of life. 
And we're proud of it. 
We think you're aware that a 
company like MB can only oper- 
ate in this province with your 
say-so. The people of B.C. own 
80% of the forest lands we./nan- 
age. So we're not the landlords, 
you are. We're the tenants. 
That's why we've been telling 
you how things are going on 
your property. 
So far, we've been doing all the 
talking. We'd like to open it up. 
If you have any ideas or reactions 
concerning these reports--why 
don't you write to let us know? 
If you:'d like copies of any or all 
of them-or  you want further 
information-we'll be glad to 
send it along. 
Perhaps you belong to a group 
or organization that might be 
interested in more details. If 
you contact us at the same address 
we'll arrange for someone from 
MB to come and talk to your 
people. 
Just write and we'll be in touch. 
MB REPORTS, 
1075 West Georgia, 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6E 3R9 
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Glassblower,s entertain as they, practise craft 
lout it in not. Grosart studies to draw the figure before he set into finished drift wood Two people who are  at- 
tracting large crowds "at the 
Skeens Mall in Terrace are 
Don Grosar t ,  a former 
Disneyland animater and 
Cheri Jervis, the only active 
woman glass blower in 
Canada. 
Both produce house- 
broken figurines and will be 
seen selling their works in 
the mall daring the next 10 
shopping days. 
They are the only artists 
using glass who use the 
torch, says Grosart. Most 
glass artists rely on furnaces 
when working glass. 
The torch allows them to 
make the figurines in front of 
the people who buy them. 
They believe in what they 
are  doing, said Grosart, and 
they are on the road in  
Canada and the U.S. 
throughout the year. 
Glass blowing looks simple 
for 9.'/2 years in Europe and 
he has been working at the 
art for 15 years. Jervis 
studied in California and has 
been making figurines for 
three years. 
"A person has to know how 
can make in glans," said 
Grosart. When he makes 
swans it looks simple but 
there are only 10 people in 
North. America who can 
make them. Jervis does not 
make swans but her dolphins 
are very fine. 
They make full-masted 
sailing ships, horses, .mice, 
windmills, horse orawn 
coaches and sharks. 
Jervis says that they like 
to appear at shopping malls 
Immunity despite charges. 
was charter to commit LONDON (Reutor) -- Thorpe,49, ischarged with "a 
Jeremy Thorpe, the former incitement to murder pe~JprWo.~n~  
British Liberal party leader Norman Scott, a former 1o 
charged with conspiracy and male model who says he the imm Y . . . . .  
• incitement o murder, was once had a homosexual any charge of perjury wmcn 
turned down today in an affair with Thorpe. The might arise. 
attempt o have the high former Liberal leader is also Lord Chief Justice 
court withdraw prosecution charged with a former party widgery refused the ap. 
• immunity granted to witness treasurer and two ether men plication. 
Peter Beaneil. of conspiracy to murder. A hearing opens Monday 
Beas~ll, 57, a former MP A lawyer for Thorpe told at Mlnehead, western 
now living in California, has the high court that the ira- England, to determine 
known Thorpe for more than munity granted Besseli by whether the case shauld go to 
20 years. " the director of  prosecut ions trial. 
Where can you buy- 
Televisions, R eadymade Draperies, Harding, 
Toshiba, Living Room Suites, Carpet, 
R.C.A., Dinette Suites,. ~ii ~ Lazy-Boy, 
Admiral, Bedroom Suites,. ~.~* Sklar, 
Panasonic, Kroehler, 
Washers, Dryers, 
Stoves, Dishwashers, Jenn-Air, 
Freezers, Refrigerators, Moffat, 
Berkline, Microwave Ovens, Kirsch 
Ma ytag, Westm Uls , Vi las, 
G.E., Water Beds, Toby, 
Stereos by Famous Brand Names, 
PHONE 847-4485 
FREE S~RVBCE ~ 0 1  ~ ! 
DELIVERY iN. (B' 
Furfiishings 
t,~.~P,,o,~- ' When: qa la l i~  mat ters .  Ed Joe 
OPEH ~:~ ........ : 
~tgl~S., TO SAT, """¢~"°" ..1 ~ i Box1073 Main Street70, Sr i hers 
-.. :.,.~.,.:.~.,?..= .. ....... .~ : . / : :  / .~-  . . .,:~: • • : . . . .  . ~ . /  : : :~  ,.: ' : , : :!  ;L ii?i: //ii~i ¸ :!i'i~.i.:ii::ii!~!i!:~i:/~i 
by Molsons Master brewed 
SmRDAY 
NO¥. 18 
I SAVE 23' ' " iF  is,,,..,, i , Li 
K MART OIL 
10 W 30 or 10 W 40 motor oil. 
K mart reg. price 1.14 
SATURDAY ONLY 
91' 
[ SAVE zo~ I 
ISSORTED 
OOSMETIUS 
'Includes Nail Polish, 
Mascara, Lipstick etc. 
Reg. Low K mart Pr ice  69c 
i SAVE 58e I 
PRIRGLES 
Twin Pak Potato Chips. 
K mart Reg. Low Price 1.57 
Pkg. 
99 ° ONLY . ONLY pkg. 
I I 
I I I  I I I  I I I  I I I  I 
[ 600 ONLY ] 
SHEFFIELD 
Razor Blades. Pkg. 5. Stainless 
Steel. 
K mart Reg. Price 37c ca. 
SATURDAY ONLY 
ASSORTED 
CHOCOLATE BARS 
Includes Jersey Milk, Rosebuds, 
Malted Milk. 
SATURDAY ONLY 
mls  
10 Per Customer 
I 
I say, ' ,  ,.. I 
HER'S 
PULLOVERS 
Long Sleeve 
Reg. Low K mart price 4.44 
i I 
I. 
SAVE 04" ] 
20 PACK 
GARBAGE BAGS 
K mart Reg. Price 1.77 
SATURDAY ONLY 
93' 
WE WELCOME i I~l/l'l'&l& M I d / /  4761LAKELSE AVE. ~'. _ I 
I ORE I ; ; l l t t  I I IMLL  TERRACE ~ cmlili~ I 
| dp~F~im&i i i  MON.&TUES.9 :30AMTO6PM "4~ i~ , l  
| g g in f fg i i  iU  WED. TO FRI. 9:30 TO 9:30 PM ~a~ . . . . . .  ~ 1  
I i, emm,,al, SWTU.OAVgmTO6m ~,, ~ l l lg ,  I 
/ 
# 
• . .[~- -/.. 
• i ~ '  • . ' :~[  i,.. ~'~~, 
' ' "" * i 
• ! 
•T 
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PHONE 
Terrace/Kitimat 
DALLY HERALD 
635.6367, 
i 
i~i~ ¸~ 
. . . .  LI• i 
. 
1 of 2 
3 minute Shopping Sprees 
at your local 
~'~.~k *~.~' 
//n,,,, 
TERRACE SUBSCRIBERS 
Overwaitea Food Oentre 
Skoena Mall 
FOOD 
CENTEBS 
KITIMAT SUBSORIBERS 
OverwaJtea Food Oentre 
Oitl Oentre Mall 
All Terrace and Kitimat subscribers are eligible. 
Contest closes midnight December 16, 1978. le VEINS taw oven 
THE DALLY HERALD 
NEW START ORDER 
Oommenein~for  a Period of 3 months and thereafter until ordered dleoentiaed. 
I will pal the regular subsoription pride eaoh month. 
PRINT NAME 
SIGNATURE 
ADDRESS 
PHONE APT. 
',iliiI 
I 
I 
SUBSCRIBER MUST SIGN ORDER 
We are presently subsorihing to the Herald D 
Please start ml three month subsoription to the Herald I"1 
CARRIERS DRA IV 
DRAW CLOSES MIDNIGHT DECEMBER 16, 1978 
$10@.00 Gift Cert i f icate 
FOR EVERY 6 NEW SUBSCRIBERS YOUR NAME• WILL BE ENTERED IN THE DRAW 
t 
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Itowdy all, at the last 
meeting of the local C.B.'ers, 
it was brought to my at- 
tention that we would do well 
to inform the people of our 
well run organization, so in 
this week's report we shall 
introduce you to the many 
members of the group more 
commonly known as M.O.P. 
(Many Odd People). 
Heading our group as 
president is a SUPER 
THIEF, while the secretary 
is a giant SUPER COOKIE 
(and no, it cannot be eatent) 
making this seem like a 
typical family run 
organization. A huge 
machine, what is often 
referred to as a ROCK- 
CRUSHER,  ground his way 
through and made himself 
known as the vice president 
while all the time a BUM- 
BLE BEE buzzed around 
getting new memberships. 
Unlike other clubs, we pay 
our dues in the form of a MAI 
TAI and that's about as 
trsasurey as you can get.  
The directors consist at 
someone's LITTLE MAMA 
watching a RAIN-DROP on a 
piece of CEDAR WOOD, 
while the sky stays bright as 
the LI1"FLE DIPPER tries 
to fred the Ways and Means 
to get there. For publicity 
the club does its best to rely 
on their mascot, a DINO, 
who tries to stay out of the 
way of all the little PEB- 
BLES. 
Our place of meeting is on 
a LITTLE SHRUB where we 
all hold on to a BRAIDED 
ROPE seas not to fall off and 
get a STINGER as they tend 
to SNAP-ON pretty fast. Our 
own means of built in 
RADAR tells'us that .  l 
WOLVERINE is stalking 
nearby even though a 
GRASSHOPPER is JUmL~,_ 
about. To be sure there s 
never aGREY CLOUD in the ! 
sky at our meetings o we 
can always watch the BIG 
DIPPER do its thing and 
twinkle away until the I 
SANDMAN decides it's time 
that we all get a bit' 
SLEEPY, only then do we go 
10-7 and BEEP BEEP our l 
way out of there and make 
MOOSE TRACKS until next 
time. See you there? To make amends now, let 
it he known that I goofed off, m 
as usual, and that the names 
given are in their respective 
order as heading the locally 
run BBC GRS, and who 
support the local charities l 
through the various funn- 
tions they have throughout . 
the year. This club is mane 
up of hard working people l 
who do their best to help 
others whenever they can 
and they should he thanked 
accordingly. A lot of people l 
are misinformed as to what 
C.B.'ers are, thinldng they 
are just a lot of grown up 
kids with nothing better to do 
than talk on the radio. But 
first of all, to he a good 
C.B.'er is tu he able and want 
to help others in all walks of | 
life, and these people do Just 
that. Sure, we aH goof off 
now and then, and I think I 
head that llst, but our hearts 
are in the right places so l 
when you hear or read of a 
dance or other do that is put 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
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CB NEWS lDireet°rs elected 
The Terrace and District Project. With the restgnation 
• Community Services Society of the Volunteer Bureau 
" w#th DINO recently held'their annual pro!eet ,.m.a,nage.r: ..this 
• general meeting at whieiz position wm oe aoveruseo 
time the incumbent direciors through Canada Manpower. 
on by the C.B.'ers, do your 
best o attend and help us to 
help others. 
On the less serious side 
now, we would like to 
congratulate our BRAIDED 
ROPE for her recent win of 
Terraee's goony bird and 
also for her win at some 
winnings. Guess the steaks 
are on you next time, eh 
Betty? 
Everyone Wish LITTLE 
MAMA a happy birthday the 
next ime around, as I recaln 
she's the lady who received a 
gift and who proceeded to 
sing Happy Birthday to 
herself all the while opening 
her "gift" only to find that it 
was some of her own dishes 
that she had lent out to 
another party some time 
back and who had taken this 
long to return them. 
T'wasn't your birthday 
anyhow, eh L.M.? 
A five from TWISTED 
STRING to TOLLIE. Goshl I 
forgot what it was! 
O.K. folks, before I go 10.7 
for the night, a reminder to 
get your tickets in to the one 
SUPER THIEFSKI and 
hopefully we'll catch you on 
the return, till then I expect 
you to all have yourselves a 
week w.eek, take. care and 
keep smilin'. Hey hart! Say 
gocdnight. 3-s for now. 
were re-elected. 
Elected for a .two year 
term were Roy Greening, 
Dave Gellately, Jane Booth, 
Doug Mumford, Phil 
Stewart, Judy Vandergueht, 
and Frances Long. Mary 
Boueher was elected a 
director for the first time. 
This leaves four vacancies to
be filled. David Pease will 
remain the appointed 
director for Terrace district 
council. 
Roy Greening was re- 
elected chairman by ac- 
elamation, Dave GelIately 
became first vice-chairman, 
Phil Stewart was elected 2nd 
vice.chairman and Judy 
Vandergueht remained as 
secretary. 
Concern was expressed by 
Greening at the lack of 
people interested in 
becoming directors of the 
society. The society, he said, 
is very active with a budget 
close to half a million 
dollars. The society sponsors 
projects in every facet of the 
community and it is 
essential that more corn- 
inanity members take an 
active interest in the society. 
Interviews have been 
taking place for project 
managers for the Women's 
Growth Centre and the 
Family Violence Research 
A visitor to the meeting 
was Jana Sieben ~ho wlts 
looking for support tar the 
society for Birthrite. a,1 
organization branch is m the 
process of being Iormcd in 
Terrace. Birthrite actively 
supports the pregnant 
women with counselling and 
literature to make the right 
choice about her child. The 
branch will be seeking 
funding to establish an office 
and at that time the society 
will sponsor the project. 
The next meeting of the 
society will be held Dec. 11 in 
the Skeenaview I.oungc. If 
you are interested in 
working in the society call 
either 635-5339 evenings or 
635.3178, which is the society 
office. 
F htthe 
.no 
crmpplers 
Emphysema, Asthma, Tu~rculosis. 
Chronic Bronchitis,A,r Pollution 
Use ¢ 
Christmas 
Seals 
l 
Paper 
shortage 
hurting 
COQUITLAM, B.R& (RL 
--  Publisher R. D. Taylor 
said Thursday The 
Columbian has turned own 
advertising and commercial 
printing contracts because of 
a shortage of newsprint. 
MacMillan Bloedel, a 
major supplier of newsprint 
to British Columbia 
newspapers, has put its 
customers on a quota sys- 
tem. A company spokesman 
said the move was caused by 
a world-wide shortage of 
newsprint, not local issues. 
Taylor said B.C. Forest 
Products and Crown 
Zellerbach ave increased 
their newsprint shipments o 
The Columbian but the 
amount is not enough to 
cover the effects of Mac- 
Milton Blcedel's rationing. 
He said the shortfall is re- 
strteting the size and cir- 
culation of the suburban 
evening newspaper, both of 
which increased since the 
Vancouver Sun and Province 
were closed Nov. I by a labor 
disprte. 
"The American 
management of MacMillan 
Bloedel is exemplifying the 
intent of any corporate giant- 
maximization of profits," 
Taylor said. 
"MacMillan Bloedel feels 
it is more important to bring 
in U.S. dolkre than lneease 
local industry." 
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CHINESE DICTIONARY 
Amazing acc0mphshment 
TORONTO (CP) -- W. The script was invented scholarship, he decided to rice. So it is not 
take Chinese instead of reasonable.'" A. Dobson, although he 
may never make the best- 
seller list in Peking, is 
flattered that his book has 
been published in China. 
The book is a dictionary 
of the Chinese language, 
published in Canada in 
the mid-1970s, and. the 
culmination of 35 years' 
study, 
It soon became 
available in China, 
reproduced intact right 
down to the logotype of 
the Umversity of Toronto, 
where Dobson, 65, is a 
professor of East Asian 
studies. 
iris comprehensive 
research has qualified 
him as world authority on 
the language spoken by 
one in five people on 
earth, a complex 
language whose form and 
whose manner of ex- 
pression has no parallel in 
the West. 
The writing system in 
China, he says, is a way of 
symbolizing ideas or 
things, not sounds. The 
vocabulary is im- 
pregnated with the past, 
and almost every modern 
Chinese word has a 
history as well as literary 
association with an- 
tiquity. 
about 3,500 years ago. 
Dobson's studies 
convinced him that un- 
derstanding the language 
is the key to under- 
standing modern China. 
Several Stria-Western 
political incidents can be 
blamed directly on igno- 
rance of the Chinese 
language, he said in a 
recent interview. 
He cited the 
negotiations after the 
Korean War. The United 
States accused China of 
deceit, partly because the 
Chinese insisted their. 
troops were "volun. 
teers." 
"In the Chinese 
language, the way you 
refer to your troops is 
'troops fighting in a 
righteous cause. In a 
19th.century dictionary it
is translated as volun- 
teers because it stands to 
reason people would 
volunteer. In Western 
eyes, that meant people 
could sign up for the 
army--the last thing the 
Chinese would do." 
As a-boy in his native 
Britain, he recalls talk 
that sparked his interest 
in China. 
When he later went to 
Oxford University on a 
the conventional Greek or  
Latin. 
His decision proved 
fortuitous at the outbreak 
of the Second World War 
when, as one' of few 
Westerners who un- 
derstood Chinese, he 
joined the British forces 
on several diplomatic 
missions to China and 
India and became per- 
sonal staff adviser, to 
Lord Louis Mounthatten, 
the Allies' supreme 
commander for Southeast 
Asia. 
"The Chinese ex- 
perience is totally dif- 
ferent," he says. "The 
value system is different. 
They think differently." 
Citing the Chinese 
perception oflaw, Dobson 
said: 
"The Chinese idea is 
not what's legal but what 
is reasonable. If you take 
a magistrate in the 19th 
century and someone 
comes up before him for 
debt, by law he owed the 
money and should pay it. 
"But the Chinese would 
ask: 'Is it reasonable to 
press this suit? The 
debtor is a poor man. The 
creditor is a rich man. It 
would empty his bowl of 
Dobson recalls that on 
coming to Toronto in 1962, 
when he founded the U of 
T's department o! East 
Asian studies, it was 
difficult o attract profes- 
sors became they saw no 
future in Chinese studies. 
Today, however, with 
China becommg less 
isolationist, interest has 
grown and the depart- 
ment has about ~00 
students. 
Dobson's Chinese 
dictionary is only a flint 
volume, covering the 
classical period of 
Chinese history between 
10 BC and the second 
century AD. 
Now he is looking at the 
Chinese medieval period 
up to the 9th century AID, 
the subject of his next 
book. 
• He also plans to publish 
translations of Chinese 
poetry spanning 2,000 
years. 
Meanwhile, he says, it's 
amusing, ironic and 
flattering that his die- 
timary now is on sale In 
China--15 a copy. He says 
some of his students have 
l~eked up copies in Hang 
Kong. 
mmmmmm mmmmmmmmmmmmm 
1% 
Every year 
for 7years 
rune Benefits 
Everyone who has already bought,  or w] 
buys tl i is vear 's  Canada Savings Bonds for 
cash, on the Payroll Saving Plan or the 
Month ly  Savings Plan wi l lget  the new rat 
of 9V2%.  even though the appl icat ion forn 
and bond cert i f icates have the original  rat, 
pr inted on them. 
Sales Peflod Extended 
Investors wil l  now be able'to purchase t 
new bonds at face value wi thout  payment  
accrued interest up to and including 
November  22, 1978. 
Higher Purchase Umit 
The indiv idual  purchase l im i t  for the n, 
Series has been increased to $50,000. In 
addit ion, holders of"S24" and "SR"  bonds 
may st i l l  reinvest all proceeds from their 
matur ing bonds in the new Series~ 
Payroll/Monthly Saving 
Plans 
Buy b.e ore  
Noven e  
Aiter that date they'll cost you more. 
m,,vember 22, payment schedules wil l  
~tinue to be based on the original rate of 
3%, even though all purchasers wi l l  get 
new rate of 9 t/.,%. 
Mter November22 
t~r bonds purchased for cash after 
vember 22, accrued interest at the new 
.- of 9t/.,% wi l l  be charged from 
vember  I to the end of  the month of 
~hase. For insta lment purchases made 
.r November  22, payment  schedules wil l  I o based on the new rate of 9/., 70. 
 mpound Interest Bond 
I .  
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~Vith the new 91/2% rate of return on the 
r8/79 Series, a $100 Compound Interest -~  
ad wi l l  now grow as follows: i 
_Nov.__J. ..... y a!u.e. . . . . .  N o~.. l  ....... ya J .ue . .  
1979 $109.50 198/3 $157.42 
1980 $119.90 1984 $172.,38 i 
1981 $131.29 1985 $188,76 
1982 $143.77 
Regular interest Bond m 
i For purchases on the Payroll  Savings Plan 
and Month ly  Savings Plan made on or before 
Each $1,000 Regular Interest Bond wi l l  
now provide an interest payment  of $95.00 
every year to matur i ty  in 1985. 
I Don' t  miss out!  +.+. 
C . . . . . . , , .  = , . . . - - - - - - - - . ,11  
weekend. 
The game between the best 
players from the tournament 
teams and the Totem Ford 
Reps of the Commercial 
League that was to have 
been played Friday night at 
the Terrace Arena has been 
cancelled, because the flight 
carrying the CP Air Bulldogs 
the Herald, Friday, November 17, 1978, Page 9 
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CPAIR TO'URNAMENT TEHIIACE.KITIMAT O R T S  
Schedule change s m adenlpeg.calgary.Edmonton d o i ly  h t to id  Due to unforeseen cir- won't arrive in Terrace in schedule of games, of these two games will play 
cumsisncos, a few changes time to play the game. Sorry Saturday, 12 noon - Win- achampionshipgameat2:00 
have been made in the f o l k s .  P . M . . . . o h  r i s  iD rt  @ e r sobedule for the CP Air Also, one of the two Vancouver. 1:30 P.M., There's no admission 
llnaVtlt~ti~noral TeTO~r~eamtl~inst Vancouvor teems entered in ~r~.~te ' FBoUrllC~t?Jo,~, B.aC ~ ~lha~lgveedrfOero~lehecSt~o~mi~ bl~ 
the tournament has dropped 
out for rensons known only to 
them. Consequently, the five 
team tournament has been 
reduced to a four team af- 
fair. 
It still promises to be a 
great tournament, hough, 
and action will still get un- 
derway Saturday. at noon. 
Following is a revised 
Wat son has 
many friends 
ST. LOU~ (AP) -- On a 
table in the corner of the 
room, young Ryan Watson 
had left his stuffed gorilla 
doll, along with his coloring 
book and crayons. There 
would be ample time for the 
youngster to retrieve them, 
because his father wouldn't 
be leaving that room for a 
long while. 
The third floor of Jewish 
Hospital will be Joe Watson's 
addrem for the next three 
weeks or the next three 
months. It will depend on 
how quickly progress is 
made on the right leg be 
broke in 13 places last 
Saturday night. 
If healing could be ac- 
celerated by kindness, 
Watson would be playing 
defenee for Colorado 
Rockies on Saturday night 
when they play host to 
Chicago Black Hawks. 
Friends of the 12-year 
National Hockey League 
veteran are doing everything 
they can to assure tis 
comfort. 
Rockies owner Arthur Im- 
peratore is flying his per- 
sonal physician to Watsnn's 
bedside. Philadelphia owner 
Ed Snidar, Wataon's boss for 
11 years with the Flyers,, 
volunteered a private jet to 
fly Watson to a hospital in 
Phiin~lphia or in Denver, 
whichever Watson prefers. 
Blues president Emile 
Francis helped Marianne 
Watson find an apartment 
near the hospital, where she 
and Ryan can stay between 
visits until Watson can be. 
moved. 
"It's really nice to know 
people are concerned," says 
Wateen. "It really makes 
you feel good." 
Again and again the phone 
ran. Fred Shorn, his former 
coach with the Flyers, 
wanted to know how things 
were. Then Alan Eagieson, 
executive director of the 
NIK, Players' Association. 
People don't forget. Joe 
Watson played for Colorado 
in Philadelphia recently and 
17,000 stood to applaud him. 
The people in the expensive 
seats aw the tears trickling 
down his face. 
People sitting In that room 
at Jewish Hospital now see 
something different, m- 
patience; hockey players are 
very impatient. 
But there is nothing he can 
do. A freak fall just two rain. 
utes into the game Saturday 
night has robbed him of any 
say in the matter. 
The puck had been shot 
into the Rockies' zone, and 
Watson had gone to chase it 
along wth St. Louis right 
winger Wayne Babyclt The 
players brmbed and Watson 
lost his balance, hurtling five 
feet through the air and 
crashing knee-first into the 
boards. 
"I took a look at my leg 
when I went down, and I 
thought it was OK," said 
Watson. "My knee was just 
numb; I've been hit in the leg 
before and the knee went 
numb for maybe two or three 
"seconds and then I was OK." 
"Then I tried to get up and 
I saw my knee was here and 
the rest of my leg was over 
there, at kind of a 45-degree 
angle. And I said, 'That's it. 
It's broke."' 
In fact, it was shattered, 
along with the dreams the 35- 
year-old Watson had of 
flashing the one job he had 
left. 
When the Rockies obtained 
him from Flyers last sum- 
mer, he was assigned to "try 
and straighten things out; 
get the kids on the track and 
give them some sense of 
direction, and.kadanhlp, on .  
and oft' ~e'V¢~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
"I don't hink I'm going to 
be able to do that now. 
It may be an end, but it's 
also a beginning. At least one 
NHL teem has offered Joe 
Watson an  assistant 
coaching job when he's back 
on his feet again. 
That won't be for a while. 
There may be more 
operations. There will ha 
months in traction, .his leg 
wrapped in bandages from 
arch to mid-thigh and Im- 
mobilized by a weighted 
pulley system. Then there 
will be therapy. 
House League results 
MIDGET Sharpies Equipment 6 
B.C.G.E.U. 3 Kalum Kuslmer Trucking 3 
Electric 1 Wedeene River 5 Bear Creek 
Kalum Tire 4 Moose Lodge 2 1 
RUGS 
BANTAM 
Fireflghtors 2 Chipmunks 1 
Twin River 4 Ken Robinson 2 Elks 4 Legion 2 
ik~llr~lk*~'# "A'llr ~t A'~ ~kt ~t  ~ ~lv t ~t' i '*t It t ~v 
T////eum The,,  s 
: 4720 LAKELSE AVE, PHONE 638"81 , 
: SHOWqNG AT 8 P.M. ; 
: mmm ,4.,a 
Unmarried Woman 
i NOVEMBER 19-21 Poor Pretty Eddy 
An 
and The Ultimate Thrill 
NOVEMBER 22-26 Omen II , I 
i , 
i lontlo Giant { 
NOVEMBER 16-18 Death Sport 
NOVEMBER 19-21 
I Wanna Held Your Hand 
i NOVEMBER 32-26 
My Folks Never Told No i Jokoo 
"M 
Grand Prairie. 3:00 P.M., a 
Minor Hockey House League 
game. 4:30 - Bulldogs vs. 
Winn ipeg-Ca lgary -  
Edmonton. 6:00 P.M., B.C. 
District Vs. Vancouver. 
Sunday's action begins at 
8:00 A.M. and the first game 
is Winnipeg-Ca lgar.y- 
Edmonton vs. B.C. District. 
9:30 A.M., Bulldogs vs. 
Vancouver. 
This will end the round 
robin competition, but at 
lh00 A.M., the 1st place 
finisher will take on the. 4th 
place team, and 12:30 P.M., 
it's the 2nd place team vs. th 
3rd place squad. The winners 
taken and all this money will 
be divided equally among 
Terrace Minor Hockey and 
• the Terrace Senior Citizens 
community Hall building 
fund .  
Trophies will be awarded 
to the top three teams. A 
special trophy, called the 
Most Enthusiastic Par- 
ticipant award, will be 
presented to the coach, 
player, supporter, or even 
stick boy that the organizers 
feel is most deserving. 
The organizers are hoping 
for good fan support so that 
they can make this tour- 
nament an annual affair. 
Kitsumkalum 
Ski 01ub Swap 
at 
OLD ALL SEASONS SPORTING 
GOODS BLDG. 4642 Lakelae 
SAT., NOV. 18 
9 - 10 --  Receiving ski equipment 
10- 5 p.m. --Sale of ski equipment 
10 percent charge for members 
20 per cent charge non-members 
IMPORTANT NOTIO 
Johnston Terminals Ltd. announoe the lifting of the temporary embargo and 
resumption of rail freight pool oar servioe to Tnrraoe and Kitimat despite 
the oontinund nlosure of the rail line beyond I(itwanp. The resumption of 
servioe is made possible by the joint effort of Johnston Terminals, our loom 
agent-Oaravan Moving J Storage Ltd. and Canadian National Railways. 
Sohedules will be similar, minimal delays might ooour and understanding is 
requested. Important to note is that regular tariff rates will apply even 
though interim eervion is morn sostly. 
P. CULLEN 
General Manager 
Oontainer and Rail Freight Servions 
Johnston Terminals Ltd. 
Vancouver, B.C. 
The sixth in a series of MB reports: 
" bus" " : In  mess  in  
¥ ¥ B C .  But  Playhouse and the Arts Club 
~ ,-:~ .......... : ........ ~ Theatres. The Vancouver Ballet 
we al , c l:ive 
m B.C. 
A company is people. 
There's more to MB than logging 
operations, pulp and paper mills, 
building materials plants and 
packaging operations. That's the 
"hardware". But the heart of our 
company is our people. Out of 
their combined talents and efforts 
come many benefits. The eco- 
nomic ones are obvious. Healthy 
communities. Purchasing power. 
Taxes. But there are other 
benefits as well. 
Society. Loggers' sports in Camp- 
bell River, Port Alberni and 
Ladysmith. The Powell River 
Tennis Club. Franklin River 
Hockey Team. Malaspina Skating 
Club. Junior Achievement of 
B.C. North Shore Light Opera. 
B.C. Wildlife Foundation. Mul- 
tiple Sclerosis Society. And 
many others. 
MB Place." 
a gift of understanding. 
Our forest information centre at 
VanDusen Garden in Vancouver 
attracts thousands of visitors 
every year. We operate it as a gift 
We're not all business, to the city and to the people of 
this province. We hope it will 
We don't just work m the com- contribute to a better under- 
mun!ties where MB operates, standing of.the forests-not only 
We bye in them, too. And that as economm assets, but also as 
means our company and our sources of delight and mystery. 
people care about a lot of thmgs 
that can't be measured in money. The B.C. life: we're part 
Things like education. The arts. of it and proud of it! 
Sports. Health services. Charit- 
able organizations. It's a long list. Are we bragging? Maybe a little. 
We just want you to understand 
To name only a few: the extent of our commitment to 
MB commits funds each year for this province. Our company was 
a continuing program of bur- born m British Columbia and 
saries and scholarships. And we we're proud of our continuing 
donate to a wide variety of com- involvement in it. It goes way 
mumty organizations and events, beyond our ability to harvest 
The Vancouver Symphony. The trees and earn dollars. ~ ~ k  
MacMillan Bloedel 
/j 
't 
t 
I L ______  
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Timbermen logged, and the Kings toppled 
An inspired Terrace 
Timbermea team came up 
with their best performance 
the season by far Wed- 
~ y .n~hL and.defeated up to men mtguty t'rmce 
Rupert Kings 7-3 at the 
Terrace Arena. 
last haft" of the ol~ning 
period, though neither side 
could manage a goal. 
A rash of foolish penalties 
early in the second period 
definitely hurt the Kings, as 
they were a man short when: 
Keith Colwill's Ibng shot 
For almost he first time from the point beat Kings 
.~ this season, the Timbermen goaltender Mario Morretto 
=, played as a cohesive unit, high to the glove side to give 
~, and the solid effort by the Timbermen a 1-0 lead, at 
:~ everyone concerned paid off 6:4t of the middle frame. 
:, with Terrace's entry in the The Kings were also a man 
PNWHL defeating Prince short when Doug Matbeson 
Rupert for the first time in connected with a hard wrist 
almost wo seasons, shot from the slot to increase 
The Kings began with a the lead to 2-0. Just 23 
rush, and for the first ten seconds later Matheson 
minutes, the play was almost converted a Rae Rowe pass 
entirely in Terrace's end of from thecorner into a goal to 
the ice. They could have had give Terrace a three goal 
three or four goals in that advantage. 
time, but solid goaltending The Kings finally got on 
from Tim Gloeden kept hem the hoard at 13:55 of the 
at bay. second period when Rich 
After that initial outburst, Wright blasted a hard shot 
the Terrace team began to by Tim Glondeu right from 
come on somewhat, and play the faeecff, and it was 3-1. 
was fairly even during the. Troy Farkvam got that one 
hack for the Timbermen less 
than a minute later when he 
scored from a gnalmouth 
scramble. 
With the score 4-1, and 21~ 
minutes remaining in the 
second period, Prince 
Rupert's Garry Coons' hard 
shot from the slot just 
managed to find the corner 
of the Terrace net, making it
4-2. Run Johnston connected 
with a long screen shot from 
just inside the Timbermen 
bluellne at 19:41, and sud- 
denly the Kings were just 
one goal down going into the 
final twenty minutes of play. 
With momentum in favor 
of Prince Rupert, and a 
whole period of hoci~ey 
remaining, the Timbermen 
could have folded, and blew 
the game. They kept their 
cool, though, and it was 
Terrace that came out 
smoking in the third, 
carrying the play to the 
Kings. A wild scramble 
around the Prince Rupert 
net at 7:01 resulted in a 
Barry lleit goal, and the 
Timbermen were up 5-3. HeR 
scored again at 8:34 of the 
frame, when on a 2 on 1 
break he elected to shoot, 
and it proved to be the right 
decision, as his hard shot 
found its way past Morretto 
he plays as well as he did 
Wednesday, he will be a 
tremendous aquisitlon for 
the Terrace team. 
The victory was a 
tremendous morale booster 
for the Timbermen. 
Gealtender Tim Gloeden 
who played an excellent 
to give Terrace a 6-3 ad- game along with the rest of 
vantage. Penalties again the team summed things up 
hurt Prince Rupert on for the entire squad when he 
Terraoe's final goal, as they said, "I 'm just really 
were two men short when 
Keith Ostendorfs point shot 
connected for the Tlm- 
be'rmenn final goal, icing the 
cake so to speak, and 
Terrace skated off with a 
well deserved 7-3 victory. 
Newcomer Rae Rowe, 
formerly of Gordon & An- 
derson of the Commercial 
Hockey League, made an 
impreasive debut with the ~"  ~ ~ '  .........
Timbormen. Rowe skates 
well, is a good forecheeker, 
and an exeellant pnnkhan- 
diet who doesn't shy away 
from.a.llttle bodychecking. If _ ~ 
BUSINESS DIREOTORY 
SKEENA VALLEY 
RENTALS,,,. 
Most Anything - Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS.INDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS 
Hours: Mon.- Sat. 8.6 
4946 Greig Avenue 
Phone 635.7417 
TOOVEY 
SEaVJ[CE 
OANAV.BTURE YANAHA 
motors, (olu in saws) 
Hours: ~on.. Sat. 8-t 
Dea~ Llcence 4946 6reig VO.A  636-5929 
,,, ,,~ ~:~- 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638.6195 
ANSWERING, 
PAGING, 
MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPYING 
SERVICES 
~~aun.ra.~ - - - -  SERV .__ic~= ' . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  
• 4603-D Park Avenue,' Terrkce, B.C. VBG IV$ 
BANQUETS PART IES  
RECEPT IONS 
Eagle Disco 
B. POL ICHEK J, Y. PAUL  
PHONE 635 .5683 PHONE 635-9252 
635-7417 
KITCHEN CABINETS • VANITIES • INSTALLATION 
• MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 
K: ooo 
A.EA MANAOE. ~.AB INETS 
~ 6 9.:,_55H ~VENUE 
~) '~ 'GE.  B.C. V2L 3K5 (NORTHERN) LTD. 
~ IE~Bt I~281 '.'-,; '~,~" . . . . .  FREE EST IMATES 
Terrace Eleotronio Repairs Ltd. 
SERVING TERRAOE & KITIMAT 
SERVICE OH ALL 
~ e  MAKES OF T.V.'s 
Warrenty Depot for 
Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MON. - SAT. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
4908 Grabs m 635.4543 
Go "° 
MR, BUSINESSMAN! 
This Spaoe Is Rosened 
For Your Ad. 
ICBC AUTO 
II,~..~.. ~, 
YelJowhead Fire Protection and 
Yellowhead ,Securlfie5 Systems Ltd. 
PRIVAII INVI SIIGAIOR 
4635 LAZELLE AVENUE 
PHONE (604) 635.3963 
TERRACE. B.C. OR (604) 63.5.3861 
VBG 3N5 
Insurance 
4617 Greig 
Boattopplng & Hardware • Vinyl Car Tops - 
Headliners. Tonneao Covers. Auto Carpet • V.W. Seats 
recovered In original color and material, front & back 
$275. Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather • Complete 
Corvetter supplies, Antique Auto Restoration 
R.R. 3 Johns Road 
Phone 635.4348 
635-5232 
FJH 
t~ 
Ready-Mix 636-3936 
OONORETE 4434 LAKE/SE  AVE. 
TERRACE,  B.C. 
DUSTOM DONORETE PROD, 
Sand, Gravel, Drain Rook 
HALL IwELL  
Call us at 635-6357 9 to 5 
I 
pleased we played well. 
"We've been working on 
new plays in practice, and 
they seem to be working." 
He added, "The guys are 
playing like a team, and I 
think now we're on the right 
track. Our guys want to win, 
and we'll be working herd 
from here on in." 
• The Timbermen received 
some good news when they 
.'. 
found out they no longer 
have to practice Friday at 
midnight. The midnight 
practice has been moved to 
Thursday nights at 7:00 P.M. 
This, combined with the win 
over the Kings should boost 
their morale tremendously, 
and To,ace should have an 
excellent hockey team for 
the remainder ofthe season. 
The Terrace Timbermen's 
next game is against he 
• t ' ' . 
Goaltender, goaltender, Wherefore art thou goaltender? 
WFC F INAL  " 
Just one.more big game 
Burns Lake Braves Satur- 
day, 8:30 P.M., at the 
Terrace Arena. It 'sa pity so. 
few fans turned out for the 
Prince Rupert contest, and 
those of you who didn't show, 
you missed agood game. It's 
not definite as yet, but 
Sunday's game against 
Vanderhoof may have to oe 
cancelled, due to the 
scheduled CP Air Tour- 
nament. 
Eskimos in the Alberta 
capital. 
"The 1973 Ottawa team 
started slowly, then gained 
momentum and went on to 
win the Grey Cup. 
"There • i s  a lot of 
momentu/n ~ ~ : on.,. ~ this 
tCalgary) team as ~ellbul I 
wouldn't really want to 
compare the two," 
At the end of the 1977 
season, the Stampeders 
wound up at the bottom of 
the WFC with a 4-12 record. 
This year, the Stampeders 
finished the WFC regular 
season with a 9-4-3 record, 
good enough for second spat, 
one point back of fist-place 
Edmonton. 
"We had a pretty good 
team last year, but we also 
had all those injuries which 
hurt us," Gotta said. 
**This year, our guys 
stayed relatively healthy 
and that helped us turn 
around things. There cer- 
tainly is a lot of momentum 
and the guys are playing 
with that enthusiasm and 
fervor right now." 
But Gotta sounds a 
cautious note as the Stam- 
peders prepare for Satur- 
day's first all-Alberta final. 
"You have" to remember 
we have rp layed  21 games. 
this season so far--from the 
exhibition games, the 
regular season and the 
Western semi-final against 
Winnipeg," he said. 
"We've approached every 
game as being a big game. 
Sunday's Western semi-final 
was one big game and 
Saturday's final will be just 
one more big game." 
Before Sunday's semi- 
final, only four Stam- 
peders-veterans John 
HeRon, John Palazeti, Doug 
Dalconer and Ray t)dums- 
had any playoff experience. 
HeRon is the only member 
from the 1971 Grey Cup 
Stampeders while Palazet 
and Falconer played o the 
976 Ottawa squad before 
Joining Calgary last year. 
CALGARYCP) -- Some 
football experts are com- 
paring the 1978 version of 
Calgary Stampeders with 
the 1973 Ottawa Rough 
Riders. But any similarities 
between 'the two Canadian 
Football League teams are. 
coincidental, says Calgary" 
head coach-genera l  
manager Jack Gotta. 
He should know--he was 
head coach of the 1973 Grey 
Cup.winning Riders before 
moving to Birmingham, 
Ala., as head man of that 
city's entry in the now- 
defunct World Football 
,League. He came to Calgary 
in his current capacity prior 
to the start of the 1977 
• campaign. 
"There are a lot of sim- 
ilaritiss between those two 
clubs, but they in fact are not 
the same," Gotta said 
Thursday as he prepared his 
charges for the Western 
Football Conference final 
Saturday against Edmonton 
• :, ~ ,%; .~ 
.... ~ ~.~,~'i~, 
Odums, who also came to 
Calgary in 1977, played with 
Saskatchewan Roughriders 
in 1976., 
"There's no more pressure 
now than there was before," 
said Falconer.' "We've go n~e~ 
this far and the guys. 
playing as a team." 
"What's this team all 
about?" asked running back 
Willie Burden. 
"Momentum. We've been 
losing for so many ears, all 
this winning is contagious." 
The Stampeders, flyto Ed- 
monten today, have made no 
lineup changes from Eun. 
day's game. 
Edmonton, who has en- 
joyed a week's layoff, has 
activated wide receiver 
George McGowan and 
backup quarterback Warren 
Moon for the final 
The game will be shown on 
the CTV network beginning 
at 2p.m. MST 14 p.m. EST), 
with Edmonton the .only 
Alberta centre being blacked 
out. 
EFC F INAL 
Ms five point underdogs 
OfFTAWA (CP) -- Mon- 
trnal Alouettes arrive here 
today for the Canadian 
Football League's Eastern 
Conference final Sunday, 
five-point underdogs in their 
effort to gain a Grey Cup 
berth and defend the 
championship they won last 
year. 
Ottawa Rough Riders, 
firstplace finishers in the 
EFC and winners of three of 
four meetings with Montreal 
this season, will have to 
contend with newlyemerged 
running star David Green, a 
midsenson addition who has 
injected outside speed into 
the Alouettes' offence. 
Green, a product of 
Edinboro, Pa., State College 
who was playing with 
something called Erie Ex- 
press after failing to win a 
job with the Alouettes in 
training camp, was brought 
hack when Ken Starch was 
injured. 
"l still have a lot ofthings 
to show,".said Green, who 
was mediocre in his first 
three outings but has rushed 
for a total of 369 yards in the 
last three games. 
"For certain things to hap- 
mR, the timing has to be 
right. I can't carry six guys 
over the goal line if there 
aren't six guys on me. You 
see what I mean?" 
Green's brashness has its 
counterpart in the attitude of 
Alouettes defensive end 
Junior Ah You, who ex- 
pounded his theory of wh:, 
Ottawa coach George 
Brancato should start 
Condredge Holloway at 
quarterback instead of Tom 
Clements. 
"If he had his way." Ah 
You said, "Holloway would 
carry the ball himself on 
every play. He's a natural 
hallcarrier, and 1 head for 
him on every play. rm 
caught him often enough 
when we've played, but ha's 
one beck of an athlete. 
"He never complains--be 
takes his lumps, gets up and 
starts over again. He's not 
like Jimmy Jones (of 
Hamilton Tiger-Cats) or Joe 
Barnes on our team. He 
doesn't ry to sneak a rest 
out of bounds after running 
with the hall. He likes to 
come back to the middle, and 
that's where I like to get 
him." 
The Alouettes, who 10st 
cornerback Dickie Harris 
with a broken arm and 
reserve iinebacker Jerry. 
Friesen with a damaged' 
knee in a 35-20 semifinal 
victory over Hamilton last 
Saturday, will make some 
changes in their lineup. 
Defensive back ' Bruce 
Taylor, a veteran of the 
National Football League 
who arrived in Montreal this 
week, is expected to be 
added to the roster. 
"We haven't named our 
replacements for the final," 
said general manager Bob 
Geary. "Normally, Taylor 
would take Harris's place, 
and we plan to put in John 
Olenchalk as an American 
L linebackerl in place of 
Willie Wynn. Friesen will 
Ilave a knee operation 
Sunday, but Phil Luke is 
coming hack." 
Luke's availability offers 
head coach Joe Scannella the 
option of using a 3-4 defen- 
sive alignment instead of the 
traditional 4-3. 
"We experimented with 
throe down linemen and four 
llnehaekers when we beat 
Ottawa 26-8 on Nov. 4, and it 
worked OK," Scannella said. 
'TII decide how we play it 
depending on how the game 
goes'" Scannella said, 
"Ottawa is a very explosive 
team that can score quickly. 
Holloway and Clements are 
excellent passers, and their 
favorite targets, Tony 
Gabriel and Jeff Avery, are 
very effective, with great 
speed." 
The game will he televised 
on the CBC national network 
starting at 2 p.m. EST 
Sunday. 
Queen's has 
home field 
TORONTO CP - Queen's 
University faro have never 
been accorded good conduct 
medals for their compassion. 
There will he an estimated 
10,000 wearing the Golden 
Gaels' colors Saturday at 
Varsity Stadium when their 
favorites meet University of 
British Columbia Thun- 
derbirds in the 14th College 
Bowl to decide Canada's top 
intercollegiate football 
team. 
"It will certainly be in our 
favor if support is the 
deciding factor," Queen's 
head conch DOUg 
Hat:greaves said at a coach's 
news conference Wed- 
neoday. "queen's fans are 
notorious: Famous or in- 
famous, depending on whose 
side you're on." 
And Queen's supporters 
will be here in droves, 
Hargreaves said he knows at 
least 22 busloada will be 
bringing in students from the 
' Kingston, Ont., university 
and a number of extra cars 
are being added to trains 
beading for Toronto. 
"And you're going to see 
all those alumni .in the 
stands." 
His comments came 
shortly after UBC coach 
Frank Smith detailed the 
Thunderbirds' injury list 
which, though not long, was 
disheartening 
• /~(  , 
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New questions have to be asked 
FLQ's Liberation Cell-- remained ia the shadows Mr. X could fit into the 
Jacques and Louise has revived doubts about scenario as either an 
Cossette-Trudel, Marc the official version of the informer or an FLQ 
Carboneao, crisis, member who was un- 
Jacque*: !.,anctot Pierre Vallieres and consciously giving police 
and Yves l,,mglois-were others have claimed the clues about terrorist 
given safe passage to Cross and Pierre Laporte activities. 
Cuba in exchange for kidnappiogs were The Cnssette-Trudeis 
Cross. engineered to discredit told Laurendeau they 
The existence of the separatists, suspect police had in- 
sixthmancametolightin A key element in the filtrated the FLQ by the 
an interview by Montreal conspiracy theory is the fall of 1970 and that the 
journalist Marc idea that an informer' organization's plans were 
Laurendeauwith t eCos- infiltrated the FLQ. known ahead of time. 
sette-Trudels, now in Police, so the story goes, But they described Mr. 
• were on the trail of a. X as trustworthy and 
Paris. Bedard and Lauren- kidnapping plot by the never suspected him of 
deau refuse to identify summer of 1970 and they being an informer. 
stood aside and let it Former RCMP Staff 
Mr. X. Bedard recently happen to isolate the Sgt. Donald McCieery, 
rebuked a Union FLQ. who led the team that 
Nationale member for Vallieres elaims arrested the Cossette- 
mentioning the name of Liberal governments in Trudels and then tracked 
Nigel Barry Hamer, a Ottawa amd Quebec City Cross to a north-end FLQ 
junior college teacher took advantage of the hideout, denies the 
with a history of radical erisis by invoking the War Mounties had a police in- 
activities in Montreal in Measures Act and former. 
the 1960s. rounding up hundreds of But McCleery has said 
The fact that Mr. X radicals, he showed Cossette- 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
The recenl revelation that 
a sixth r,'~an, a so.called 
Mr. X, might have taken 
part in the kidnapping of 
British trade commis- 
sioner ,lames Cross has 
stirred up questions a bout 
the 1970 October Crisis. 
The official line was 
that five members of a 
Front de Liberation du 
Quebec (FLQ) cell were 
involved. 
But Quebec Justice 
Minister Marc.Andre 
Bedard now has revealed 
that a sixth man was not 
prosecuted even though 
police had information orJ 
• his linksto the cell. Police 
.' say they were unable to 
gather enough evidence 
to press charges. 
Bedard's statement 
reversed a government 
stance that had stood 
since Dec. 3, 1970, when 
five members of the 
PENSION INCREASE BILL 
Trudel a photograph of 
someune he believed to be 
Mr. X and bluffed the 
terrorist into thinking the 
man was an informer. 
Some questions might 
be answered if Bedard 
decided to prosecute Mr. 
X or if he called a public 
equiry into the October 
Crisis• 
But a trial would be 
unlikely unless the five 
former terrorists were 
also prosecuted. Mr. X 
would, after all, be only 
one o! six co-accused and, 
perhaps, the one against 
whom the evidence was 
weakest. 
The Cossette-Trudels 
have indicated they are 
ready to return to quebec 
and face trial on charges 
of kidnapping. But they 
have warned they will not 
cooperate in any plan to 
denounce their FLQ 
colleagues. 
" t Senate  s ta l l s  Parhamen rushes, 
OTTAWA (CP) --'GOvern- 
ment legislation increasing 
and extending payments to 
needy elderly was rushed 
through the Commons 
Thursday and MPs were 
angered when the Senate did 
not copy their action. 
It increases by $20 a month Winnipeg North Centre) 
the guaranteed income called for speedy handling of 
supplement for 1.3 million the legislation Thursday, 
poor Canadians beginning noting that seven widows are 
Jan. I. being created aily. 
And it changes a situation The government agreed 
whereby an allowance paid and arrranged that the bill 
to spouses of needy pen- would be given royal assent 
sioners is stopped ira- and become law later 
billion in the fiscal year 
ending March 31, 1979. 
The bill will raise to $21 
billion the amount of money 
the government is entitled to 
raisai tte1957-78 and 1978- 
79 fiscal years. 
The opposition forced the 
government to withdraw a 
provision to borrow an ad- 
praise from the opposition as 
a step in the right direction 
concerning redistribution of
income. However, the ex- 
tension of the spouse's 
allowance was criticized as 
only a stop-gap lan• 
The spouse's allowance is 
paid to a poor person bet- 
ween the age of 60 and 65 
Waste to food 
UNITED NATIONS (CP~ in its 1978 report on the In.some countries, most of 
- -  Billion of tons of 
.agricultural waste products 
which pollute the en- 
vironment could be used to 
increase world food produc- 
tion substantially. 
Bio-gas generation, using 
agricultural and animal 
residue, is one of several 
technologies developed and 
put to use in India, China, the 
Philippines and other 
countries. 
But the surface has been 
barely scratched con- 
sidering the huge annual 
amount of agricultural and 
agro-industrial residues left 
simply as waste material, 
The harvesting and 
processing of food and other 
products on farmland often 
leaves residues more 
massive than the food itself, 
The United Nations •En- 
vironment Program 
(UNEP~ estimates that 1.7 
billion tonoes of cereal straw 
are left as residue annually 
throughout he world from 
wheat, corn, rice, sorghum, 
millet and several other 
grains. Much is left as waste. 
Agro-industries also 
produce vast quantities of 
resideues. For example, the 
sugar cane industry creates 
each year 50 million tonnes 
of sugar cane tops and 67 
million tounnes of bagasse. 
Often Bagasse isburned as 
a low.grade fuel in the sugar 
mills themselves but 
generally residues are 
greatly underuttlized. 
Pineapple is typical of the 
wi/ste in fruit farming. 
environment, UNFP's 
section on [ood waste says 
that residues can poison the 
soil, kill fish, cause artificial 
enrichment of lakes, pollute 
rivers and Streams and 
cause air pollution harmful 
to health. 
The cereal straw stem left 
after removal of the grain 
must be lifted from the 
ground in order to control 
pests and diseases and to 
prevent fouling of the soil for 
the next crop. 
the straw is burned in the 
field, causing smoke and fire 
hazards and other ecological 
problems. 
The same considerations 
apply to agro.industrial 
residues. In liquid form, 
these residues often are 
extremely polluting. Waste 
waters created when starch 
is extracted from tapioca re 
20 times more polluting than 
municipal sewage. Waste 
from palm oil production is 
200 times more polluting 
than sewage. 
RCMP bill reintroduced 
OTTAW~ (CP) _ and to open it to public 
Sol icitorGeneral Jean- scrutiny. 
Jacques Blais Thursday The bill amends the 
reintroduced a bill to Royal Canadian Mo'mted 
modernize RCMP discipline Police Act. 
I R i l l  - -  
QUALIFIED CONTRACTOR 
WANTED 
.TO SELL AND ERECT STRAN- 
STEEL PRE-ENGIN .EERED 
BUILDINGS IN THE TERRACE 
AREA. 
Applicants must he experienced in all phases of 
boildl~g construction, able to offer turn key service 
and possess sufficient resources to sustain 
simultaneous projects. 
We offer complete training, advertising and 
engineering support. For more information, please 
apply in writing to: Morgan Sturdy 
The legislation moved 
through all stages without 
debate as the Oppoelhon and 
government ag'reed that 
mediately on the death of the Thursday after anticipated 
pensioner. The pension ow speedy handling in the 
will be paid to the spouse, ~nate that never 
usually the wife, for six materialized. 
dtio 
al $10 billion in the fiscal 
year beginning next April I. 
whoee spouse receives an 
Old Age security pension. 
The guaranteed income 
Where pineapples are 
canned, less than 20 per cent 
of'tlie whole fruit is used. The 
District Sales Manager 
S t  ® Stran-Steel Building Systems 
n~i i~ i i l~  a division of Weateel-Roeeo Limited 
ISIdll U ~7~0 Ash street many widows need the extra months after the death of a The Commons also ap- Deputy Prime Minister supplemet.is a means4'~rei~ainder, often in the form 
help it provides, pensioner, proved the Liberal bill to Allan MacEachen said he tested payment to about half/~, of a higi .pollutingy . iwui,d, .,Tk='~tk=~'^ "~",,. ,~, ,,., ,,,~r ,, |~K,,ilA~,,,~ Vancouver, B.C. 
The bill has two purposes: Stanley Knowles (NDP-- increase borrowing by $7 regretted the Senate decision the recipients of the Old Age c~iL~ cause considerable V6P 6C7 
to adjoarn for the day Security benefits of o$t59.79 dt~a l  problems. ' 
without first dealing with the whiChand older.g°es to everyone 65 ~ O O ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ V'- v The bill will increase the 
supplement by $20 a month Labor says it's right .=,dab,,, i nd Opening I The measures contained inthe legislation were first an- t~ nounced uring the summer in January, 1979. Tbis f igure .  G r a  
reshuffling of its economic tor a single person, regar- to see a swing t o left as part of the government's is the same fer a couple or 
spending plans. . diess of the amount of the 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  Can- campaign for last month s economy, may be the escape The.S240 million required supplement hey already 
ada s so-called political provincial election, ac- va lve that prevents Eu- to increase supplement receive. • 
swing tother ight isamyth cordingly, he said. They ropean-s ty le  urban  pensions was freed after The bill, given first TERllACE ELECTRONIC REPAIR LTi)= 
because leftists still are believed in the myth and terrorism from taking hold other spending programs reading exactly one month ~ [ 
getting elected in all parts of they ran galloping down that here. ware chapped• ago, takes effect as soon as it . 
the country, says the path and were completely ' Once and a while we have The measures won some is proclaimed law. ~ . 4~0"1 a~s[se  ~vonue 
president of the Canadian annihilated." .~_ a,.s,trike.., an..d once a, ndt~a ~ i ______ . ___ . __ . _ :  
Labor Congress (CLC). .In Nova . . . .  Scotia, me wm~e ~, j=o, • .... ~n tin~ i . . . . . .  ~" ~ ~' 
Dennis McDermott Lzheralswentthexameroute th raputtc, he.said, ~ g i-..-=..m brought his campaign for and were defeated by the that Japan anu west uer- ¢ "" ur=nmunneulan "vl greater.tuber involvement in Conservatives, with the NDP many do have have fewer ptll|Ucs to the Canadian increasing its vo!e, the CLC strikes, but they also have 
Pl~f~erW.b~'ke~J'. Union ~con~ president said. £urning to the Baader-Meinhof gang 
day, and called on ubions to B.C. and Manitoba will he Later, McDermott told "INVITES" you to attend SPEOIAL  I I 
resist being used by hack in the New Democratic reporters he felt his stormy 
government and industry as fold soon, and with careful reception in Toronto 
a scapegoat for the country s planning and hard work, On- Tuesday had been staged by our f ~  
economic ills• ratio could go NDP, too. the Canadian Union of Postal 
In contrast to his ap- Speaking a'few hours Workers who are upset the on No vember 19 from 
pearance at the Ontario before Finance Minister CLC urged an end to their 1 FUL L 
Federation of Labor con- Jean Chretien's budget recent strike., ,, 
ventloo in Toronto Tuesday speech, McDermott said "But it didnt bother me, , ,~  1 2 noor~ = 
where he was booed by labor is fed up with being be said. Too much ~ _  t 
postal workers and their blamed for the country s tranquility isnt good for '~ l~ lP t~,  ~' f ) f ]  " "  i RENOTE 
supporters, McDermott economic ills. me. ~]~.~r~__~,~,.tt v .  ~,,.., p . , . .~, .  ! 
received a standing ovation Instead, the public should ~ ~ k ~ 4 ¢  -" '-'~' ' "~ • 
from the paperworkers consider the capricious, in- _ . . . .  ,T~ .~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~  • 00NTBOL ! fant i le ,  i r respons ib le ,  | I~ 'A~'  | J ca l l  ~'~J[~w'¢~P]~'~R'~[f/-~'~l~q~qJ~"" n • . . ,,p qk , , J ,ml .  ,& m vv  ~,  : • 
His message was upbeat: dangerous act|vltles of the - J~ ;~.~.~lk~[~.~L] [~4~j J~ & 
TheNDPisgaln ing,  notlastseveralfederulflnanceVANCOUVF, R(Cp)_The ~_~l.~_A][It~:.~../,~i[ll~iii~.~ , I ZO 'M 149! I "  " I rosters One da they UNITED Fishermen and , . ~ . . ~ l ~  =~.'~ mi ' . Y as ~ -~ " . . . . .  
won mayoralty races in wantt~st)~aein~}ts~m~d?t s they Ya~2d Wourke?h:nit:d:;al • 
Toronto and Ottawa this w pep pe PO government to get out of Wide Variety of Christmas 
spend." 
elected in Saskatchewan d Workers, for their own negotiations with the United 
take actmn, if geod, have to elect MPs who States and to "expel Items Will Be Displayed. 
ko , ,a tham in  m|nt l - -~nd that  necessary .  
before and after he spoke. 
losing ground. Progressives 
week. The NDP was re- 
the party has its first MP in 
Newfoundland because of a 
byelection win last month. 
"I don't see the swing to 
the right that everybody 
talks about," he said. "If you 
are an intelligent leftist, 
people will follow, if you can 
demonstrate good leader- 
slup, people will follow." 
Saskatchewan Liberals 
thought there was a swing to 
the right and tailored their 
I t ad, t  li  l  
have them i  ind--and t at 
means NDPers--so the 
country can get a dose of 
rational economic planning 
for a change. 
"If you're ready, the CLC 
is ready to lead the cam- 
paign up front." 
Returning to another pet 
theme, McDermott noted 
that strikes, rather than 
doing damage to the 
y, pel 
American fishermen from 
Canadian waters. 
Union spokesman George 
Hew/son said Thursday that 
U.S. negotiators have told 
their Canadian counterparts 
that 300 to 400 Canadian 
halibut fishermen should he 
expelled from the Gulf of 
Alaska as of next May. 
20% discount on all 
orders placed on this day. 
191 IIAISLA BLVD, 
////fast ta lk 's ,  
. /[lltltisw   
B.C. Ters weekend rat~ is really cheap. 
You can dial divot (ll2) to mo.~t~ places in 
B.C, between 5p.n|. Friday ~md 5 p.m 
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(Minimum charge 23¢ a call.) 
call ~meone long distance this 
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I And talk it Ul) while rates 
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" r A real life thrdle 
BASIl, DON' England (CP) family, Powell loaded a "Don't bother, we've cut "Living in a lonety, place 
-- A 28.year-old ear 
salesman, his wife and their 
two-year-old son were 
watching a thriller on tele- 
vision when armed raiders 
broke into their lonely 
bungalow on the Essex 
marshes.. 
Norman Powell, his wile 
Moira and their son Jimmy 
were in their living room 
when they heard the kitchen 
door bashed in followed by 
the ti~Je of falling glass and 
• the muffled sounds of men's 
voices. 
UI4~m~raf~ to nrn#~t  his 
cartridge into a shotgun he 
~kept in the corner of the 
room. Then, pushing his wife 
• and son into a corner behind 
the sofa, he fired into the 
kitchen door. 
The masked raiders fired 
back through' the door and 
seconds later burst into the 
room. They forced Powcll to 
surrender his shotgun and 
tied him to an armchair 
while they ransacked the 
bungalow. When Powell 
tried to edge his chair 
towards the phone, one of the 
r~idp.rs ~id: 
the line outside." 
"The television kept on 
plazing all the time'they 
were in thb house and there 
was a gun I)att!e going on. It 
was a bizarre experience 
and my wife and I were 
pretty shaken up. Fortu- 
nately I don't think the little 
boy knew what was goiug on, 
He is used to violence on TV 
and may have thought we 
were play acting." 
Essex police said Powell 
acted with courage and great 
presence of mind. 
like that, lie took the only 
course of action open to 
tim," a police inspector 
said, 
"No one can blame him for 
using his shotgun in an at- 
tempt to scare off the 
raiders, In any case, the gun 
was licensed." 
Sir Robert Mark, former 
commissioner of London's 
metropolitan police, spoke of 
the grave shortage of 
policemen in many parts of 
Britain, 
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How tough is he . ws Kitimat R~MP were 
alerted to a break-in at 
• ' ' Northern Drugs when the 
OTTAWA (CP) --  After a the heavy responsibilities of Political critics have come over the province's formula" alarm went off at 1:45 a.m. 
year in what is likely Indian affairs, treasury down hard on Chretien's for the tax cuts, Chretlen on Wednesday. They ap- 
Canada's toughest political baardandindustryand tra e handling of the economy, decided to pay taxpayers in prchended a suspect who 
the province . ~ct  federal was placed in custody t• , .  Jean Chretion is still to maintain the tough- 
guy image that he has 
carefully cultivated in his 
during his political career-- 
announced the mast drastic 
federal government" spen. 
They say statements he has 
made, especially about the 
plight of the dollar, show he 
is incompetent in his job and 
that he lacks fundamental 
rebates of up to $85. 
Today's effort will be the 
fourth- major economic 
statement since Chretien 
Wednesday and they 
recovered $1,800 worth of 
stolen pmper~/. Police are 
investigating ~:~' charges first 15 years in potities. 
"When yon are minister ef 
finance, you don't expect o 
he nice to people," Chrctton 
said recently. "Zou do what 
is right." 
In spite of the ~ rheteric, 
Chretien is expected to have 
a little sugar and spice in 
today 's  budget for the 
con~hon folk, with personal 
• income tax cuts ranking high 
among the list of 
peeslbilitles. 
Less than six months ago.' 
the finance minister, under 
heavy fire for rising, prices: 
widespread usempmymem 
and record spending deficits, 
was tolling Canadians they 
would have to learn to "take 
it on the chin" until the 
economy improved. 
And last summer, 
Chretien-- who has also held 
ding retrenchment of the 
Trudeau decade. 
Since then, the 44-year-old 
Shawinigan, que.; native has 
been under strong pressure' 
from a variety of sectors to 
bring in tax cuts and in- 
centives in his second full 
budget to renew the vigor of 
a slow-growth economy. 
chreUen took over the 
onerous finance portfolio In 
September, 1977. The 
economy was in trouble then 
and there is debate now 
whether it has improved 
much since. 
Latest figures show little 
change in the inflation and 
jobless rates in 14 months; 
interest rates are much 
higher, putting a dampening 
effect onZthe conomy; and 
the dollar has dropped eight 
cents relative to its U.S. 
counterpart. 
knowledge about economics. 
During his tenure, 
Chretien has had to scale 
down his earlier forecasts of 
the country's economic 
growth, which he initially 
tabbed at five per cent, and 
of the merchandise t rade 
surplus. 
He has also had to revise 
ward his estimates of 
ation, at first six per cent 
and now about seven per 
cent, and the government's 
cash deficit. 
Chretien's lengthy dispute 
with Quebec over federally- 
proposed retail sales tax cuts 
in the budget last April oc- 
cupied much of his time. 
Ultimately, after 
quarrelling with ~ueboc's 
finance minister, Jacq~s 
Pariseau, for three months 
took office. 
On Oct. ~0,1977, Chretiea-- 
in what he later referred to 
as a mini-budget--revealed 
the future of wage-and-price 
controls and unveiled an 
income tax cut of $100 
concentrated inthe first two 
months of 1978. 
That move seemed to have 
little impact on the economy, 
so he adopted the sales tax 
out proposal. 
The third major statement 
came in two stages. On Aug. 
24, he announced family 
allowance and pensions 
changes as well as a de.lay in 
a scheduled increase m oi~ 
prires. The second stage was 
the breakdown of the $2.5 
billion in spending cuts 
revealed Sept. 8. 
are contemplat ~. 
Several accidents have 
eceured in the Kitlmat- 
Terrace area as a result of 
icy road conditions. A car 
driven by Lars Hansen- 
Reese was damaged in a 
single vehicle accident 
Tuesday at the corner of 
Kuldo and Dadeck, 
Estimated amage is $300. 
Robin Cloutier was not 
injured in a single vehicle 
accident Tuesday at 7:25 
am. when the car rolled on 
the Kuldo Extension. 
Estimated amage is $1,000. 
Calgary covers it up 
CALGARY (CP) - -  For a 
downtown businessman on 
the prairies, winter often 
brings grim reminders ofthe 
pepularity of his suburban 
competitors, warmly en- 
~onced in large enclosed 
shopping centres. . 
• Even hardy prairie talk, it- 
oust be admitted, do not 
Another 25 will be finished 
within three years and by 
1996 the system may have as  
many as 200 such walkways, 
The walkways are more 
than just bridges between 
office buildlngs--they are 
part of a coordinatedsystem 
of small shops, services and 
even a large indoor park. 
lightly undertake sh.op.p~.. Instead of taking the 
expeditions along mgid, stroller past antiseptio 
wind.whipped streets, second-floor offices, the 
Calgary, however, does walkways are lined wl~ 
nat lightly tolerate problems boutiques, restaurants, and 
abundant money, route, there are two-or 
• The city, in offect, is threcntorey open courtyards 
removing the problem by that form mini-mafle and 
turning its down .town c.o~. invite the stroller to descend 
into one huge, complex ms-,. to the first level. 
In the coldest weather, The system is decidedly 
shoppers and lunching clerks not growing by accident. 
can already wanuer over Each of the many new 
much of downtown in their buildings in the downtown 
shirtsleevea, using glass- area in required to.have a 
sided skywalks 15 feet above walkway or pay a fee that 
the icy streets, will enable the city to build 
"'¢In the six-by .12-block oae between existing 
downtown core, 15 such buildings. 
nkywalks now connect Once the second-level link 
variousbuildin~sandblncks, is in place, each building 
must have at least half the 
walkway route occupied by 
retail, cultural, service or 
entertainment facilities. An 
exception is made for 
apartment buildings, where 
the minimum is 25 per cent. 
There are problems with 
the system. Some building 
owners feel they are too far 
from the prime shopping 
area to justify a high 
proportion of retail space; 
police worry about having a 
second level to petrol; and 
some critics dislike the 
adoption of an artificial 
environment. 
But no doubts seem to 
bother the office workers 
who throng the existing 
walkways at noon on a 
stormy day to shop, eat or sit 
in the 2.5-acre public park on 
the fourth level of the To- 
ronto Dominion ~qu,u'e. 
The cl!5,eperated park has 
some ' 16,000 plants, 
min lature waterfal ls~ 
statues'pnels .and  well- 
spaced benches along wma- 
paths. 
In addition to making 
Cal~ary a more attractive 
place for personnel, the 
concentrated owntown area 
makes business dealings 
much more efficient. 
"One of the great tbin~ 
about calgary is that pran- 
tically everyth ing  s 
dewntow 
• Yon don't have tbe'~sainose 
sprawl all over like in 
H,,o~ton or Los Angeles .... 
' If yon want to see some- 
bedy,-yon walk two or three 
blocks. You don't have to 
take half a day to get there." 
With the downtown core 
hemmed in by a bend in the 
Bow River and by a swath of 
railway tracks, the city is 
developing a growing traffic 
congestion problem. 
But them, too, the city is 
moving firmly to •take 
corrective action, in the 
form of a rapid fight rall 
tmusperi system. 
And, with the completion 
of the two.ndltion-square- 
foot Gulf Canada Square ~In 
1980, straddling the rallwa~ 
tracks, the mall system will 
be poised to leap into new 
Levesque reveals para tox 
P,~IS (CP) - -  In a newly 
released book, quebue 
Premier Rune Lavesque 
says he eupperte federalism 
on an international evel 
although e remains devoted 
to the ideal of pelitical 
sovereignty fur quebec. 
"On a world level, I am 
federalist," Levesque says 
in La Paasuin du quebec, 
published by Las Editions 
Stock. 
He says he believes a ntis- 
kind of federalism on a 
wurld scale is necessary to 
avoid the chaos of famine 
and war, but sees no con- 
tradiction between this belief 
and his quebec nationalism. 
The 300-page book is a 
collation of 10 interviews 
with Levenque conducted 
last year by Jean Robert 
Leselbaum of the French 
magazine Le Nouvoi Ob- 
servatour, plus a series of 
articles on quebec history 
and culture• 
In the rambling interview 
would force 
English Canada to negotiate 
economic association with 
the quebec government if 
the proposed referendum 
went the PQ ~overnment's 
way. 
But ff English Canada 
refused to negotiate, 
"quebec would inevitably be 
forced to make a few 
unilateral declarations," 
Levesque says without 
elaboration. 
In recent months, the 
premiar has said there would 
he no unilateral declaration 
of sovereignty if an 
economic association proved 
impossible. 
If the referendum is won, 
the premier says in the book, 
some federalists will 
probably leave the province, 
Just as the Layalista left the 
United States after the 
American Revolution. 
"The name e[edus, 
although small_st and less 
dramatic, ~ occur. 
"It will certainly happen 
for a few hundred, perhaps a
few thousand Quebecers, 
evon francophones, who will 
nat accept the decision of the 
majority if it goes our way." 
Levenque says he would 
like to see a monetary union 
with the rest of Canada fter 
quebec independence And 
can see possibility of ~hi~ 
citizenship and a common 
passport. 
He also foresees a seat for 
quebec in the United Nations 
and suggests a thrne-coaniry 
management of the St. Law- 
rence seaway with quebec 
Joining the U.S. and Canada 
in a partnership agreement. 
On economic subjects, Lo. 
vesque reiterates the need to 
brink the banking system 
under quebec control after 
independence and broaches 
the possibility of a state 
petroleum corporation which 
could "absorb up to 20 per 
cent of the Quebec market. 
He also makes known his 
views on several public 
figures, including Man,'eat 
Mayor Jean Drapeau, whom 
he'terms a "big prom,oter of 
projects, a great bull~r but 
not a great reformer. 
• "After 17 years, I think 
Drapeau was ro.electnd 
for another four-ycar term 
Sunday in a landslide vic- 
tory. 
A~ for Prime Minister 
Tmdeau, Leve~que 
d~.:~cusses at length the 
,w Business 
Not listed in our 
B,O, Tel Directory, 
~6 
i. 
decision by Tradeau, Gerard 
Pelletier and Jean Mar- 
chand to enter federal poli- 
ties in 19~,, and says the 
three did not sense the im- 
pertant distinction he saw 
between federal and Quebec 
politics. 
"Mr. Trudeau, in par- 
ticnlar, is not especially 
rooted in Quebee's identity 
and culture•" 
And he adds later that both 
Trudenu and Pellotier have 
become seriously 
"uprooted" slnce.they ea- 
te~d federal peliucs. 
On a more personal note, 
Levesquo naF" the late U.S. 
President, Franklin D. 
Roonevelt has been his 
politicM model and he nd- 
mits to znading more often la 
than in Frenak • 
We're 
Usted 
Here/ 
AURORA ANIA~kL HOSPITAL - 63S.2040 
DIAL.AN.ORDER 13'/.~gl3 
TERRACE VETERINARY 
OLI'S PLACE - 1~11.2251 
PETS BEAUTIFUL- 6~.f'/$1 
CENTRE 535.3300 
Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DALLY HERALD 
If you wish your Business Phone, 
listed for your customers please call 636-6367 
+ 
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ON POTASH 
Tax law upheld 
REGINA (CP) - -  was launched in 1975 but it would be an Indirect ax, 
Saekatchewan's potash dropped out when the Potash which only the federal guy- 
reserve tax has been upheld Corporation of Saskat- erameat can levy under the 
in a decision handed own by 
the Court of Queen's Bench• 
Mr. Justice M.A. Mac- 
Pherson, in his ruling 
Wednesday, rejected the 
claim of five potash com- 
panies that the 1974 tax 
amounted toan indirect levy 
• and ran counter to the 
British North America Act 
on regulating trade and 
commerce. 
The five plantlffs In the 
action were Ideal Basic 
Industries Inc. of Denver, 
International Minerals and 
Chemical Corp. (Canada) 
Ltd., Comince Ltd., PPG 
Industries Canada Ltd. and 
TexasGulf Potash Co. 
All five either own or 
operate potash interests in 
Saskatchewan. 
Several other companies 
were part of the suit when it 
chewan, a provincial Crown 
corporation, bought •them 
ont. 
The surface Court .of 
Canada earlier this fall ruled 
unconstitutional a Saskat- 
chewan law controlling 
BNA AcL 
Lawyers for the com- 
panies also said the tax 
controlled production and so 
inter furred with in- 
terprovlncial and inter- 
national trade and com- 
production of potash and meres, another federal 
setting minimum prices, jurisdiction. 
During a seven.day trial 
last month, MacPheraon In his judgment, Mac- 
heard complex technical Pberson said: 
testimony on calculation of "I take the view that the 
the reserve tax. The tax is dominant and most Ira- 
determined using a sliding periant characteristic of this 
scale that takes in such fac- tax is that it is a tax on 
tars as capacity, assessed property Just as (it)says." 
valueof na operation ad the The 10-pegs decision says 
the issues of price and selling price of potash• 
The companies argued 
that, though called a 
property tax, the reserve tax 
is in fact a tax on production 
to be passed on to the final 
user of the l~rodunt. As such 
production are so interwoven 
in the reserve tax 
regulations that it is difficult 
to regard them separately in
the context of the con- 
stitutionel issues. 
TURKEY 
ALARM . ,~.. , / 
EVERY SATURDAY TILL DECEMBER 23rd MANY. LUCKY SHOP- 
PERS WILL__WIN A TURKEY (OVER 100 TURKEYS TO BE WON). 
IF A SHOPPER IS MAKING A PURCHASE WHEN THE TRAVELLING 
ALARM CILOCK RINGS--HE OR SHE WINS A CHRISTMAS TURKEY - 
JOIN THE FUN EVERY SATURDAY -- THE TRAVELLING ALARM 
CLOCK COULD RING ANYTIME, ANYWHERE IN THE MALL. 
WIN THE REN0 
WEEKENDER 
Win A Weekend For 2 In Reno 
SILVER WINGS TOUR - Includes from Terrace Airport return and hotel 
accommodation. 
SATURDAY SALES SL IPS FROM ALL  PART IC IPAT ING MER-  
CHANTS WILL  BE  ENTERED IN  THE DRAW FOR |i~.;I~O ~ 
WEEKENDER TO BE HELD SATURDAY,  JANUARY 20. 
IN ADDITION ALL SALES SL IPS  WILL  BE EL IG IBLE  
FOR A DRAW TO BE  HELD EVERY FR IDAY T ILL  
l |  "qk DEC. 29 FOR A F'LIGHT BAG~,. _ 
d01N TH| FUN & WIN PRIZES 
at 01TY GENTR| MALL- KITIMAT 
'FANCY CrALK'S CHEAP 
 rHIS  mBKEND. 
I.()N(; DIS'I S%NCE WFEKEND RM'E "1'() .M( )S+! . I'1 ..,XCES IN R.( :. 
B,C, Ters weekend rate is really cheap. 
You can dial direct (112) to most places m 
B,C. between 5 p.m. Friday and 5 p.m. 
Sunday for just 35¢ or less pc. r minute. 
(Minimum c~arge 23¢ aca. . j  . . . .  
So call someone you fancy long atstance 
this weekend. J 
I And ta]k it up while rates 
are down. 
Rate does notapply on calls 
from hotel, motel or coin 
telephones or to some _ , 
Northern points not served 
by B.C. Tel. 
B TEL 
+ 
l l l i  
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! Aged as seen by writers 
."{~" ; )ES'~I~RS?'I"ORI), Corm, courage, says Phyllis Abrsh- Elderly characters are not and society, and the iln-' "It has so much to do with 
, -- ms, a University of Hartford oftcm thought of as the prisonment within a de- the problem of self-esteem," 
"~emingway's novel The Old professor who has gathered mainstays of great teriorating body," that can said Prof. Abrahms, herself 
~an at~d the Sea, a story this and other works into a literature, accompany aging, she said. a published author. 
~boutafisherman'sstruggle new college course on the But Prof. Abrahms said "It isn't all gloomy, "All the protagonists in 
o catch and bring home an elderly in literature, there is a wealth nf novem, because there are so many these works are old people, 
~normous marlin, strikes "There's o mueh interest and you see all facets of poems and films which triumphs," she added. The 
~ost readers as a tale 'of in the'aged that I thought respansiblytroataging, such old fisherman, for instance, aging and society's at- 
• ourage, there should be a literary as Shakespeare's King Lear, reaches home with only the titudes." 
But aging is as much the perspective," shs said in an 'l'honms 'Mann's Death in skeleton of the mighty fish in She said characters 
~beme of the story as interview. Venice, and some of the tow, but the villagers respect surrounding the protagonists 
this evidence of his great of the works helped readers 
William Butler Yeats. accomplishment, understand the problem. 
',~ -~***~*A~k*#t**************~ puems o[ Dylan Thomas and 
Literature can dlspeil ~' 
~ ["~"  ~ ~ ~ ~ . p j ~ ~  ! s0me of the stereotypes . . . ~ . ,  . . ! , . . .  
about the elderly, Prof, | "~Ol'iloar~o "i]~ 1.~11J~uninJ, l l JHtv TNBTRE Abrahms. id.Sheh0pmher ~t.4~t~.J.~t~.41.(;t J .O  1,~U,J~Jl.Jl.'iZY-I~l.JI.J~Jl.~ 
lites-ature course reaches not _ _ _ • _ • 
SES oolystudentsbutnis0adnits, ma~. - -  nL ; IA . . - - . '~ ,  I . t  
The works confront "the Jllq.J~L~ ~,~jMill~j.[~Ljji ~ ,LiL 
' " Hidden somewhere In  the 10~ of partners and friends TORONTO (CP) - -  publishing a healthy number 
~] ' paper aretwo Terraoo :E loss el  status: me ross ..ox ground for everyonenoweise's PhyllisYaffe, director of the " 
valued roles m the famuv juvenile literature,, is Children's Book Centre. 
o..,,~ i--'ll phone numbers. :~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ms Yaffe says "we are 
• i publishing double what we 
, 4( 
.~1~ Find them, and if one is yours you ve, 
d were producing five years 
~ -- • - -  ~ J ~ ~, a~o." This healthy climate, 
~'~ -" won, ; ~ 4 ~ ' ~  i~ ( shesays, has encouraged 
~P Pick u your tickets at the Herald P # ~ more writers to emerge in 
~=~ k office t ~!~ Irmlum St. ~ ~. .  . . , a .  the kiddie field. ~" '~A~'  ~--.~.s.,.~l.~ ( The book centre is a non- 
~ '~-~ profit organization aimed at 
Ot~m= 
:~ ~,t~o:~t, 624-2621 or 624-3359 
i l l  &O VE-IN lit qVl, W. IN elh EA, 
t-:. ', :SallgmaH INN 
41142 Lazolle 
Open 6 a.m. every morn ing  
except  Sunday, Open 11 a.m. 
CLOSED 9 p .m.  daily, 
except - 
F r iday & Saturday - 3 a.m. 
• • :~ ~i~. (l 
.... tunoheon Spoouals every day 
L ~I  A A A A A A A A A A A A A A  ~ 
I Lake Br.es, Saturday 
GP Invitational H0oke7 
To r.ament gets under way 
 ii. on' and Sunda! 
IRk g a.,x. ~ " 
!1 ~ Terraoo, ll.& -[ 1, , , . . .~~ ::t',,,¢,~ ¢,¢y 
I 632--4205 
i promoting chi ldren's 
literature by Canadians. 
Largely through its efforts, 
i Canadian books are well 
distributed across the 
country today. 
Ms. Yaffe says publishers, 
too, are more receptive to 
producing children's books. 
One-half of all Canadian 
publishers have entered the 
children's literature market, 
the centre says. 
While the argument that 
i children spend more money 
cn candy and movies doesn't 
deter parents from com. 
plaining about he high cost 
of children's books, Canada 
has managed to sell its hard. 
cover books at prices below 
those in the U.S., says Ms. 
Yaffe. 
"But we are still fighting 
the old habit of parents 
buying the books they read 
when they were young for 
their own children," she 
says. 
RESTAURANT 
4643 
Park 
Avenue 
Phone 
63§-6111 
IN TERRAOE 
.. . . . • 
• . ... . 
Judy Sarrick, owner of the 
Children's Book Store here, 
says children are reading 
more than their parents did 
Vanities iz.. ", [he subject of drama 
Play staged here 
staged again the following SagerandBrendaTaftunder 
as youngsters. 
"They're reading more 
"e""" t""° " T ro iano '  career  more to read," says. S 
"There are more choices ~: 
ev, ail able fowevery kind of ~.You've got to be brief to ,Every once in a while it 
r~adei'.": ~::'~ 
Ms. Sarrick agrees with 
Ms. Yaffe that parents often 
choose books they remember 
from their own childhood. 
She says that Little 
Women, Alice in Won- 
derland, Treasure Island 
and Anne of Green Gables 
are popular parent choices. 
Ms. Sarrick's experiences, 
first as a children's librarian 
and now as owner of one of 
Canada's few children's 
book stores, have convinced 
her that adults who read a lot 
have a better apport with 
their children's reading 
habits, while adults who read 
less prefer their children to 
read books that are 
educational but with little 
entertainment value. 
She says children's hook 
publishing has made 
tremendous trides in the 
last few years. 
The Te~'race Little Theatre Friday, Saturday and the direction of Brian Koven 
group wiU Mage a ~r -  Sunday. and with the help of 
formancc of ."Vanities' Performances begin at 8 production and stage crews. 
tonight at the R.E.M. Lee p.m. for this complex drama 
Theatre. The play, described which follows the lives of Along with patting on the 
as a mature and witty three women from school play the group is conducting 
comedy, will also run days through to maturity, a raffle, the prize being a 
Saturday and Sundav and he Jeanne Ames, Betty Anne dinner for two at the Terrace 
" " Hotel. 
does trike me. Its funny that 
you bring it up, because I 
went o see Ronnie Hawkins 
the other night. 
"He's still got the same 
piano player who was in the 
I 
t~ to cram the changes that 
have occurred in the career 
of guitarist Domenic Troiano 
into one paragraph. 
At 17 he replaced Robbie 
Robertson in the Ronnie 
Hawkins group. He moved 
on to play in The Mandala, 
formed Bush, recorded a 
couple of solo albums in 1970- 
71 and then got a couple of 
breaks that considerably 
enhanced his reputation. 
He replaced Joe Walsh in 
The James Gang and stayed 
for a couple of albums before 
filling the guitar chair in the 
then-failing Guess Who. 
The man practically wears 
the evolution of the pop and 
rock music scene in this 
country on his sleeve and yet 
he claims not to think much 
about it. 
"That's all past tense to 
me," he says. "I did it and it 
was fun and i enjoyed it ... 
but its history. 
band when I was in it and it 
made me realize how much 
time has gone by and hew 
many things have actually 
happened. 
"1 went up on stage and 
played Be Diddley for the 
first time in 12 years and it 
was just like walking into a 
time warp." 
Trust Troiano's fun away 
from his own music to be 
watching and sitting in with 
another band. He is totally 
absorbed by his music and 
yet still manages tomaintain 
one of the more sane prac- 
tical approaches that you're 
liable to find in .the business. 
Since The Guess Who fell 
apart, Troiano has been 
trying to carve a legitimate 
solo career cutting two 
albums that have been 
critically well received 
without causing much of a 
blitz at the record store 
counters. Domenie is non- 
plussed. 
"To begin with you've got 
to be happy with what you're 
doing and I am. I mean, ob- 
viously everyone wants to 
~ell a million records but in 
my case I only want to do it 
within the framework of the 
music I want to play 
"I get the thing of 'your 
var ied  ......... , 
stuff isn't commercial' but I 
think people in the recorcb! 
business and the radio 
business underestimate the 
general public. The radio 
guys say, 'Well man, it's not 
that we don't dig what you're 
doing. We think its great 
and, if we could play what we 
like, your music would be on 
the radio right now.' 
"Then they tell me it's not 
what the folks in their 
audience want to hear." 
He chuckles like a guy who 
is firmly on to someone 
else's song and dance. 
"I mean, how can anyone 
assume that lhey know what 
so many people want to 
hear? Maybe they do--but I 
doubt it, when 1 hear the 
same 15 records getting 
played over and over on the 
radio day in and day out." 
Troiano's last album, The 
Joke's On Me, shows his past 
influences as well as traces 
of where he wants to take his 
music in the future. 
Some of the guitar playing 
is no more complicated than 
jazzy extensions ofhis rhyth. 
m and blues roots. There is 
an obeisance to the John 
McLaughlin s~hool of 
futuristic fusion and the 
vocalized passages how 
more than a passing nod in 
the direction of Steely Dan. 
So the record is a diverse 
collection of sounds, hard to 
put a handle on, certainly not 
in any mainstream com- 
mercial bag. 
rT~l * artist's studio 
reelly hits heights 
SECOI'~D PENINSULA, 
N.S. t CP~ --Artist ~Io~ty Law 
used one of the world's most 
unusual studios late this 
summer. It was the crow's 
nest of the Canadian 
scientific ship Hudson, 
The Bedford Institute of 
Mod,.rn. 5 ~orcv.  fir~! cla~.~ motor hotel. Good |~a lkm - I block hem 
beach. English ~v  and St,lml¢~ Pa,k. nero do~m(oum, shopping within 2 
blocks. 125 allractivelv anne|riled air-t-o~dJlioned I'O0~S, audios, emcit~nt'y 
unils Md suites - e~h with prtvMe balh, color "IV and phone. Dining 
Room amd C.mfft,¢ Shop. Lounge wflh entevlaJnmeM. ,l~mple and Me~flNJ 
Rooms. Dflve.in lobby and fTt,~ paxldnfl. 
|1155 Dmde Slreet. Van¢ouv~ VbG IWS, P~one: 604-682-11L31 colk,~l 
Teleu: 04-51161 
Oceanography invited the 
landscape and ~eascape 
artist o paint the North by 
ac~o:x,l'anyil~g tile research 
vessel on a recent Arctic 
voyage to Bylot and Baffin 
Islands. 
"l think they were a little 
concerned about taking an 
artist and all his equipment, 
but when they found out I 
was an old sailor they were 
much happier," Law says, 
The closed-in crow's nest, 
high on the Hudson's 
foremast, was equipped as a 
studio and its windows were 
heated to keep them from 
fr~tlng over. 
"I still had to wear my 
Arctic clothes, especiali) 
when the wind whistled 
through the cracks," I,aw 
says. 
"The North ts a very ex- 
citing part of the world. A 
tremendous grandeur isseen 
wherever you look." 
L • • 
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Kids make it's eyes light right up 
Handicapped youngsters getting 
the bear facts from this fellow 
An eye-catching teddy Nicholson and the bear are 
bear was introduced to (left to right) Kristen Jeffrey 
~lflloungsters of"the Terrace and Pat Duncan, of B.C. Tel, 
d Development Centre and Laurie Yochim, director 
on Thursday by  the em- of the centre. 
ployeea of the Kitimat B.C. The bears eyes flash on 
Tel office, and off when the han- 
dicapped youngsters peak 
to it. A microphone is built 
into its nose for this purpcsel 
Yochim says it will be a 
great learning aid, par- 
ticularly for youngsters who 
have hearing difficulties. 
Duncan made the bear on 
behalf of the Telephone 
Pioneers of America nd the 
Kitimat Telephone Em- 
ployees Community Fund for 
a group in Kitlmat hat later 
decided it did not need it. 
Seen here with young Ryan 
Frats 
aren't a 
thing of 
the past 
I = THE *:P 
LUNG (;I IPPLERS 
Emphysema Asthma Tuberculosis Chronic Bronchitis Air Pollution 
USE cHmSTMAS 
Christmas 
Seals are 
a matter 
of life ft 
breath, 
- \ 
+ .  . . .  
FJ)MONTON (CP) - -  It ".+ + m i m . ~ m . . m m L  9:45a.m. Bible Teaching , ' j may be the popularity of the 
film Animal House, or it may / • " ~  . Su nda y Sc heel + ] "  
be a general swing to con- ~ . ~ 11 : 00 a•m. Morning Worship Service 
servatism on university +~'rJP';,m~m l l~ ,m/F | - ,dF  dl~.lhianiaie~lm "~.  7:30 p.m. Singing and SAble Study / , , , , ,  . . ... . = rumpuses• Whatever the 
reason, fraternities are / msu=, ,  JUWUlLmO"~w, ,m., . - -  . . . -  ~, .,,. "~ WednesdaY 8:00 Home Bible Stud!es . / "  Chr/stjan HeLormed 
- I  / , ,+oo  Are  Welcome at  Up lands '  Sparks  S l reet  and  Slraume Avenue S p a r l y  ~y Corner Sparks and K~Hh 
ago membership in 
fraternities atthe University I Reverend S, Van helen 
~t Alberta had bettomeo ut Ito the point where so.me had nday School - Terrace 10:00 a.m. 
unday School - Remo 1:00 p.m. 
to dose their Emnonton 
chapters• frotendti,~ nree) 11:00 a•m.•Worship Service 5:00 p.m. Worship Service Now the is -- 
campus-including 
sororities-report that they 
are having the best rush in 
years and may double their . -. 
membership from last year . . . .  4726 Lazelle Avenue 836-9019 
Ironically, some of the new 
pledgee-probationary 
fraternity members--ar( ~ , 
survivors of the aetivist~ Sunday Services - 10:00 a.m. 
Sunday School• Adults Discussion. university days of the late[ J r  . ' "~ ~ + "  
1960s and early 1970s. l J r  ' " ~  " 11:00 a.m. Holy Communion for the family - 
Rob Severd, 27, graduated I + ~ "  , ~ .  M,nister: Reverend Lance Stephens - 635-5855 
from Louisiana State[ J " - -  . 
degree in economics and was 
active in the movement ,[ ]+  
, ,zwasqusstio. insalotof l<'~.~ 4830 Straume Avenue, Terraee 6S6 3312 
ARMY, " sa s Sevard, now tide@, y+ EVE 7 studying for a degree in~J " ~  SATURDAY N ING :30p,m.  ;ALVATION 
Canadian history at ~el "~ SUNDAY MASSES 9'.C,C,a,m. 4637 Walsh Avenue 
University oi Alberta II ~ • " =  11:15 a .m.  
didn't get along with m y l ~  7'30 p m SUNDAY 
folks." I ~  ' ' "~.. 9:30 a.m. Christian Education H 
Here, Savard has anti "~ • 1 I :00 a.m. Family Worship Service . 
allined himself with.th~ I .7:30 p.m. Evanglistic Salvation Meeting Wl leemes  " 
campus leflwtng, Inateao, he  
has shaved his beard and: . " I TUESDAY NIGHT 
pledged for the Zeta Psi . I 7:30p.m. Bible Study and Prayer Meeting VOM To  . , ,  
fraternity. • i~ WEDNESDAY ' 
Alymer Ryan, umvers +y . I Worship " 
provost who chaired the I 7:30 p.m. Ladies Home League Fellowship . 
committee in charge ,  ' - 
fraternities before retiring i 
or, ..~ , . =. SATURDAY 
" G inl / ~ 7:30p.m. Youth roup 
tinS, believes fraternities inJ / MMMI¥ I I i l f t l l  AMI I I I IB.  u "~ Christian Counselling 
geosre] are growing. I~IgUA Vf l l l~ - I  vnnv l lV l l  Emergency Welfare " 
,,it,snotave..lar,em, oyel / at, . . . . . . . .  , ~ S - i r i tua lResources  / C H R I S T  LUTHERAN CHURCt 
but there's a emmge, hel ~ ImUl Lazene avenue , -~_  ,v  " -4"or635 2626 .~"  - . - , - -_  . . . .  ,__ . . _ __ . . .a  Park AveHe says. "They're more a e - J ~  ~ as~.~qqooro,J=-zo'o ~"  gorner  aplrl l l  l l r l e l  ups 
ce~,,l~ele¢lRams of act iv i s ts i<  Minister Reverend Dave Mariyn Reverend Roll ielterud 1U- lee2  + 
~ere fume," Rya:b:cdk?o " Sunda School Y , / ~ Morning Service 11:00 a.m. 
Nowtheresamov .__ J ~  . . . . . . . . . . .  I X . Church Schoo19: 45 a.m. 
t o a a Y l ~  5enter 12 ano up lU:W a.m. ~ . . . . . . . . .  A ~ ,~  ~ ~ " "~= P~t=ndmv School. irmatlon the books. The kids b u t - ~  - , . . . . .  Cent 
worry about the world L " ~  Worship Service 11:00 am. Youth and Adult Classes they don't think they can ~ Under12.11:00a.m. ~,- r t . . . . .  =1 -u  • .=-  +- - .  . .  • "~ . . . . . . . .  
change it." 
The new attraction t o / ~  * . . . . . . .  . . . .  ,u,m..,~m, S~lql Hirer urlre lerraoe, u.u. o~ll-lOOl fraternities may, in part, 
come from the way they are 
depicted in the popular 
comedy film Animal House, Reverend R,L. While 
the adven~res of a shabby 
fraternity in the early 1960s. 
The film hasn't hurt, says 
Neff Hergott, an alumnus of 
Delta Ul~llon. 
A lot of students are 
coming to fratornlUes., to 
ff they are anything iu(e the 
o~e in the film, adds Inn 
Fraser of Lambdn Chi 
Alpha• 
ATTEND THE OHUROHI 
oF vo,. c,olcE 
, Paster Bob Lesyk ., 
8S5-4338 NDAY THIS SU " +"" :COrd  " + " " . . . . . .  " ~ = " ~  . . . . . .  +"  +-+ "" . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i+r +of Hal l l i l~el l  and  I .  Theme! ,  +~ ,, +,..,, , . ,+. .• +,:: +::.++.~ +, 
• Sunday School 10:00 a.m 
Reverend R.L. White . /  
Morning Worship 11:00 a•m. . f "  
"~= . Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. " J 
• • " ~ ~ r  Service Wednesday 7 : 3 0 ~  
• i i  
, . , h ~ .  I. Mennonite Brethren C 
3401 Eky Street U| .SOI8 2 ~ 
PasterDwayne lerknlan ~ / i. 
10:00 a.m. Sunday School / 
11:00 a.m. Faro ily Worship Servy  
• . , p I * , # , 
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Engl ishman's ,sunshine 
sacred, or so court rules 
MANCHESTER, ~lubert Allen and his wife 
England (CP) -- Three Marjorie of Rochdale, 
Appeal Court judges have Manchester, could stop 
ruled that ff an English- their neighbors, TyrrcU 
man's garden fence casts and Lilisn Greenwood, 
a shadow on his neigh- obstructing light by 
bor's greenhouse the means of a high fence. 
neighbor can sue him for The appeal judges 
cutting off the sunlight, overruled a lower court 
"This means that your ruling that the Aliens 
neighbor's unripe could not claim for loss of 
tomatoes are legally sunlight. The lower court 
entitled to their place in judge found that although 
the sun," a court the Greenwoods had been 
spokesman says. "exceedingly un- 
In a test case under neighborly," they could 
England's ancient lights not be sued. 
laws, the judges ruled Ruling that the 
that a householder is Greenwoods could be 
entitled not only to suf- sued, Lord Justice Goff 
ficient daylight in his observed: 
house for domestic "It seems an absurd 
purposes, but to sUnlight conclusion to hold that a 
in his greenhouse aswell. person is entitled to 
They decreed that enough light to read a 
book in a greenhouse, but 
is stopped l'rom bringing 
an action for nuisance if 
he goes to pot up plants 
that won't grow and pick 
fruit that won't ripen." 
Lord Justice Goff said 
the Aliens moved into 
their detached house in 
Rochdale in 1954. The 
greenhouse had been 
there ever since. The 
Greenwoods moved in 
next door in 1966 and in 
1974 they put up a high, 
cleseboarded fence. The 
result was that half the 
greenhouse got no 
sunlight at all. 
He found that, in law, 
the greenhouse was 
clearly a building to 
which access of light ap- 
plied under the 1832 Pre- 
scription Act. The Aliens 
therefore were entitled to 
stop the Greenwoods 
from obstructing light. 
The appeal was allowed 
with costs and the Aliens 
were awarded &100 ($200) 
damages. The Green- 
woods gave undertakings 
to remove or reduce, the 
fence. 
Lord Justice Buckley 
refused the Greenwoods 
leave to appeal to the 
House of Lords in London. 
"If this ease goes to the 
Lords, the greenhouse is
going to be a very ex- 
pensive hobby for Mr. and 
Mrs. Allen." 
Outside the court, Allen 
said: " I  brought the 
action as a matter of 
principle. It is a great le: 
gal victory for gar- 
deuers." 
There is a need for programming 
for pre and junior-teen watchers 
TORONTO (CP) -- Dodi 
Robb, new head of children's 
programming Ifor the CBC- 
'IV English network, says 
shows must be developed to 
attract the pre-teen and 
junior teens audience. 
"Our pre-schoolers are 
pretty well served with The 
Friendly Giant, Sesame 
Street, and Mr. Dressup," 
the broadcaster and author 
of children's plays said in an 
interview. 
"But we haven't enough 
for the six-to 12-year-olds 
and the early teens. We've 
found that children start 
watching adult shows at the 
age of seven or eight, and 
one survey found that the 
most popular show among 
children eight to 12 is Love 
Boat." 
What children get from 
such adult shows is complete 
escapism and an altogether 
false impression oflife. What 
Miss Robb seeks in new 
children's programs is not 
serious education, but 
relaxing shows emphasizing 
love of nature and a sense of 
compassion and humanity. 
Miss Robb, who developed 
the consumer program 
Marketplace arly in the 
1970s and was its executive 
producer until 1977, doesn't 
expect o jump into making 
major changes in the area of 
children's programs. 
She spoke of having a 
fallow year that may be 
forced upon her by CBC 
budget cuts. While she said 
no decision has been taken, 
IN YOUR CAR 
Computerized check up 
LONDON (CP)  - -  The which Britain's Lucas management system us- 
motorist soon will be able Industries believes could ing a mechanical contact 
to monitor the road- revolutionize motoring in breaker, distributor and 
worthiness of his car as the next 20 years, carburetor. 
soon as he steps inside Luea~ says the system Although inexpensive, 
and switches on the could make its debut in these systems are 
ignition, the ~anllly car by the relat ively inefficient, 
On his instrument earl)" 1960s. But that is giving poor fuel economy 
panel, he will receive an only the tip of an elec- and a high level of 
automatic electronic ironic iceberg, exhaust gas pollution. 
display showing oil and "Engine management" Furthermore, as 
other fluid levels, brake is a term coined by Lueas mechanical components 
pad and lining wear~ wire to describe systems wear out, the inefficiency 
pressures and lamp which control and increases. 
failure, monitor the operation of These mechanical 
This vehicle condition ignition and fuelling for systems are already 
monitoring system is one internal combustion being gradually replaced 
part of a package of engines, by electronically con- 
e lec t ron ic  veh ic le  Most of today's patrol trolled ignition and fuel 
management systems, engines have a injection systems. 
other CBC sources indicate it
is likely the program day 
will be cut back starting 
early in 1979, possibly with 
the network not going on the 
air daffy until noon. 
Miss Robb writes books 
and plays for children as a 
pastime, and said she ex- 
pects to continue to write in 
her executive position. She 
will be searching, mean- 
while, for new writers for 
children's programs as part 
of her new job. 
If all goes well with the 
CBC budget, Miss Robb said 
she would like to see an hour 
or more a day, in the late 
afternoons, devoted to 
programs for the six-to-12 
set. 
Such programs could 
include Rainbow Country 
and The Beachcombers, 
already on CBCTV, and new 
programs which might also 
be sold internaUoually to 
other networks. The Beach- 
combers has become one of 
CBC's biggest foreign 
sellers. 
Miss Robb said it is a 
misconception to think that 
writing for children is easy. 
In live. theatre, it is more 
difficult o hold the attention 
of a junior audience than 
adults. 
The same principle, she 
says, applies to television 
programs. Young people are 
far more imaginative, quick 
to grasp ideas, and quicker 
to show their discontent than 
adults. 
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: SELLER"  
-- The  entire family reads it 
" And, why not? There's =. 
something for everybody 
! in the classified pages in 
=- DALLY HERALD 
• Whether you're buying, 
• sell ing, renting, leasing, 
• looking for a job or ' 
[] 
• services, you're sure to ge 
st 
m [] 
• quick results from the [] • [] 
• classified pages! • I I  [ ]  • [] 
• [] 
• I 
• " I call 635 - 63571 " 
• " I) aily II erald ." [] • 
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I nvent ing  a cost ly  h  bby 
BREMERTO, Wash. The retired machinist and 
(AP) -- It's back to' the toolmaker wanted to move 
drawing board for the in -  the vessel from its an- 
ventar of an experimental ehorage in Sinclair Inlet, 
~ailboat with winglike sails, "with the help of a friend and 
after the mast on his a30.footpnwerboat. 
trimaran broke at the end of 
a windy trip. 
"A year's work and $2,000 
down the tube," says Monte 
Kimball, who designed the 
unusual tr imaran. The 
threehulled boat, dubbed the 
Marymont, had hard sails 
that Kimball says should be 
more efficient than the 
standard cloth variety. 
But the wind was too 
strong, so the boats, lashed 
to one another, set off 
powered by the sails on 
El•bali 's trimaran. 
Kimball says the sails 
worked perfectly, but a 
problem developed when the 
boats, propelled by wind 
gusts of about 35 knots, 
arrived ;~t a Port orchard 
dock. 
• 'The weight of his boat 
against he Marymont was 
too much, I guess," Kimball 
says. "We hit the dock pretty 
hard. ! think that's what 
weakened th mast." 
it broke off al a hinge and 
he says it can't be repaired. 
"i'm not going to give up," 
he says. "It'll take a while 
but I'm gonna try 'er again." 
Kimball says the 
trimaran's ails, in a high 
wind, should work like a 
weathercock. 
"According to an 
aeronautical engineer l 
talked to, they are supposed 
to he 1.7 to 1.9 per cent more 
efficient." 
The big advantage, he 
says, is that one man should 
be able to handle the  
trimaran, which is 41 feet 
long and 24 ieet wide. 
Kimball and his wife, 
Mary, bought he hulls in an 
unfinished state, and have 
spent five years building the 
beat. He spent about a year 
on the sails, pl~rwood-and- 
g lass - f ib re  a f fa i r s  
Great taste 
with half 
the calories. 
ng kj beer 
for d l  kinds of remon  
/ i .Nor!hwest and Central B.C., Skeena, Nass Kitimat, 
Kispiox River Valleys - Queen Charlottes - Port Hardy 
YOUR PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT IS DESIROUS OF SURVEYING AND 
DETERMINING THE EXTENT OF LOSS AND DAMAGE TO PROPERTY OF 
INDIVIDUALS AID SMALL BUSINESSES AFFEUTED BY FLOOU 
OCCURRING OOT. 31 - NOV. 7, 1978 
The areas to be assessed are those within the boundaries approved by the Federal. 
Provincial Joint Committee as follows:- 
Following a line due east from Stewart (The International Boundary) to a point 
directly north of North Bulkiey (8 miles east of Honston) then proce .eding in a straight 
line south tea location parallel to a point 10 miles sou• of Port Haruy and proceeding 
in a westerly direction to the west of Vancouver Island and then north, encompassing 
the Queen Charlotte Islands and then proceeding east and north following the United 
States-Canada boundary up the Pearse Canal and Portland Canal to Stewart, B.C. 
Damage will he assessed by members of the Canadian Independent Adjusters 
Conference, appointed by the government toearr~ out this service. The results of 
their assessment oncompletion will be submitted to the Provincial Government for 
consideration. 
Individuals who wish to have their flood damage appraised are notified that all 
requests for assessment must he submitted by November 30th, 1978 on forms 
available from and returnable to local assessment office at 3219 Eby St., Terrace, 
B.C., phone 635-7104 Claim forms are also available at your local Government Agency 
or 
FLOOD ASSESSMENT OFFICE 
/ 
OANADIAN INDEPENDENT ADJUSTERS OONFERENOE 
Sperling Plaza, Tower II 185.6450 Roberts St., Burnaby, B.C. V5G 4El Phone 294.3748 
It in imperative that requests for assessment forms be obtained without delay, 
completed in detail and returned prompuy to ,cUlture early examination of
damages. Along with these forms related insurance policies, tax notices, proof of 
ownership and detailed lists of items damaged ordestroyed Will be required. 
Those seeking assistance are further advised it is advantageous to salvage and 
conduct whatever emergency cleaning and repairs necessary to reduce their lees. 
Details pertaining to the above to be listed and held for examination by assessors 
when personal inspections are conducted. 
Claim forms available at your local Government Agency. 
J. Dale Elander, 
Chief Assessor 
Canadian I dependent Adjusters Conference 
The Herald, Friday, November 17, 1978, Page 17 
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Prince_ Discover British Cx lumbia There's still gold 
" - "  e A TRAW, FEATURE FROM TOURISM BRmSH COLUMBIA 
WHITRHOBSE (CP) plant produces four times build about 10 new plaeer- 
u 
Eighty years have passed Sehmid says the income more gold than a con- plants in the Yukon during 
- -u i "  , - - - - 'h e , ,~o ,~,~*** -~o, - f rom the other heavy ventional sluice operation, the next two or thrce years. 
of "gold!" echoed along the minerals should at least "With this plant we have says Schmid. It was con- 
wilderness creeks of the cover the expenses of been able to revolutionize the sidering joint ventures with 
Klondike. -c"onat, The creek bottoms have operating the plant. Thegold technique of placer mining," miners who have placer 
then becomes pure profit, he adds. claims but who do not have. 
been panned, mucked and He estimates that the new B.E.L.  Yukon expects to the money to build a plant. 
dredged so often that it is 
hard to imagine the tiniest 
molecule of gold having one 
unnoticed. 
Gustav Schmid- -  Jdally herald '""° J better. Hm company expects ] 
to take 40,000 to 80,000 ounces I 
of gold next year from one of I SECTION 
the Klondike's former gold- 
fever hot spots. 
He says the gold will be 
Wheelchairs held up modern techniques that follow the laws of physics. 
Schmid is an international 
financierwhooperatcseutof OTTAWA (CP) - -  "We need the biggest easily steered. The chair can 
travellers head for the still mys- A view o/Prince George/ram Connaught Park. Bate Grace Photos .Liechtenstein a d West Ger- Production of a new market base possible," Ball raise the rider to the height 
serious north, the possibilities of many. He and some Swiss Canadian-developed, four- says. Canadian demand for of a standing person, 
the east, the great fishing to the financiers put money into a wheel.drive wheelchair is the product is not large allowing him to reach pay 
west, or south to the Caribou and "Sir Alexander Mackenzie, winter sports all receive their the carnival that draws hundreds placer mining operation in being held up' by strict enough to cover production phones and elevator con- 
the metropolis of Vancouver the first white man to cross the quota of interest, to play on the snow with easily- 1975 and formed B. E .L .  United States liability laws. costs, trois. 
beyond. Rocky Mountains and reach the Prince George plays host o a seen purple golf balls. Yukon Establishment. A project of the federal In tests the machine has 
Alexander Mackenzie passed Pacific Coast, passed this spot, well-attended exhibition in Rainbow and steelhead re not Placer mining involves tramport department and Developed under a $55,000 
by the site of the city in 1793, westward bound in his canoe, August, complete wi,h logging far away, with hears, caribou, dumping gold-bearing designed by Ball contract from the federal run through foot.high grass, 
located at the junction of the with his nine companions on the shows, chariot races, a midway moose and deer foraging in gravel into a sluice box and Berezowsky Associates,. the government, the wheelchair up 30-degree inclines and 
Fraserand'NechakoriVe'rs/andhe 19thof June 1793." and good food. nearby woods, washing it with water. The chair promises to alleviate can climb curbs, ride over ice and snow. 
is duly recognized by'it plaque on Next down river came Simon , The Winter Carnival takes The frontier spirit is still there, water carries away the the problems of many handi- escalators and raise the Conventional motorized 
a historical cairn: Fraser, and established old Fort place for I0 days in the third week spurring on the development of gravel and leaves the hear- capped persons, rider to eye level, wheelchairs sell for $,600 to . $1,800 and Ball hopes that 
- - -  -s" George, named in honor of the in January, and it features the what is now the third largest city ier gold glittering on the box But DougBall, president of To surmount a step the once the new chair is In 
then king, George III. "Queen Aurora" contest, snow- in B.C.. and more and mum bottom, the Montreal firm, says fear machine tilts back allowing productim it will cost no 
When the Grand ~unk Pacific mobiliog, dog sled races, and visitors are arriving by rail, car, The Klondike gold seekers of potential lawsuits is the front wheels to clear the more than $2,000. 
Railroad afi'ived in 1910, a real exciting car i'aces on river iee. bus or airline to absorb the Prince of l898 used sluice boxes and holdingup roduction, step. The two rear wheels The device will not be 
estate boom led to establishment Snow golf is a recent sport at George feeling, the method has not changed "The risk of liability is so then swivel backwards and available to consumers for at 
ofPrinceGeorge asacityin 1915. much. Large operations mw significant in the U.S. it has propel the chair up and over least one or two years. Ball 
dredge up gold creeks, push an ~dverse ffect on the the obstacle, would like to see i t  
Now two railways, the Cans: huge amounts of gravel into d~velopment of new The prototype is equipped manufactured in Canada but 
products," Ball says. "It's with speed control and, to date there are no f i re 
dian National (thesuecessortothe large sluice boxes and pick s~!-wrenching--there are because ach wheel is in- committments for produc- 
Grand Trunk) and B.C. Railway, out the gold. 
people out there who need dependently powered, it is Lion. 
transverse this bustling city. Schmid's company began the chair," he added in a 
The first fort was built of using the eonventional sluice telephone interview. ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ j ~  
spruce logs, and by 1940 Prince method on the Sixtymile The principal U.S. 
George was the centre of the River. He visited the m~niifactuerof conventional t ~ ' J~ ' \  DOUGLAS ~ ~.ISRIHWf81 ; 
white spruce industry. Now a city operation and decided it was electric wheelchairs faces a -- 
of big pulp and saw mills, its not producing enough gold. la~hit on an average of one 5~[~ ~r'~ CHANNEL ~-" :  n.~ ESTA7 f D(~l@ 
dependenceon theforest industry He sa,s he ordered the aw~ek, Ballsays. Possibility ~ ~ ]? '~  
is reflected by the giant, tree-like crew to put a front-end o.f~ similar problems is • RgAL ' rY  • 
city symbol, Mr. P.O. loader bucket at the end of d~laying Canadian • ~ . .  LTD. @_ 
As the town itself gr~ldually the sluice. Washed out manufacture, i 632 ,4  721 .-" edges out into the forest.~ulturo is gravel caught in the bucket To be economically viable 
mingling with sports, to ititeleSt' was panned and Schmid's the wheelchair must reach 
both residents and tourists. An . . . .  ~_ .  suspicions were confirmed-- U.S. markets, • • 
enlarged library, and excellent an ~ . . . . .  :- there was more gold in the ~ • 
gravel failings than in the p ,rt-tvs,.,,__. i 
gallerY,of tennisa new 'Y', anlovelyabundancecon. " sluice box. C • 
courts. , ~ras ,  _ ' OAV" StnRv , 
naught Park. and a variety of The oM Simon Fraser Bridge has only one.way traffic. "Prom that day on I Was eoncereed about improving • • ~2442e 
" , . . the technique of recovery." t OFFICIAL BLOCK eROS.ASSOCIATE DEALERS ; D CLAIM I Hls discovery made sense, over  . mAT • 
SOME ON'T T u J-35 V~o~-OVillage • The modem sluice box oper- ations were handling large 
. . . . .  _ . .  . . uz l lo town ] lhonazres  w.,~ pressure neededto pd l  : , .5 Bedroom,  2 bathroom .0 
f l a i l  move them also was • Apartment for rent. 
carrying away the smallest TORONTO (CL) --Pill 9 36  Eagle St .  1 ½ storey - w OTTAWA (CP) - -  Lute same¢fllenuna .with $800,000 peep!ejustdonotehecktheir to keep the new wealth a pieces of gold. 
Can/tda has found.-that standing by in its coffers for tl,~ets carefully, secret, panic is the name given by • 
peoplesometimeswlUnotlet the eight tickets that have . They.breeze through the But as much as people Sclunid says he put the birth control pill t 842,000 
them give away even their not been cashed. Ust.of..wmnerswith lift,PC.X- dream about_ winning, problem to a number of manufacturers and family 86 Swannell Street @ 
$l-mfllton nrize A.a ,~  t~^..~..~.~ ,^, ,~.  pecmuon ot winning, ne Wintario omciam say par- German indmtries and after planning experts to the 
w * rM l t~ ~ • tvv lu~g al~,t~f st * ! . • e ran~ v . ~ . , . . . . . ,m t,.a ~, ,  says. For them st s all ttet ants are not really vad&mstudies, hecame up growing wave of those • Snowbird lots s lling fast • St eas  i tma seem . . . . . . . . . .  P . ~ ,, 
hun~c~ of Canadians each :.~;'.."~..'.'~'._'~q'..'. t.. '7~dU=,, over." oose~m. • with a design for an im- turning away from its use. 
. . . .  ~ , , - *e - ,= ,~v u~=, " for a Win proved placer mine plant. Birth control pill sales to • G-9 V~ot.oVlllage O year fail to claim their lot- h~ld~,~ Then there are thoee who The outlay ( - 
~'ywinnings " - . " - ' . '  . . . . . .  want to delay claimi~g thelr Earle ticket) is small~.$.l. The new plamt basically is hospitals and drugstores are • 30  Gander - 830,000 ~@ down 13 per cent this year, 
That includes holders of ,unto'PaX .eL outer tttttttttmm, ue.r prize, knowing they have a People tend to stick me a series of hoppers, con- according to GrEbe Phar- @_ 31½ Acres on Lakelse Lake w 
. . .  , ,  - - , . , , ,  ,a , , t ,~,  prizes remameo uncumnm, war to claim ticket in a wallet or a back veyors and screening 
~'.,'~..,.~;'L~".",~'~,,, ~"~'-'-'~ totalling several hundred "~'Perham a' winner is in pocket and forget about it," systems, Gravel is scraped maceuttcals, one of the big 
~,~-  ~,~. ,~e "wEn-"" thousanddollare, the midst- of a nersonal says Barbara Jemen, a lot- into the system by heavy contenders in Canada's $20 ~ 190 Konigus St. ~ 
~.~ . . . . . . . .  000 ~ what .happem? _ . crisis," suggests the Lute te~ spokesman: _ . equipment. It is sorted, million annual pill market. ~ . 
Wintar io ,  Ontar io ' s  tm.e t~o.m...t~..naaa Canada spojesman,"--a "t.gu.ess aztaoug.n meet sereened and washed so that As women go off the pill, • (new construction) 
m'ovincial lottery has the SpOKesman sara ne eeaeves divorce maybe--and wants people hope to win, few in the final pr~ess all thatis there's a shift toward other • . G4-Vista Village 
. . . .  - - '  expect o." left is a concentrate of contraceptive methods, say 
_ She says the claim rate various heavy metab, gold birth control counsellors. • (excellent condition) 
m - • goes up during the fall among them. In older age groups, ster- t Why not ca l l  us  today 
season. : ; l n e  v o ~ u r t  , u P s i l o n  "People find tlekets in the This coneeatlMte is titration now is the first . . . . . .  shippedtoa mlat~rmeiting choice for women who give for your free appraisel 
a?  ~ "- JL  . . . .  wintereiothes they put inthe ndseparation. I t l l the key to up the pill. 
TORONTO (CP) -- The over the e07,.000 ~ailons butte-Cot , .h t . t . .^ . , . - . .  basement last spring and Other women are turning ~ ~0Ugh l |  Ohannel ".Per/ " • 
~--t wa- to eat "'o-'-" is eaten in 1967 " .. ":"" .-"±~.".Y~"'°.':'e carl us in case their ticket the entire operation, to intrauterine devices Orll l$ _ 
uPS y ~'!Su~t . . . . .  .. vitamin A. FIUIQ partly wnn" 
. plain with your own noney or r~ormAmerteansaremore skimmed milk is fortified to 7~ . . . . . . .  "..,,*-'- million "We are not looking only (IUDs), despite a two-per- O Wo Offer Services in 
fresh fruit added to taste, health-¢omelous than ever replace the vitamin A, but . , . '~'~.'=~'~°~.'~,,h t~t,, for gold," says Schmid. "We cent failure rate and corn- • 
sayanutritloniatZak Sabry. before and yogurt, a low-fatyogurt is not. ~,~: :~o°~'=w'" ;h~' ,~'~r  are looking for heavy plications reported as high • IPPRAISALS-PROPERT¥ MIHAGEMEHT @ 
In a recent interview, Dr. nutritions food, is becoming a result, commercial w,...,~., o .a o~,,,  ¢,,,,. metals. The moment you as 30 per cent. 
• AS . , , '~, , '~ '~' : - "  ":'~w'::"~'":" look just for gold, you Icee all Still others are going back • 1,01' StEtS - e iV i tOmBf f  Sabry said that to do ao has more and more popular, vo~urts do not contain m;m~ era. ~,,h prnvtnoinl e two advantages. First, you Its advocates even tout it vit~nin A As with any food ~:==,-~¢'~t':.; "~.'~".,',~.':'t':~to r the other heavy minerals." to methods their mothers • 
nor as a . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . .  used: 34 ,000 diaphragm.~ • etNtnt  WlK  R[mlR I t  $ [#Vle[  know how much sweete natural cure fo~ gas, ct. the label should • pt'odu . a year, unclaimed monies The first Klondike gold sold in Canada last year--an 
centrolY°U areit; gettingand second,and youCan eonsflpatimBecause it andis mdediarrhea'from f rtifiedindicate whe her ithas been "~,%~'~:'~'t~' ~',~,"t '~,=' ° o,.~h,,,,,at,,tk=,,~ . . . .  * seekers wanted only chunks increaseof 100per centsince M , MORTGIIGE$ g RENTALS @_ 
milk ' . . . . . .  ~. . . . . . . . . .  e.---, of gold, and later the dust. 1973. 
avoid the preservatives used ,yogurt¢.on.tainsalmcet However, vo~urtisagood then,~nle who run the lot- Thedredging operations that Condom sa,es--26 mimon ~Were Number 3, we try harder ~_ 
fresh,t° keep the fruit in yogurt allmilkthewithnumenmone notablet°tmd ex.in source of 'ca lc ium and ,~'-'~=~": . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~ ; ,  ,,to;.~ .~to. followed also were after gold in Canada last year--are up [@@@@@ttt@t@@t@t@@][ 
protein and contains are high. only. nine per cent since 1974. 
Canadiamconsumedmore e ption. Meet commercial thiamine, riboflavin and 
I than six million gallons of yogurt~ are made from niacin . . . . .  ' 
the tangy, cultured milk last partly skimmed milk. The Generally, the largest size 
year-- a tenfold increase skimming proee~ removes is the most economical buy . . . . . .  i 
As the sugar level is in- S ~ E T  ~ H ' S  creased the calories also in. Tension and ulcers crease, butwithoutapropor. 
tionate increase In the 
th th li k C H E A P  are ere  e n 8 Unlike milk and sour cream, yogurt is sold by 
SYDNEY, Australia weight, no( volume. 
(Renter) - -b  professor f om 
department Of medicine 
behoves he has proved that 
stressuleen ace not caused b Y a n dneuroses. NOTiO|  
Prof. D. W. Pil~r's study I.()X(; I)INI'.XN('.E ~'I.IEKENI) RAI'E I ( )  M( ).~1PI..Xt:ES IN B.(' 
o~ 1,000 people suffering ' / - - - - - - - -  
from ulcers howed that they Effeotive November 16, 1978, ~ .qklURDA1t J1JI41)AY did not suffer stress more ,.,,..,,,. ,,, ,,,~ ,,,,, ,,,,, 
frequently and were not ~ ~ 
more neurotic than persons the |islriot of Terraoe landfill site 
It also found more suf. 
ferera from the lower will ohanp to winter houri. 
economic classes than the 
~ecuttve classes. But this Vehiolol I ton or i o . :  
data led to a paradox, in that ~ 
many of the working class hrs. per day. 
people lived in higher sucre- B.C, Tel's weekend rate is really cheap. , And talk it up while rates are down. economic areas than their You e',m dial direct (112) to most places in B.C. R~tte does not a])pl~ on calls ftx~m Jobs would indicate. Vehioln larger than 1 ton: between 5p.m. Friday and 5 p.m. Sunday for just hotel, motel or eoih t~lel)hones or to "Thb may produce ten- . 35¢ or less per minuS. (Minin~um charge'23¢ a call.) .~)me Northern I.)ints not ~t~'~! simm and conflicts in the ~:00 6'00 P.M. So give your .~weatheart a ring this weekend, i by. B.C. Tel. patient hat may Initiate a ) 
trail o~ events that lead to Monday to Friday. 
ulcers," the professor said. ~ a TEL 
The aurvey found that 70 
per cent of gastric ulcer |i|triol of Terraoe 
sufferers were not getting 
ef fect ive  t reatment . .  
By Joan Bellinger 
Prince George, once a remote 
frontier town, is now a rapidly 
growing city smack in the middle 
of all the action. 
The long arms of the Yel- 
Iowhead Highway, Hart High- 
way, and old Highway 97. stretch 
out from her, like spokes, towards 
adventure. 
• Variously called Spruce.Capital 
of the World, Hub City, or City of 
Destiny, Prince George is almost 
• in the geographic centre of British 
Columbia. It is from here that 
m - - .~.  L. i , 
--TEIIR/IOE BRUSS LTD • | 
n l l - I . l . i  " N I I -T |14  "/.: . . . . . . . . .  . .. 
Fitamins 
"..;" & 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
CLA|$1F IEO RATES 
kOCAL ONLY: 
20 words Or less tl2.00 per 
Insortlen. Over 20 words 5. 
cents per word. 
3 or more consscutivo In. 
m~tlona $1.50 per Insertlon~ 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no reloads after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2rid 
Insortlen. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon ' 
request. " 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
SUBSCRIPT ION • 
RATES 
Ef fect ive  
October  1,1977 
Single Copy 
8y Carrier 
By Carrier 
By Mall 
By Mall 
By Mall 
Senior Citizen 
Skenna Health Unlt 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
The follewlng are a few of 
the services offered locally. 
by your Health Unit Staff:" 
20¢ CHILD HEALTH CON- 
mth 3.00[' FERENCES, 
year 34.00. Held weekly at the Health 
3mthl2.00 Unit every Tuesday from 
lath22.00 1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
year40.00 for an appointment. 
year 20.00 Held at Thernhlll 
British Commonwealth and 
Unlted States of Amerlce one 
year 51.00. 
BOx 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V0G 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & Dlsfrlct 
Phone 635.6357 
Recreation Centre dn the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:38 - 3:30 p.m. 
Reese phone for an ap-. 
Folntment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im. 
munlzatlon. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the 
Health Unit on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 
3.4:10 p.m. by appo;ntment 
The Herald reserves the .~nly. 
right to classify ads under PRENATAL CLASSES 
appropriate headings and to Classes are held 
set rates therefore and to throughout the year at In; 
determine page location, tervals for expectant 
-RATE: The Herald reserves the parents. Phone the Health: 
' 22 cents per agate Ilno. , ~ right to revise, edit, claselfy Unit for details and 
~Mlnlmum charge 15.00 per or reject any advertisement registration. :-" 
: Insertlen. and to retain any answers HOME NURSING CARE. ~: 
' LEGAL - POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD.  
, VERTISING: 
• $3.60 per column inch. 
GUSINESS •PERSONALS:. 
54.00 per line per month. ' 
On  .a. :4 month basis only. 
'" " DEADL; INE  ' " ' 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 9. days prior to" 
i~Jbllcetlon day. 
",CLASSIFIED: 
rl:00 p.m. day prior to 
'ipubllcetlen day. 
ALL CLASS IF IED CASH 
WITH ORDER other t~n 
.BUSINESSES WITH AN' 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
i sa rMce  charge of M.~ en i l l  N.S.F. cheques. 
;WEDDING DESCRIP -  
,TIONS: 
No charge prevlded nsw~ 
:submitted within one menth. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding end.or engagement 
.pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month Or more after event: 
$10.00 charge, with o r  
',without pldure, Subject to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. 
CLASS IF IED AN.  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
.Wrthe 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
t Desths 5.50 Funerals 5.S0 
~,ards of Thanks 5.S0 
,,V, morlel  Notices 5.S0 
'Pt:IONE 
~lasslfled Advertising Dept. 
INCHES AWAY CLUE 
:Meat every Tuesday nlgM at 
'0 In the Sheena Health Unit. 
:For more Information phone. 
'635-3747 or 635-3023. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Cammelllng 
& Crisis Line Mr 
Women 
..... SKEENACENTRE 
.Skeeha Centre offers to the. 
Senior Citizens of the. 
Terrece and Thornhlll area 
following services: 
• Activity Centre for hen.; 
dlcratts 
. Day care for workln~ 
people. 
• Orop-ln for companlenshlp 
& coffee 
Monday thru Frlday 0.4. 
Transl~rtatlen evalloble. 
Contact Sksenavlew Ledge.' 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
4oo~Ing for de, aslant of any' 
Md, broken or used pieces of 
'.~Jrnlture, also any discarded 
products we could use 
~r  recycling or renovatlng.i 
Call US at 438.2238 between 
,is.m; end 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
~ckup. 
iPragMnt and In need of 
Call for help from Rlght.to.~ 
"LI~ prometwa: 
i Uca at 4,15-3164 
~arM at 435-5134 
directed to the Herald BOx . Nursing care In the home. 
Reply Service, and to repay for those who need It on 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
BOx replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not Picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  bl~ 
destroyed unless mailing' 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send originals of 
do.c. umonts to ayold I~s. , 
"NI c la lmsof  m'r01;s 'In 
advertisements must be 
referral from their family. 
doctor. Terrace area only.. 
HEALTH PARADE ~.  
For 4 year old children; 
Held on third Monday ~!  
every month. I)evelol ~J 
mental, vision, hearing: 
screening done. Please. 
phone for appointment. : 
"PRENATAL BREATHING 
&RELAXING EXERCISES 
H~l'd every Monday af- 
ternocn at I - 2 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
received by the publisher or by appointment. 
within 30 days after the first SANITATION 
publication. 'The public health Inspectors 
It Is agreed by the ad- are new situated In Eby 
vertlser requesting s'pac~ Street. They will he pleased 
that the liability of the; to assist with any sanitation 
H~eld In the event of failure problems. 
to publish an advertisement SPEECH AND HEARING 
or In the event~.f ~p.~ror. ~ CLINIC ". .  ": 
aplmarlng ' in " t~e ad.' Held et ,1612 Grelg Avenue.. 
vertlsoment as published Hearing teetswlll bedoneb;/ 
shall be l imited to the 
amouet paid by the ed. 
vertleer for only one In.. 
correct Insertion for the 
perllon of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any evont greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must: 
comply with the British" 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad, 
vertlslng .that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex,. 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or hece .u.s.a.. 
firioge l i  beh im ~4:i~-d~.' 
years, unless the condltlun Is 
lustlflnd by a bona flde' 
requlrsment for the work 
Invo!v..nd~ 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking P,oblem? There 
Is help 
Available I 
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
'Mon.: 0:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8':30 p.m. 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting.. 10 
to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
Ladies Slim Line Club meats 
Monday evening - -  6:30 p.m. 
referral from family doctor' 
'or community health nurse. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 20.5-4721 Lazeile 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long'Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205-4721. 
Lazelle. Tel. 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultent. 
Annual 
Bazaar & Tea 
of Braech 73, B.C. Old Age 
Pensioners will be held 
8ai 'dsy,  Nov. 18,11)18 
Banquet room at the Terrace 
Arena, 3 - 4 p.m. (no7-17) 
The Salvation Army will be 
sponsorlng a Chrletmas Tea 
and Sale on December 9 
between 1 and 5 p.m. Ad. 
mission S l .00-  4637 Welsh 
Ave. 
Everyone Welcome 
(9.9n) 
Christ Church Anglican 
Kltimat, will be holdiM its 
annual 
SNOWFLAKE BAZAAR:: 
ON: 
Saturday, Nov. 25 
from 
1:20 p.m.-4 p.m. 
There will be a sewin~ tab~, 
tea table, bake table, men s 
gourmet booth, white 
Kathryn Cernauskas has 
studied In North America 
end Europe with some of the 
world's greatest masters of 
the flute. She Is a very. 
versatile musician, per- 
forming regularly with the 
Vancouver Seclety for Early 
Music and being a founder 
member of Days, Months 
and Years to Come, an ec. 
ssmble specializing In the 
performance of recent 
music. 
Davled Humphreys is a 
British born herplst who has 
recently settled In Van. 
couver. His activities Include 
working with the Vancouver 
Symphony Orchestra, the 
Vancouver New Music 
Society and Symphonic 
Canadians. 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
NOV. 25--lp.m. 
Tickets - SB.00 at door or by 
memhershlp. 
The I.O.F. are holding their 
CHRISTMAS BAZAAR 
on Nov. U, 1wg 
at the Arena Banquet Room 
from 1 - 3 p.m. Christmas 
ornaments end lots of gifts 
.for everyone. (nc24.2~ov) 
LOST 
One earrinS. White, gold & 
'black old-fashioned onign. 
Reward offered. Sentimental 
value. Phone 635-3590. (i)3- 
9.1) 
/ 
Paper Carrier for Terrace 
Herald needed for the Mc- 
Connell area on the bench. 
Phone 
635-~35v 
(ne-ctin) 
URGENTLY NEEDED: 
babysitter for two school age 
children. From 3:15 - II:15 
p.m. Must be in walking 
distance of 4800 Block Scott 
or be able to drive. Live in if 
preferred. $10 a shift. Phone 
638-1754 before 3 p.m. (I)3- 
17) 
CORD HUBER 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Interested in photography? 
Gain experience doing team 
. Terrace Little Thontre's first photos. We'U U'ainyou. Good 
ff~luctlon "Vanities" opens~ 3,5 m.m. camera, electronic 
Nqyember 14 and plays Nov. 
~';l&:to 18 8~.d Nov. 23 - 25, 
*s'la~lng at 8 p.m. Tickets are 
$1.50 for Tuesday, Nov. 14/ 
'~ aS.00 fat Thursdays and S,I.00 
for Frldaya and Saturdays. 
On sale st McColl's Real' 
Estate or at the door. (nc13. 
i17) . 
Auditions for Terrace Little 
flash. Car necessary. Must 
be available for one half hour 
each morning and afternoon. 
And one hour each evening 
for one week. As well as 
Saturday mornings. Call 
collect 521-9593. (c-17) 
Tnontre's pring prochsction 
of "You're A Good Man 
Cluu'lle Brown", a musical 
will take place on Nov. Ig at 
1:30 p.m. and Nov. 38 at ?:38 
p.m. at the Terrace Little 
Theatre, 3~5 Kalum St.' 
Phone 638-1418 or635-9444 for 
more information. (no) 
December 1' 
BM~BSAI~ 
4 p.m. at the Coop. Proceeds 
for the C, entamlal Christian 
School. 
" CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Spaclalists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
SKEENA COLORS 
Reslclentlal 
Commercial Painting 
Phone 431-1835 
.(el4) 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP : 
RecendltJoned bikes and 
repairs." Reasonable rates. 
Full or part-time. Here.is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 - 58 per hour. 
Training Is available. For 
inter.views call Joan . 638, 
8392anytime (Fuller Brush) 
(ctf) 
- -  United Church basement, elephant table, plants, 
Kltlmat. (nc.10.14) books, fish pond for children. 
, Come and do your Chr~tmas (a.0~) 
Weight Watchers meeting shopl)ing. Everyone Is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. welcome. (ec14-24) GOLDEN RULE 
at the Knox United Church. 
Hell, 4907 Lazelle Avenue4 St. Matthews Anglican 
Church Women of Terrace 
are having 
Chr isms 
Bazaar 
Nov. 25,1970 from 
2.4p.m. 
In Church Hall 
Order d t~ Royel Pm'~ 
will hold a Novelty and Bake 
Sale on Saturday, November 
IS from 10 to 2 p.m. at 
Ove~wnltaa in the Skeaea 
Mail. (ne-17n) 
~rMNED GLASS 
Windows -- Lamps -- made 
to order and repairs. 
Matt & Kaye Ehess. 
638-1403 
(i)17-30) 
Cedar Shake Bolts for sale. 
Volmne: 2A cords. Lceatlon:' 
30 kilometers east of Prince 
Rupert Hwy. 16. For in- 
formation phone 62%1510. 
(c1-17) 
Terrace Little Theatre needs 
a pianist for rehearsals and 
production of "You're a 
Good Man Charlie Brown." 
Phone Ik18-1418 or 1135-11444 for
interview information. No 
fortune but lots of fame. (pc) 
,A tea and bazaar will be held 
tin Knox United Church oQ 
Saturday, December 2 from 
2 p.m. to 4:38 p J=, (nc..tfl~. 
MI LLS MEMOR IAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospltali 
Auxiliary would appreciate'. 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
'THRIFT SHOP. 
iFor pickup service phena'. 
1 635.5320 or 635.5233, or leave, 
donations at the Thrift Shop I
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m.~ 
and 3 p.m. Thank you.! 
(nctfn) 
~--  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; 
Learn to Fly, Joln Alr 
Cadets, Terrace Sq, adron Is 
accepting appllcotlons for 
September. If you enjoy or', 
think you would enjoy flying, 
rifle range, outdoor ac- 
tivities and are between 13.1q 
years of age, please call: 
Ndke Smith at 635.5036 or 
Bev Toss at 635-7598 
BUILDING 
DEMOLITION SALE 
at 
4~0Z Tuck Ave. 
Phone 6,%-~77 
Windows, doors, stoves, 
sinka, tables, 4000 watt 
heaters, 500 amp service, 100 
watt switches, plumbing 
fittings, electric fittings 
misc. parts and others. (a- 
M,F-tfn) 
l~lQ~mmsway Dr. " electric range. Phone 635- 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 9064. (c4-17) 
LTD. Stove & frid~e in harvest 
{WesAndrewsl gold. Stove is Compact 24" 
BackhcoWork range, fully automaUe w- 
Hourly & Contract ~t re  & continuous clean 
53S44~anytlme ~ oven. Frtdge all frid~e (no 
(A J121 ' freezer compartment). Both 
' ' in excoll~nt condition. Phone 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 635-6912. (C4-17) 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
c~ntract. For Snle: winter tires on 12" 
House wiring, rims. For Vauxhall. Used 
635.5876 (cff). one season - $30 pair. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ Extens ion  ladders ,  
SPORTSMEN'S e]um~um heavy duty 36' - 
BARBER SHOP $120. LJ~ht'duty 24' - $50. 
Now Open Fridays til eight, Speed Queen portable dish- 
Across from Post Office. washer. YeUow, 18 months 
3223 Emerson old. - $3)0. Phone 635-2042. 
5506 Hwy. 16 West, 
635-20~3 
Dealer no. D0UI3A 
(atfn-17n) 
" :  ATTENTION I~R SALE BY OWNER PRIME LOT - ThornhiJll 
CONTRACTORS Three ~ bedroom house oil District. Well and septlcl 
Industr~d office treHe~ for large corner lot. Many system. $10,000. Call Ed I 
rent. 10x40 Troves. Two ~ fea~ must be sees) to Carder - 956-4110 or wrlte~ 
room jobalte office trailer be appreciated. For ap- BOx e2o, Port McNellh S.C.; 
Chinook Trailer Sales pointment phone 632-2442 V0N 2_R0. (F)__ ..... __~ 
~))~,63~-STaeve~. (c14-" Five acres at Jack pine 
Flsto which cUd net flood. 
Irish Setter puppies. Ready 
to go Dec. I, 1978 -- L50. 
Phone 635-4243. (p3-20) 
For Sale: Doberman Pin- 
cher pup. Four months old. 
Ear crop and aU shots. 
firm, must sell. Phone 
4~S. (~-SS) 
WANTED 
Coplee of September 12, 1970, 
Daily Herald. 
If brought to office we'll 
pay you $2.00. (ncffn) 
Wanted to rent: garage for 
winter months to store 
vehicle. Phone 635-2154 after 
p.m. (ffn-sff) 
NEED SOME 
EXTRAMONEY? 
We'll pay you CASH to, 
your old furniture 
household items, guns, etc 
Just phone 
638-1613 
3215 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
(stMw.f) 
l~om for rent, one bedroom. 
With kiteban facilities. Foq 
gentlemen. 635-5893. (p1-17) 
9. bedrcom duplez for rent. 
Electric heating, stove & 
fridge, carpeted. Phone 
7485. Sunday after 13:30 
please. (pl-17) 
Bachelor suite for rent.. 
Furnished. Responsible 
parson. New home in 
Thornhlil. Phone 635-4041. 
(pl-17) 
1973 Ford Galaxie ~- dr. H.T. ' One bedroom'suite for rent. 
351 engine, P.S., P.B. Good W-Wall carpet. Near 
running condition, downtown. No pats please. 
30" Tappnn & Gurney $175 per month includes 
everything. 635-3510. (c5-22) 
(!~-17) 
14,000 B.T.U. propane 
Odd lobs for the lobless, heater. Wall vent $I00. 120 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum. gal. oil tank M)0. Phone after 
• . 5 p.m. 635-7804. (i)3-17) 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass, all~ 
metals and batteries. 
Location • Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m. Man. to Sat. 
Piton@ 624.5439 
One Vanguard Camper - 
Cap. One accordion 120 bass. 
One 7 year old caddie horse. 
Phone 6,~5-3919 after 5 p.m. 
(1~-17) 
Oil furnace complete wtth 
tank for sale. 11250 OBO. 
Clanged heating to natural 
ps .  Phone 6,3,5.3510. (c5-17) 
Firewood for Sale. Phone 
~ .  (p20-Sd) 
New Fisher Baby Bear wood 
stove --  $200. 635-3996. (1)3- 
SO) 
Girl guido cookies for sale. 
;WIll deliver. 635.3553. 635. 
3260. 635.3294. (nc.tfn) 
To buy or sell Avon call 
Mery, 535-2517, (cff..-~l) 
Lost from Kalum Lake Drive 
area, large silver grey 
German Shepherd. Answers: 
to 'Mnakwa'. Is not wear~ 
a collar. 638-1620. (c3-20) 
Lost from' 3300 Thomas. 
Doberman Pincher. One 
year old, wearing chok4H'~ 
chaln. Ears not cut. Answl~s 
.to the name of Oilllng~R. 
Reward offered. Phone ~I~'  
5937 or 636-16~. (aft) 
e . ,  
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Utile Avenue 
S leep ing  rooms,  
housekeeping units, 
centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable 
rates by day or week. 
Non.drinkers only. Phone 
635.6611. (elf-f) 
i 
II 
K E YSTON E COU RT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scott. 
One, two and three 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
qeal' schools and 
downtown. Clean, quiet, 
spacious, security lookup 
and patrol. 
Full time manager in 
resldence. 
635-5324 
(ctf.f). 
2 bedroom house. Close to 
school and downtown. 
Asking $35,000. For ap. , 
polntment to view phone 635. 
3898. (p20.20n) 
I I I  I | - 
NOW UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION 
3 bedroom, 1340 sq. ft., L. 
shaped home with fun 
basement and fireplace. 
Will finish to your 
choice. Phone 
6354011 
635-4094 
(atfn-026) 
MUSTSELL 
By builder. 2 brand new 
homes. 1040 sq. ft., carpet 
throughout, fireplace 
onrport. 5 year new home 
builder warranty. C.M.H.C. 
approved and inspected. For 
a price you can afford -- 
under $50.000. For ap- 
pointment to view ~oue Ben 
Faber Construction. 63P. 
7678. (c10-~) 
Approved and developed.for 
trai ler court, one u~Ju~r; 
included. ~6,~00. Please 
phone 638~39¢ (p3-10,17,~1) 
BUglNE98 
OPPORTUNITIES 
FerSale 
coffee 'truck Complete 
Well keFt 3 bedroom full busine~ fo~ sale. Est. S 
basement home. Features g years. Endless potenilal. No 
fireplaces, built in dish. competition. Total $5,000 
washer, landscaped, con- Phone 635-4350 after 4 p.m. 
trolled su~livtsio, on water. • (!~17) 
2042 Churchill Drive. To view . . . .  
phone 635-3617. (p3-20) 
'Must Sell' --  leaving 
Kilhnat. 4 bedroom home on 
Brant Street. Open to offers. 
635-4306. (clS-16d) 
5 ACRES with small house 
on the bench. Price $45,0~0. 
Phone 635.4453. (cff-m,f) 
W,,,ted to Lease: 3 bedroom 
house wblYll professional 
couple, maintain. 638- 
,81e5 or 638-1996 after 6 p.m. 
(910-30) 
Wanted to Rent: 2 bedroom 
trailer or hm~e for 2 girls. 
635-9737. (c5-14-20) 
Wanted to Rent: 3 bedroom 
house close to town. Phone 
635-6617 or.-633-7982. 
Wanted: Room & Board for 
single gentlemen. Call 
anytime, leave message. 635- 
5154. (i)1049) 
RMail or 
Office Space 
2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated to 1400 it. areas 
tn choice location on Lazelle 
Shopping Centre, Terrace~ 
B.C. 635-3576 or 255.1939 
Vancouver. Available Sept~ 
I, 1978. (ctf) 
1975 Datsun P.U.w.3,000 
engine, Winnebago canopy, 
heavy duty Ix~p~., U'O~ 
tire mount. 32,000 n~es. J~s el 
alter. Phone 638.8255 after 8 
p,m, (etfn-ng) 
1974 Ford l/~ ton pickup. 3~ 
motor, auto, radial tires, !
electronic Ignition. Phone I 
~9380 after 4. (c-th:FL ' 
I iIn . . . .  ~.. i 
q ~ O  • • 
Tlu l l t  lmm Ilam~ - ml  Sd  " 
It's time to call your 
Welcome Wagon hoe..t~L_. 
t i l l s  Mohnlnger - 635-S30~ LEvelyn Anweller 63~5571j 
Direct 0ompan/Distrikuterskip 
$10,000 part.time, $40.000 full-time ~ pateml~ 
Net vending or fcanchkinB 
Join a$tO billion dollar thduMry 
WE PROVIDE 
Exclusive patented products 
Acoounta re established 
in yonr area 
Immediate cash income 
NosclsaS requtred 
YOU PROVIDE 
DeFendable automobile 
Time avaUabla 
Resell option Minimum lavestmont 
Plan I: LS,W0 
Plan 3:$11,9e0 
Plan3:~3,9e0 
For InformUm call coiled Mr. Cooper 
(418) M141~4 or write 
ClassUled Agency" 
Mm.keting Department 
180 Bloor Street West 
8th Floor, Toronto, Ontario 
MSS 2V6 
(e3-15,17,20) 
mmmmmma 
I I I I I I 
INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATI~ON 
OR 
GAS BAR OWNERS 
SELL uNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
If you are In or thinking of getting Into the gasoline 
business be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers In Canada. 
For details write to: 
Box 1070, Prince George, B.C. or Phone: 962-8414 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
1, Independence In your operation 
2. Many money saving programs 
~3. Full line .Of related products 
'4, 100 percent Canadian Owned Company 
'(all.T) 
. . . . . . . .  I . . . . . .  . 
I 
, /  
:/ 
l~STrmm Am TAe.e Special 
edition. Automatic, P.S.; 
P.B. Black with gold pin- 
striliitng, T top and many 
ether extras. Call 635-3462 
after S p.m. (c~-17) 
19'/1 Mazda P.U. Good 
condition. Ca]] e3S-5970. (1~- 
17) 
1968 ½ T. 11,000. Phone after 
e p.m. 6~-57e7. (ps-2z 
INS "Javelin. High per- 
fa ience  a~'/ Chev amine. 
Lets of ~tras .  
IN8 Mustang California 
~n S0~ ¢~,  auto. t eonditton. 
Best effe~ takes. Phone e~- 
after 6 p.m. (133-21) 
19'/5 Dodge Van. P.S., 318 V- 
8. Ezcelimt work van in 
good condition. Phone ~8- 
1384 after S p.m. (no3-31) 
CHINOOK 
TRAILER 
SALES LTD. 
N EW~ We Invite you to stop 
end see our. new line of; 
.custom vans from Sundial 
Camper of Canada. These 
vans feMure custom exterior ~ 
paint with extremely well 
finished Interiors ancF 
represent the'best of the 
personal vehicle market. 
USED-  1975 Ford F250 
Crew Cab -- low mileage. 7 
ft. box. Excellent buy for, 
large family or icontractor. 
115504, , 
1977 International Terra 
Scout 4x4 pickup. Automatk: 
,trans. Locking hub, Diesel 
.'power. ST0eL 
1975 Oldsmobile Deluxe 
Cutlass St~ n Wagon. 
Slightly ,bQ~;ve average 
mileage. Selow average 
price. L1500. 
1973 International Travelall. 
Low m Ileage, power 
steering, power brakes.. 
Trailer towing equipment. 
Excellent buy for large 
passenger and cargo 
capacity. $~1~. 
19~4 Oldsmobile Regency 98. 
Four door, fully equipped, 
new radial tires. $3000. 
1975 GMC ~ Ton Cemper~ 
Spectal Pick.up Truck. 0200] 
G.~..W. 454 engine, dual 
:e~Ust, Camper I~ka0d, 
Excellent ,candltlon~ tssw. 
! Dealer no; DI113A. (ectf.nl) 
6S0~ Rwy. I I  W. 
' l~  Clmmle Chevy. Com. 
pletely restored to im- 
maculate perfection in., 
duding butte~tufted leather 
interior. Rebuilt engine with 
Edelbroek, dual enrbs, 
Mallory, lake,, Ha'st and 
many chrome aecemorias. 
Phone e,~-59~, e a.m. - 3 
p.m. (pl0-2D 
1974 Ford Eemoline Van. 302 
- V-8 autemattc. P.S,, P.B. 
Interior fully carpeted, 
Partially built in. Phone 635- 
5~9 after 6 p.m. (i)3.17) 
1973 Blazer 4x4. Custom 
• Interior, s tom winch, front & 
rear differential, tran, 
amimdon and 400 C.I. meter, 
all relm]]t. As new within 
Fast I;1 months. ;3,500 or 
trade on van or P.U. Phone 
esr~¢/e. (c3-17) 
NOTICE 
Check Mazda prines 'and 
product before beyi..n8 a I or 
3 year old vehicle, xon may 
he paying more than a brand 
new vehicle with no 
warrentyl 
gltcemt Auto Metal 
Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. 
D.L. e6391A 
(aft) 
$ bedrmm IZ~8 1975 ViSta 
Villa. Excellent condition. 4
major appliances. Parlor, 
heater. 9x9 insulated ad-. 
dlflo~ Plus FaUn. Must he 
moved. $1S,Se0. Inquire Rex 
714, Terrace, B.C. (pl-17) 
FOR s-AI~E BY 0WNERI 
24x48 double wide with 
garage and tool shed. Close 
to school. All appliances 
included. On 75x100 lot. 
Asking 11;36,000. Phone 63S- 
9785. (ci0-20n) 
{sx~8-  2 bedroom mobile 
home. Locatad at Duncan, 
Vancouver Island. Phone 
weekend~. 635-7364. (i)3-20) 
For Sale: 60z10 trailer with 
14x20 finished jcey shack, 
built on. 18,000 - -  will take 
clfe~. Partially furnished. 
Located at 218S Lavaina 
Street (Dogwood) Thornhlll. 
Phone e~8~.. (e5.22) 
3 bedroom doublewide 
trailer for rent. Set up in 
Thernhill. Available Dec. 1, 
1978. Phone 635-5676 after 6 
p.m. (c~.22) 
CALLTO 
TENDER 
THE DISTRICT OF 
TERRACE would like to call 
tenders for SNOW 
REMOVAL from the Arena 
and Pool Parking Lots. 
TENDERS should be 
forwarded to: 
Parks and Recreation 
Department 
5 - 3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 2X6 
A~TENTION: 
Snow Removal 
and should be received no 
later than 4:30 p.m. on 
Monday, November 20, 1978. 
(a2-16,17) 
:MORTGAGE LOANS 
ip rompt ly  a r range~-  
:anywhere In S.C. In., 
formation and references on'. 
request. J.D. Phillips Caplta~ 
Corporation, 10673 Klng~ 
George Highway, Surrey, I 
]B.C. V3T 2X6. Phone $88-04111 
daysor SSS.1503evenlngs. (f~ 
Vanguard Camper. 8'6" 
deluxe. Completely loaded. 
Priced to selll Phone 635. 
4094. (attn.026) 
TREES 
For pruning, surgery and 
moving call 
~-3Z81 
and free estimate. (c8-24n) 
Ministry of 
Haman Resources 
NOTICE OF 
REVIEW OF 
TEMPORARY WARDSHIP 
(By Newspaper} 
To: Jqdith Robhmon 
TAKE NOTICE that a 
hearing will take place at the 
Provincial Court (Family 
Division) at 4506 Lakelse 
Avenue, Terrace, British 
Columbia, on the 20th day of 
December, 1978, at 1:30 p.m. 
o'©lock, to determine 
whether the child, ERIC 
LINCOLN, horn September 
I, 19"/1, is in need of 
Protection. 
At this hearing the 
Superintendent will be 
recommending that the child 
he committed temporarily to 
his care and custody. 
For further information 
please contact William 
I 
Incorporatel S70.00 plus • 
.filing fees. Obtain your: 
.lawyer supervised in: 
'cerporatlon over the phone. 
fastl Call Self Counsel: 
'Services toll free, 112.800.; 
663.3007. Chargex and' 
Mastercharge accepted. I
(eft.F) 
FOR' CAMERA BUFFS 
'me Herald, Fr/0ay, Novemoer l't, lff/$, Page g l  
Winter means snappy weather 
It's only November, and al- 
ready ou've come down with the 
blahs? 
Here's fast relief. Nine out of 
ten amateur photographers e. 
commend a camera, and a .liberal 
dose of the outdoors. 
A sum cure, they .~ay. because 
yOti'll get more than fresh air and 
rosy cheeks. Yod may get some of 
your year's most unique photos. 
You'll definitely get a feel for 
B.C.'s off-season beauty. 
You won't need a fancy light 
meter to savor the crisp air that 
gives parkle to photos taken ow. 
You don't need an expensive 
camera to capture the drama that 
storm clouds and winter mist add 
~o your Isnd~apes. 
And the first time you see a line 
of snowy rabbit tracks end in a 
Anderson, Ministry of flurry of hawk wings, you'll 
Human Resources at 4506 realize that winter has lots of 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, photo stories to tell. 
telephone 63S-2283. (a2- Set your shutter for a high 
17,24n) speed and freeze a bald eagle 
swooping in, talons pread, to cop 
a dead salmon from any of the 
province's now silent spawning 
streams. Coyotes, gulls and other 
GOATS FOR SALE animals will also probably show 
2 yr. old alpine milk goat - up for dinner. Catch them with a 
$100. 6 month old alpine doe zoom telephoto lens that lets you 
$50. Box 714, Terrace, B.C. focus, then pull in the action fore 
_(pl-17) .... fast shot.. 
How do you get a moose to say 
"chee~"? Especially when his 
attention is fixed on willow bark? 
• You can try, by driving out 
Bolen Tractor GI4. Snow Highway 5 to Highway 16 and 
thrower. Rote Spader• 635- through Mount Robson Park to 
3567. (p3-17) Moose Lake, where herds 
now arriving to winter and feast 
90 llongh Loader. 1976 - 2~0 on localwillow trees. Again, let a 
hours. 1976 four wheel drive.' telephoto fill your frame with a 
For the two - f~kS,000. Phone, mo~se trophy. 
635-2933. (plO-21) For shots guaranteed to keep 
| i i / /  
JOB 
OPPORTUNITIES 
CIIINESE FOOD COOK - 
P rev ious  exper ience  
required. $1000 per me. + 
MIXOLOGIST - Should have 
• experience. $7.12 per hr. 
wM'rRESSES & COCKTAIL 
WAITRESSES-  Several 
positions open in the Terrace 
area .  • 
BABYSITTING & 
HOUSEKEEPING - Several 
positions open in the Terrace 
area. Applicants must 
supply two letters of 
reference. 
TURF CARE SPECIALIST - 
Must be experienced in sod 
product ion .  Sa la ry  
negotiable. 
PROGRAM DIRECIDR 
Two positions open 
GROUP HOME RELIEF 
PARENTS -8  days per 
month. Must be a couple with 
previous experience. $840 
per month. 
P.E. TEACHER. Gradus 1 
to 7. $1000 per month. 
PRE-SCHOOL TEACHER - 
Must have experience and 
qual. $800+ per month. 
INSTRUCTORS - Recreation 
courses for spring term. 
per hr. 
LOCUM - Six month weitlan. 
Must have grad. experience 
in internal medicine, 
psychiatry and obstetrics. 
$2000 per month. 
FIRST AID MAN - All-toured 
logger, camp job. Must have 
"C" ticket. IWA rate. 
OFFICE ASSISTANT- 50 
wpm typing. I00 wpm 
shorthand. ~J40 per month. 
COPY TYPIST - 50-55 wpm 
typing. Short term pesitino. 
~.00+ per hr. 
GENERAL OFFICE 
CLERK - Fil ing, mail, 
typing. Temporary position. 
$860 per mo. 
AUXILIARY CLERK 
STENO - 4 rag. position. 40 
wpm typing and dictaphone. 
$9r~ per rag. 
PROJECT MANAGER - 
Must have bookkeeping and 
nutrition knowledge. $180 per 
week. 
SHOE SALES CLER K - 
Prev ious  exper ience  
required. $4.30 per hr. 
CARPENTER- Must have 
own tools. Temporary job. 
Contract bast, 
SHOE REPAIRMAN - Must 
he fully qualified. $800+ per 
month. 
BODY REPAIRMAN - Must 
be fully qualified jour- 
neyman. $1000 per month. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  MECHANIC'S HELPER - 
M,et have experience and 
own tools. Salary negotiable. 
Ml~ltryef 
Human Reoources 
NOTICE OF 
REVIEW OF 
TEMPORARY WARDImlIP 
(By Newspaper) 
To: John Idnooia 
TAKE NOTICE that a 
hearing will take place at the 
prov~ne~ cut  (Fami ly  
Division) at 4S06 Lakebe 
Avenue, Terrace, British 
Cehnnbin, on the ~0th day of 
December, 1979, at I:S0 p.m. 
o'clock, to determine 
whether the child ERIC 
LINCOLN, ham September 
1, 1971, iS in seed of 
protection. 
At thla hearing the 
Superintendent will be 
recemmendlng that the child 
be committed t~perar i ly  to 
Ns care and onstedy. 
For further information 
please contaet Will iam 
Anderson, Ministry of 
Human Resources at 4~6 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, 
telephone 635.~283. (a2- 
17.24n) 
PROJECT SUPERVISOR - 
Must have experience in 
chain llnk fencing. $13,000 
per yr. 
GRADER OPERATOR - Cat 
16 grader. Stewart area. 
$1448 per me. 
COMPOSING ROOM 
FOREMAN - Must have 
thorough knowledge of all 
equipment. Salary 
negotiable. 
PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL 
WORKER Must have 
Masters in S.W. $1717+ per 
month. 
NO MONEY 
DOWN??  
i2  x 68 three bdrm. trailer. I I 
Fully furnished. Joey shack, |WAREHOUSE SPACE fare 
I~undry rm. Good co~ldltloe. |RENT immediately inl 
Setupand skirted In terrace ITerrace. Anywhere frame 
Trailer Court - no. 27. Phone [2,060 to'20,000 square feet.| 
638.1246. (p20.n22), ~ |Ample perking and yard[ 
~ IIII - -  ~_ ispace. Also retail store, I 
L MOBILE  HOMES [ Idflce and furniture aedl 
! | Iflxtures available. Fur l  
further information con. i . -  mobile homes[ I,.et.- I 
Ifrom as low as Sl00.0q l- ' I 
i own, o.A.¢. / I • I 
| l I Marie DiGiova~il 
lSet up and de l ivered]  I M~J)IG~US~I~Sl 
] trades welcome. / I  5003 Graham A~)me[ 
• r. Terrace, B.C. VSG IB3 IPhone co,e., " ' !1  p=:=, , . ,o=. , I  
|,,0, i l 
Ill 
TOURISTALK 
FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA 
i 
your friends awake at your next 
slide show--plus advent~e-- 
consider a guided tour designed 
for the amateur photographer, 
"Most people never even get 
the chance to photograph a 
black-footed albatross," says 
Teresa Shepard, co-organizer 
with her ornithologist husband of 
Swiftsure Tours, specialists in 
year-round nature xpeditions. 
You'll get an albatross, and 
some sea lions for your photo 
album on Pebmary's "Sea Lion 
Cruise" to Race Rocks off Van- 
couver Island. On the "Pelagic 
(Ocean) Birding Expeditions", 
dozens of photogenic subjects 
drift by your chattered shrimp 
trawler:, fishing villages, boat- 
lined harbors and west coast birds 
like petrels, shearwaters and 
fulmars. 
"Shooting" an albatross from 
a heaving deck is a* challenge, 
says Shepard. If necessary, a 
plastic bag over your camera will 
protect i from salt spray, and you 
can still manipulate the shutter 
release and film advance. 
For photographers who like the 
cbaPenge of sunlight on snow and 
ice, there's the'Wells Gray Tour, 
"'Helmcken Falls in Winter", 
Janualy and February day trips 
out of Kamloops. 
Take home (on film, that b) an 
80-metre upside-down '~ugar 
cone"~the giant ice blocW/t the 
base of Helmcken Falls. Catcl~, iif
you can. the shatv sun-glints 
shooting from its blue depths and, 
hehind it, white snow and red 
canyon walls. 
Tricky, but outstanding photo 
material, says photographer- 
guide Roland Nears. "Everyone 
has seen pictures of the falls in 
summer," he says, "but it's 
ompletely different in winter.'" 
The tour also takes in the 
130-metre-wide Dawson Falls, 
which freezes into a "great mass 
of jumbled ice over the.face of the 
falls." Look sharp and you'll see 
water pouring down behind the 
ice curtain. Frame the falls with 
the surrounding canyons, Nears 
suggests, with a 28-mm wide- 
angle lens. 
in the Cariboo, Lowry's 
Lodges at Horsefly conduct 
three-day and one-week winter 
"Photo Expeditions" on Quesnel 
Lake. The 145-kilometre-long 
lake is a winter watering hole for 
local game from moose to squir- 
rel, and its snowy backdrops 
make hunting by camera easy. 
And for photographers who 
dive, Vancouver Citysmp offers 
the "Scuba Diver's Find", 
October to April packages in 
Powell River and Campbell River 
where internationally famous di- 
ving waters, now free of summer 
river nmoff, are ct~stal clear. 
Equipped with dw suit, artifi- 
cial light and a water-shielded 
camera, adiver-phetographer can
descend into a blizzard of bright 
fish and take ~ at a colorful 
underwater world. 
For interesting photo pos- 
sibilities in your area, contact 
your local Natural History 
Society. They're friendly people, 
and will probably invite you to tag 
along on outings ranging from 
"Fungus Forays" (interesting 
mushroom still lifes) to 
birdwatehing. 
Wherever in B.C. you live, 
there are much prettier places 
to spend winter than in tile 
damps, let your camera show 
them to you. 
Give to 
:Christmas 
Seals 
YOUR gift is a Matter 
of Life and Breath 
*13  
!! TRY YOUR TRADE IN !! 
New 14 Ft. Wide Mobile Home 
Only $16,900 
Delivered and set up in B.C. - Let us 
help you to qual i fy for month ly  
payments of only $1891t 
Purchasers wi l l  enioY expense paid 
fl ights & airport  pickup. Ninety 
homes for immediate del ivery. 
Q Munday Homes Ltd 
I I I 6401 Klngsway Phone Collect 
~rnaby, B.C. VSE 1E1 (112) 437-1194 
I 
MOBILE HOME 
IMMEDIATE DEL IVERY 
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are now available on our lovely 14 wide and 
doUblewide mobile homes. You choose your 
decor, and we custom build to suit. 
Government grant of $2500 applicable. 
Expense paid fare Vancouver.  return. For 
free credit check and approval please phone 
collect. 
Parker Homes of Canada Ltd. 
935-5447 
WANTED 
September 12, 1978 
Issues of the 
Terrace/Kitimat Dally Herald. 
We will pay $2.00 per copy. 
Must be complete issues. 
Bring to the Terrace/Kitimat 
Daily Herald Office. 
T 
Large Large Large Reward 
Lost from 3300 Thomas. 
Doberman Pincher. One. year 
old, wearing choker chain. 
Ears not cut.  Answers  to the 
name of Dill inger. Reward 
offered. Phone 635-5937 or 
638-1613 (aft) , , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I 
WANTED 
GARRIERS 
for the 
Pine, Clark and Muller 
route in Thornhil l  
Also  ¸ 
the McConnell area 
on the Bench. 
63$-6357 
Page IS, The. Herald, Friday,November 17, 1978 
MUCH WAS JUNKED 
Quebec antiques become rare 
QUEBEC (CP) -- The 
massive pine china 
cabinet, its wood parpled 
with an original 
blueberry stain, is 
becoming an incransinsly 
rare artifact of early 
quebec. 
Similarly the rickety 
chairs, hand-planed 
tables and other items. 
from Quehec's pioneer 
past, some of them 
colored with beet or 
carrot juice or with soot 
and animal fat, no longer 
can be picked up by the. 
truckload for a pittance in 
rural Quebec. 
For this society, which 
as recently as five or 10 
~hears ago was literally 
rowing out historic 
furniture or chopping it 
up fqr firewood, has 
embe~ked on a binge of 
preservation and "on- 
tiqne" "collecflos. 
Althonghantique 
dealers are grumbling at 
tbeway prices have risen, 
the provincial gov- 
ernment is increasingly 
its cultural affairs 
department budget to buy 
and restore historic 
properties in a bid to 
make quebecers aware 
and proud of their past. 
The $16-miilien budget 
for preservation of 
htstorie sites, including 
almost Semillion for 
purchases, is up 25 per 
cent this year from 1977. 
The payoff may be in 
the changing attitudes 
and tastes of quebecers, 
suggests University of 
Laval psyeholegist 
Bernard pocrcau. 
The stereotype of the. 
middleelass Quebec 
buyer of chrome and 
plastic decor who 
rejected Canndiana is 
giving way to a new in- 
terest in traditional 
wooden furniture. 
"People perceived 
themselves as worthless 
... and their environment 
and situation as without 
value," Pocreau" ex- 
plained in an interview. 
It was only normal, 
then, in a society whose 
leaders had encouraged 
Frenoh-Canadiaus to stay 
on the farm, whose strong 
religious beliefs had  
encouraged them to 
accept their earthly state, 
for Quebecers to covet he 
trappings of the ribber 
classes. 
"There was an iden- 
tification with the 
dominating class and the 
chrome furniture and 
plastic which represented 
(for poorer Quehecers) 
success," Pocrcau said. 
"Now there is a feeling 
of strength which people 
are aware of. The feeling 
of weakness is disap- 
pearing and . being 
replaced by a feeling m 
sureness in belonging to a 
culture." 
The upshot of this 
search for qucbec's roots, 
however, has caused 
major price increases for 
the few pieces of antique 
or Canadians furniture 
remaining in Quebec, 
dealers ay. 
Antique expert Jean 
Palardy, in his 1965 book 
The Early Furniture of 
French Canada, wrote: 
"Vandalism and fires 
were responsible for the 
less of foorfifths of the 
furniture and objets d'art 
of e~rly Quebec ... 
"French Canada bed 
barely emerged from the 
pioneer era before the. 
colonists began to get rid 
of things which reminded 
them of the.ir humble 
past." 
Lorraine Lemioux, an 
antique dealer in tho 
quebec City suburb of 
Ste. Foy, recalls that "15 
years ago people just 
gave the things away." 
Uving' i'n Ottawa as 
recently as 1967, she saw 
tmeldoada of Canadians 
being hauled out of the 
province for Ontario 
buyers. American dealers 
were abo active, par- 
ticularly in the. Beauce 
region south of quebec 
City and'close to the U.S. 
border. : 
Pickings now'in rural 
areas are relatively slim, 
she says~ and the sturdy 
~ll~e e tables, chairs and 
massive freestanding 
euld~ar~ or wardrobes 
command! high prices. 
Farmers, whose 
children'aro bused into 
city schools where they 
see such:old furniture re- 
furbished in expensively 
decorated houses, no 
longer elbar their barns of 
such items at bargain 
pr ices .  
Max Bonzlgon, a 
cabinet, maker 
spec la~ In restoring 
anUques~ for a Quebec 
City de~ler, says items 
which could have been 
~ewrchaced for ~ only a 
yesrs ago now bring 
$~00. I 
"You ican still find 
things, but most of the 
good items are gone and 
you have to accept a lot 
more restoration," he 
says. ! 
One indication of the 
growing; interest by, 
quebecers in thoir~ 
heritage 'furniture is tbe~ 
distribution of provincial 
cultural ! affairs depart- 
ment literature. 
An iUastratad _~: 
catalogue of the mot~ 
than 300 buildings or s i t~ ,  
officially ciassified~ I 
historic by the govern- ~, 
ment sold out its 2,-300~!' 
copies in four months this ~: 
spring, notes Paul Aubin, 
• director of documentation 
for the !cultural affairs 
department. 
BUT DON'T SETTLE THERE 
"People are no longer 
satisfied with arriving in 
front of a house and 
saying, 'Oh, it must be 
old.' Now they're asking 
for information." 
The oldest Protestant 
chapel built in Canada, 
located at Berthierville 
about 60 kilometres 
northeast of Montreal, is 
being restored by a local 
historical society. 
Not only does it 
demonstrate he interest 
in preserving quebuc's 
history, it also indicates 
an evolution in men- 
lallties, says Aubin. 
"Twenty-five - years 
ago, it would have been 
unthinkable in Catholic 
quebec to do something 
like that with a Protestant 
chapel," he says. 
quebecers' cben~ng 
tastes in furniture and 
cultural . preservation 
have created problems, 
however. 
Ahdre Ladnoceur, who 
operates a furniture- 
stripping and - 
refinishing business in 
quebec City, says some of 
his clients are showing up 
with supposed antiques 
which, when stripped of 
their coats of paint, turn 
out to be plywood. 
Aside from antiques or 
Canadians, he notes, 
many qucbecers are 
simply deciding they like 
the touch of natural wood 
and even fairly modem 
pieces of furniture are 
being stripped and 
'!refinished. 
"People keep their old 
things now since the 
quality of the wood is 
better," he says. 
However, he balks at 
the purist approach to 
antiques which requires 
they be finished with 
bee's wax and not be 
repaired with modern 
materials. 
"Let's face it, not 
everyth J~ ot l r  
forefathers did was 
perfect, since they didn't 
have the same materials 
available as we do to- 
day," sa~ Lade~enr. 
Chemical and liquid 
plastics can provide a 
more durable finished 
product, he maintains. 
Ladouceur began his 
company restoring an- 
tiquc and other furniture 
for the Chateau Fron. 
tense Hotel here four 
years ago but decided two 
years ago to offer his 
services to the public. 
The result has been 
3,000 clients. About 10 per 
cent bring antiques, the 
rest simply old furniture 
they wish restored to a 
natural finish. 
Another spinoff of the 
• cultural shift here has 
been the development ofa 
market for reproductions 
of traditional quebec far- 
nlture. 
Claude Fortin of Hull, 
QUe., pres!dent of LOs 
' Meubles d Antsn (Fur- 
niture of Yesteryear), 
says business has doubled 
every ear since he began 
making and marketing 
the reproductions four 
years ago. 
"It's a growing market 
but limited by the cost 
which is still relatively 
high," he says. "We could 
present them as antiques, 
we could pass them off as 
that, bet we prefer to put 
• S " them out as new p~ece. 
Traditional pine and 
oak are used exclusively 
following the. dimensions 
and working styles of 
oldtime craftsmen, 
Fortin says. 
Now four stores--one 
here, two in the Montreal 
region and one in Hull-- 
are briskly selling items 
ranging from $I00 chairs 
to Sl.~0o china cabinets. 
Hawaii l ikes all the tourists 
HONOLULU. (Reuter) -- It bes sparked a population 
Tourism built Hawaii and expansion that is crowding 
made it rich, but it no longer the state's limited land 
is the best-loved industry in resources and burdening its 
the slate, economy. 
Hawailla searching for an- Complaints aga inst  
other major industry to help tourism are chronic in many 
solve growing problems reonrt areas of the warld, but 
common to other U.S. states, 
problems like rising probably few resorts have 
unemployment, taxes, 'grown as fast as Hawaii. 
welfare costs and crime. The tourist count has risen 
Tourism gets at least to 3.5million this year from 
partial blame for some of 296,-000 in 1960. Spending by 
these problems, tourists in this period has 
gone to nearly ~billi0a from On a per.eapiis basis, 
$131milllo~. Hawaii now spends more on 
But along with tourists welfare than any other U.S. 
have some new residents, state except New York. 
both Americans and Weffare costs have risen to 
foreigaers~ more of them ~j200milliou this year from 
poor rather than wealthy. They add .to a steadily in- $48millien in 1979, while 
population has grown in this 
creasing .population that periodte 900, 0 from 
strains the state's ability to 774,000. 
create new jobs. 
Hawaii's welfare costs The population count is ex- 
continue t~ rise and are a peered tosurpass one million 
source of! great concern, by 1985. 
Gov. Geo~e Ariyeshi says. Ariyoshi says the welfare 
Historic castle not old 
i 
BONN (Router) -- Queen Now after years of disuse, 
Elizabeth slept in Bonn's Pe- the former private hotel and 
tersherg catle. So did Soviet its thickly wooded grounds 
leader Leonld Brezlmev. And are to be restored to their 
before the Second World" past glory to entertain 
War, Nazi leader Adolf visiting ~ kings, queens and 
Hitler conferred with Ruhr presidents. 
Industrialists within its thick Long wrangling betwean 
stone walls, the government and the 
Though tess than 70 years owers of the 135-bed 
old, it stands like a medieval residence has ended in 
fortress over the Rhine. And agreement to turn the castle- 
the view from the Peter- like landmark into an(~icial 
sberg terrace across the guest house. 
shimmering' hills on a The government will pay 
summereveningisoneofthe  owners, a perfume. 
most inspiring in Bona. manufacturing family from' 
All how you say it 
LONDON (CP) -- 
Professor Higgins had 
something there when he 
said that the moment one 
Englishman opens his mouth 
he makes another Eng- 
lishman hate him. 
It has taken me two years 
d residence in this Sceptred 
Isle to understand that the 
mark of a man is not how 
well he pronounces, but the 
facility with which he 
mispronounces. 
The most recent evidence 
of thla comes from a Richard 
Buckle, editor of Mret t ' s - -  
the bible of landed gentry 
and royalty--who has 
penned an opus entitled U 
and Nno-U Revisited. It's an 
updated version of a study 20 
years ago of upper class and 
non-upper class speech. 
Unfortunately, in his 
esipernees to publicize .!~ 
tome, helms taken on Angem 
Rippon, she of the dihedral 
eyebrows who-like a sexy 
schoolmarm-- reads the 
late-night news on BBC 
television. 
He applauds her 
pronunciation of "princess" 
with the accent upon the 
second syllable. However, he 
is aghant at the fact that she 
pronounces "duchess" and 
"eountMs" the same way, 
Now that's no small 
matter in a country over.run 
with princesses, duchesses 
and countesses, no matter 
how you pronounce them. 
Buckle cants his eyes aloft 
at Angela's pronunciation of
"Norwich." She makes it 
"Norrttoh." Horrors, says 
Buckle, it's "Norridse~" 
He approves of her 
pronnnclatim of lthedesin, 
While others may declaim 
"Rhodeesia," Angels in. 
tones "l~.,~r.]eesher '' 
Rigl~¢ on, says Buckle, or 
words to that effect. 
"Night after night 1 eb- 
serve on television our idols 
and our trend-setters getting 
everything wrong," he wails. 
For inotence--and, at this 
point, he isn't referring to 
Angeis--"Spinsch" comes 
across as "epinaltch." 
Heavens. Everyone knows 
it's ."spinnidge." 
Should you belch, it's the 
height of bad manner to say 
"manners." You must never 
ta P, request jacket potatoes 
when you mean baked. As 
for champagne, it should 
earn you nothing more than 
a curl of the lip to order 
"cham .pers•" 
Cologne, .more than $2 
million and will spend twice 
as much again on restoring 
the estate' and setting up 
security arrangements. 
The decision will please 
• Bonn rosi~ients, .who bad 
begun to wonder when their 
city would have the top guest 
house it needs. 
Originally it didn't seem to 
matter much. Bonn was only 
supposed tO be a temporary 
capital, pemiing the hoped- 
for reunification of a nation 
divided after the war. 
provide itself with all the 
ceremonial trappings. 
When the Queen and the 
Duke ef Edinburgh were 
here on their second visit last 
spring, the Petersberg bed 
been shuttered for .some 
years, while its Gobelin 
tapestries and elegant peried 
furniture gathered ust. 
The royal couple and other 
recent visiting dignitaries 
had to beaceommndated at a 
much smaller moated 
manor-honse about 25 miles 
outside Bonn. President 
But with the wall dividing Carter, when here for the 
the two Germanys now July economic summit con. 
apparently there to stay, this ference, stayed, at a U.S. 
ever richer natim has to diplomat's house, 
problem is one reason why 
Hawaii must act to curb 
immigration and "manage 
the rate and nature of 
tourism growth." 
"This state cannot aecam- 
medate every person who 
may wish to live here. It is 
that simple." 
But this does nat mean 
Hawaii is embarking on a 
nngrowth policy, the 
governor adds. The state 
opposes having tourism as 
the only dominsnt factor in 
its economy, he says• 
Yet, despite current ef- 
forts at diversification, no 
other industry appears close 
to matching the importance 
of tourism for at least the. 
next 10 t.9 
Bank of Hawaii, the state's 
largest bank, said in a recent 
review of Hawaii's business 
climate: "Study after study 
confirms that while diver- 
sification and development 
of new industries are 
OSSib]e within the next 
cads, the key to Hawaii's 
economic stability is tied 
inseparably to a healthy 
visitor industry." 
The state government 
itself achnowledgea that the 
Hawaiian economy is so 
dependent on tourism that 
recession in the industry 
might mean economic 
collapse for the state. 
The Pr ince Rupert  Visitors'  Bureau has an opening for the 
peeitlon of 
Co-ordinator 
Duties to consist of: 
Local & Outside premotlen; office management; training 
programs for staff and related duties. Trained Travel 
Counsellor preferred. Applicut must have car and license. 
Salary negotiable and .commensurate with experience. 
Range: $12,N0 - -  I$,ON. 
Apply to M~', Hugh Charbennean, 
Chairmen Board of Dlrecten, 
Box No, 277, 
Pr ince Rupert, B.C, 
V&l 31"6 
(nov 15,16,17) 
I 
COMING ~'R OM CHINA i 
/-Hong Xong sees tourist  
HONG KONG (Reutor) -- maritime service to Canton Hong Keng, ea l~ ~ 
Hong Kong, capitalist about 130 kilometres away, building 3,000 new h~l 
gatQway to China, is poised with a fleet of British.made rooms over the nest IV,' 
to reap rewards from its hovercraft, years, happily will ac-. 
giantCommuntst neighbor's A group of companies in eommodate the Chi~s 
new tourist . boom in the colony also is negotiating visitors on their way ill mid 
everything from hotels to with Peking over the out of what was once .~  
hovercraft, possible co~truction o.f a great unknown. .. : .  
Already the first historic stringof hotels across utuun. 
link has been made: China 
agreed to organize special 
charter flights from the 
British colony for Western 
businessmen visiting the 
nearby Canton trade fair 
recently, the first such pas- 
senger service between 
Hen8 Keng and the mainland 
since the 1949 Communist 
tokeover. 
During November, a Hong 
Kong company is to start a 
i 
China, in its :tut~ 
Of those who witnessed the recognizes what a valuable 
Communist-inspired 1967 foreign exchange eirU_r 
riots here during the tourism can be with anm~ 
tumultuous Cultural tourist revenue run~ at 
Revolutio about ~00 million, a ~  
, few would have forecast the to some estimates, 
pragmatic, open China of More than. 300:,000 
today, tourists-- mmtly Hong K¢~g 
Tourism is a field in which Chinese~visitedChinaln tim 
the dollars can flow for bath first half of the year and 
the capitalist and Com- Peking's official People's 
munist without any conflict Daily agreed that toni'lain 
of interest, wan important. , 
I II I 
' MR.  RETAILER. . .  
onally 
r ads! 
thaim, • 
; have 
er fu l ,  
snips. 
f top - .  
fli';ht":ii~•e~r~i~.ing " pr~'fes ~io'nais a't-our fingertips to help 
VO| I .  ' . 
• TERRACE-KITIMAT 
This country has 
a Spirit all its own. 
. % 
,; i," 
i,. 
II's the mellowesl five .ve;ir old around. 
Canadian Spiril has been aged to mildnes~ and m~durily a full five years. 
And ycl forall il.~ carel'ul aging.il sellsal ~t price lower th:m nlan.v three ycarold whiskies. 
i + ~ ,~ ~ ~, • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
4 
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INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
IN TERRACE AREA 
Well established family businese on Hwy. 16 
W. Motel with 8 [urnished etached cabins 
and 6 monthly tra~er sites. Main house with 
4 ~.  living ac~onlrnedatiou,, ffice and 
large laundry rooni. Hock.ups for overnight 
campers. Low vacancy rate. 1 acre land. 
10 ~z~tal.homes and water system with 44 
. Re~en~ approx.~2,200,00 per 
.(~l]~Ph~exeel[ent,~erms on ',~- 
All units have fridgus and 
stoves. Further information available from 
listing broker. 
GOURMET GADGETS 
MAKE CULINARY 
CHORES A CINCH 
if you're "into" gourmet 
cooking, you should give 
yourself the benefit of the 
right tools in your kitchen. 
A number of ingenious gad- 
gets are now available as al- 
ternatives to the more com- 
plicated, energy-guzzling de- 
vices of the p~st. 
No well.appointed kitch- 
en should be.without a ser- 
rated-edge, all-purpose 
slicer. Des igned to fi t 
smoothly in the palm of 
your hand, the device ad- 
justs three ways, forming a 
cutting tool for super-thin or 
thick slices of raw or cooked 
foods. For tenderizing meat 
J J J J J J ~ J ~ i ~ i l l  MMIMiMMMMMMMiMMMMMMMMMMiIMMMMMIMMMMDMIIBIIM|BM 
IGHTNAN & SN.ITH j 
4400 bk. Laketae Ave. Excellent one storey p ~  ann us. su~. pros. 
presently occupied but will vacate. NaL gas heat, bathroom, mace, .mr g.e j FEATURE ROME OF  THE WEEK 
I saleHervice area, extra room for storage or repairs. Has been completely 
redecorated and is very appealing. Has over 3,700 Ul. fL OwnS. aski~ 
: ~ $96,000. Existing ftanncing can be amumed. Fatel. 912. Inquwe mr more : Our "feature homo of the week" is this 4 ;ear  o ld homo 
I details 
REVENUE PROPERTIES i m Iooatod at 6033 Welsh, It is 1080 aq, ft, with a full . 
EXC~ 862 
~87t Pine St. Upper-newer two balm. duplex units w.i.th mpdern kit~.he.~., ~ unfinished basement, Three good size bedrooms all w:th 
m i speeiousroams, hamdryfadliUes, ragceandL-i~eameaeb, L a r g a a o u n , c r p o r t  ~k~ ut,~. ope  to o,m. n wail to wall. Spacious bright kitohon. Natural gas boat and 
_a ~LS ms a hot water. Large sundook at front of house, Prised an the  Well constructed ;'lde by side duplex uni~, 3 bedrms, each, kitchens, livi .as. 
• and hague--, ap .u  d.mo la 'e ed 
cenc. sept/c tank and foundation. Asking ~1,500. Offers cem a sa i low 6O'e. Drive hi and some and talk to us at 
• M~S ~ , , • Wightman and Dmith, 
3642 Kofoed Dr. lZt54 Villager mobile with 12 m ad~tl ,c~ 4,badrms.; oil • 
• heat, on very large175' x 200' loL Ranga ed fridge incl. 24 x~0 framesnop, m_ ,MMM•MMMMM••MMMMMMMMMM•MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMmMMMMMMMII 
• Total price only $33,000. . ~m 
_n CGMMERC'S~ PROPERTY - f t  M 
m_ Good commercial building located on level ½ acre in Tho~.  2800 sq . .  n 
--- consisting~ good size sales space and large shop. Concrete. bl~.k and. name ~_ 
i coustruetim. Naturalgas furnace, large bay doers, t,avea parmng m great. ~1 
• Drilled well. MI~ ~0~3. Owner usld~ ~'/,M0. m 
• ACREAGES • outside of I [] EXCL. Ne: - Level 1.5 acre parcel located (3o N. Eby Just • 
m municipal beendary. Well on property. Gravel driveway. Garaga. Asking • 
m price $13,000. . • 
• ML8 M3Z: - Weeded undulating e.~ autos property located on Woodland 
• Park Drive. Asking 120,000. on Kleanza = 
M EXCL. 891:- Approximalely S acres c~ nicely ..~eed k. nd l..ocated . .~  m 
m Drive. Cleared bulldin~ site. Appre~m salXt.e aria wen system. Asgmg • 
_- u0,o0o. • •_ 
• • CONSTRUCTED . 
• ' . . i  • MODERN• HOME FRIVACY AND VIEW 
• A.E. Le Page Limited Coast ~ Coast Real Estate Service~ •• This lovely home is 132069. ~ern  near new split 
'~ ~]*~'') 1 I ft. withfuil bafement, o m Y i  yr. old and lik  new. Two level home with 1308~ui. f t . o f  living area and 3 
• Seen Parker • full bthrm, and en suite, bedroo, ,  emuite 
Walk-in cluset in master plumbing, two fire.p.~ces, 
n l  AF J /1 ffll i 635.4031 N bdrm., large living r.oom carpeting, zarge mxcnen 
V I f  v i v a  L 'MI :M IM~ Harry Smith ill and dining room. am- with eating area ano 
• mwl~n l lnU~ 635.2826 • pressive fireplace with pantry • cupboards, patio 
• Jim Duffy • • 4811UKELSE IVL  , , ~  • heatelator and fans, doorntocoucretemmdeek, 
• - Bob Ripmeester • Another bdrm. in bsmL attached heated garage, 
ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER L IST INGS.  63~-2832 I and a large, tee room with and lower level with fireplace and nearly bedroom, rumpus room, 
~iEiMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM•MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM completed. Located in laundry area and storage. 
• . w~dlnnd Park Sub- z~.nnm.*v i~annroximateiv 
Kllchen Tips: ' /~ ' J ' ! '  ~ :,~t~at jar and give it a vigor- cr¢~am cheese. ~prei~d __on.~ 
An easy way to remove ous shakin& The mayon; grdled or br~zled st¢~l~ and 
food that has burned in a pol Raise remaining on the sides pop it under the broiler for 
is to soak the pot in hot of the jar will mix into the no longer than I minute. 
water, to whiclra teaspoon dressing, giving it a cream- 
or two of baking soda has ier consislcncy. 
been added. Lemon juice or vinegar Every Person's 
Don't throw away your mixed with salt makes a Home is His... 
empty mayonnaise jar. In- great copper polish~ or Her... Castle! 
stead, mix up your next To give extra taste tO 
batch of salad dressing in steaks, spread an herbcd 
PARK AVENUE REALTY LT0. 
4819 PARK AVENUE, TERRAOE, S.C. V~ IV6 MM 
l t  
Woodla  r  . 
dLv~sion. ~pli Bpb~heridan .... 
to view. . . . . . . . . . . .  ' 
4 bedroom home con- 
veMently located on a large 
landscaped lot. Extremely 
well kept both inside and 
out. Price of $51.000 in- 
cludes storage shed, 
carport, finished basement 
LOW PRICED STARTER 
HOME 
Convenient to downtown. 2
bdrms, non.bsmt., nice 
living room, kitchen, 
bathroom and enclosed 
porch. Located on at- 
tractive corner lot. Has 
existing N.H.A. mortgage. 
Give Bob Sheridan a call. 
Why pay rent. Inquire 
about 3 bedroom 12' x 60' 
mobile home with 40' ad- 
dition on large fenced and 
serviced lot priced in the 
low twenties. Located in 
Cepperside area. lneludes 
appliances. Call Frank. 
M.L.S. Reduced to $17,060. 
Over 1800 sq. ft. of family 
living, corner fireplace, 
foyer entrance and much 
much more. Fully land- 
scaped lot, high rear fence 
whleh affords privacy and 
double carport. Located on 
Gait Avenue and asking 
$69,500. Call Kelly for your 
appointment to view. 
M.L.S, 
Room for a big family. 
Three bedroom basement 
home, lZOe sq. ft, Within 
walking distance to town & 
shopping. Miner 
redecorating required. 
Asking price $45,e00. For 
mor~ information call 
Hoist or Christel. 
Required low down 
payment. Only $29,S00. Fu9 
nsking price for cute 3 
bedroom bungalow..Ap- 
proximately 6 years old. 
Gued starter home. Call 
Frank. 
Modular home in excellent 
condition, 1248 8q. ft.. 4 
bedrooms, emuite 
plumbing, wall to wall 
carpeting. This is an ex. 
eeptton81 well kept 
property in the Queensway 
area. Priced to sell M.L.S. 
cam Horst or Christel. 
T 
One of the hotter duplex 
Investments In town. 3 
' bedroom units of ~ sq. ft. 
each, Good tenancy record 
and inw.mainteannce costa. 
$49,500. Call Horst or 
Chrlstel for further in- 
AFTER 0FFi0E HOURS 
and mincing food favorites, and patio. Marlel would be 
this tool is a must. happy to show it to you. 
It's fun to make souffles 
and elaborate casseroles at. . . .  , ,~,,,.~.~ 
• • ..d~.~.~,,a~ ~ ~  with the new four-piece I ~ ~  
cook and serve group- i~m s. ~ 
lags' available at most de- I ~.lt ~ ] I "~ 1 - [ ~ i  
partmcnt st'ores. These sets i
include hollow post, trivet, i - ~__ ... 
three.quart and one.quart [Calltoviewthis newlybuiK 
dishes. When used with the [spat level with 3 bedrooms, 
post, the larger dish easily Lflrepinac: :nd;eU~;:n~sg t 
doubles as a tube pan, using |n~'rt~'~ town Needs ome 
its smaller counterpart as a iflnlshinl last'de and out. 
cover. The trivet is also con- [Priced -to sell at $5L000. 
vertible, becoming a steam |Morlel has the details. 
cooker for special culinary IM.L,S. 
treats. 
Are you a microwave , .~ . , ,~  w 
cook? Treat yourself to 
microwave accessories. If 
your budget allows, you'll 
want to buy several of these 
practical cooking and bak- 
ing implementsl made of l 
durable, dishwasher-safe 
plastic so as not to interfere 
with the oven's operation. 
Food For Thought: 
Theories,on good nutri- 
tion may vary, but the ex- 
perts seem to agree on one 
point: eat wholesome foods 
in as natural a slate as pos- 
sible. 
school and just 3 blocks 
away from downtown 
shopping. Over 1200 sq. ft~, 
3 bedrooms, split "level 
home, featuring fireplace, 
extra rooms in basement, 
double carport, paved 
driveway and many other 
extras. Asking $55,500. Cam 
Chrktel or Horst for more 
infermallan. 
for in-I 
vestmenL Duplen with side [ 
by side anita. Two| 
bedroom, fireplace, kit-~ 
ehen dining area. Good[ 
Ineome posslbllltles,[ 
Asking 864.500. Call Kelly. 4 
, d 
HORST 60DLIHSKI - 636-6391 KELLY SQUIRED - 6~-T616 
MURIEL HaLE - 635-2944 OHRIDTEL RODLIRSKI - 636-6397 
JUDITH JEFHSOR -638-1652 ZENl FRANOIS 636-3913 
FRANK SKIDMORE - UR-6001 
[,|GHT INDUSTRIAL LOT 
WITH llOUSE 
Located on Keith Avenue 
this 3 bedroom home has 
hardwood floors, oil fur- 
nace heat, laundry area 
and mud room. Thel otia 60 
x s90, has access from 
Pohle Street in the rear, a 
garden area and some 
outbuildings. For viewing 
phone Rusty Ljungh. 
• wr=.~ w.  
Property is ppr i t ly 
.an ~,o,cres.,~ightlx: ,treed,_ 
landscaped and has a view 
of the river and Sleeping 
Beauty range of moun- 
tain. For viewing phone 
Bert Ljungh. 
OWNER ANXIOUS -- 
PRICE REDUCED 
Located on dead-end of 
Davis St. in an exceUent 
area of quality homes. This 
home has much to offer 
including three bedrooms, 
large living and dining 
room, fireplace, and 
convenient kitchen. The 
full basement is finished 
with three bedrooms, 
laundry room and two 
piece bath. The fridge, 
washer and dryer stay. 
Large lot and paved 
driveway. Priced to sea. 
A LOT OF HOME FOR 
UNDER $4O,OOO 
1,800 square feet Fives you 
three bedrooms - all car- 
peted, large living & dining 
rooms, and modern ~m- 
shaped kitchen. Also utility 
and storage rooms. 
Located in a rural setting 
on two-thirds of an acre. 
For full details and viewing 
call any of our sales staff. 
NEW HOME ~WITii EX- 
TRAS 
Modern three bedroom 
cathedral entrance home 
with heatalator fireplace, 
ensuite plumbing, patio 
doors to a rear sundeek, 
twin seal windows, wall to 
wall carpeting, plenty of 
closet space, carport, easy 
care Alcan aluminum 
exterior and a full 
basement with 3rd 
bedroom, laundry •rea, 
end outside entrance. For 
vlewi'ng phone Rusty 
OLDER HOME BUT 
SOLIDLY BUILT 
Located on a 90x125 ft. lot 
with highway frontage and 
overlooking the Skeena 
River. Three bedrooms, 
lovely rock fireplace, full 
basement and automatic 
ell heat, large enclosed 
perch are some d the 
amenities that add to the 
character of this home. 
Good garden soil. Try your 
offer to $30,000. 
DELUXE 
KNIGHT MODULAR 
1676 ui. ft. 3 bedrooms, 2
full bathrooms. Large 
living room plus a family 
room. Fully furnished. And 
all appliances, even built-in 
dishwasher. This home is 2 
years old but just like new. 
All you need is .your I~'." 
sooal effects and move in. 
Drive by 3638 Alder Ave. 
and call us to view. 
financing a~dilable. Ex- 
pected completion Sep- 
tember 30. Enquire now 
while selection is greatest. 
Located in scenic Moun- 
talnview Park on Mountain 
V ista  Boulevard. 
Reasonably priced at 
$51,000 per home. For 
complete details contact 
exclusive agents. 
3 ACRES AT GOSSAN 
CREEK SUBDIVISION 
Mostly cleared, this 3 
bdrm. home is in- 
corporated with a trailer. 
Newly carpeted and 
renovated. Very attractive 
and comfortable. Land is 
mostly cleared and some 
smaller outbuildings - good 
well. Give Bob Sheridan a
call for details. 
ALMOST I0 ACRES 
Involving three different 
sizes of land. Includes a 2 
bedroom 12' x 44' trailer 
and a 8' x 28' addition, plus 
a garage and storage 
building, a barn and 
pussibilitlos for the hobby 
farmer. For more in- 
formation regarding this 
Dutch Valley property 
IZone Rusty or Bert 
Ljungh at 635-_5754. 
i 
SUPER STARTER HOME 
Neat as a pin this 2 
bedroom home is located 
• cross from Cassie Hall 
School, has been com- 
pletoly renovated inside 
with carpeting, painting 
etc. and has a % basement 
with nearly completed 
rumpus room, and outside 
basement  entrance.  
Property is fenced, land. 
seaped and there is a 
covered rear veranda 
across the length of the 
house. To view phone 
Rusty Ljungh. 
LARGE HOME WITH 
RENTAL SUITE 
Located in a quiet area on 
the bench with ap- 
proximately lS0O ,q. ft. of 
living area featuring 3 
bedroom,, fireplace, car- 
petinS, large family kit- 
alum, attached carport and 
a full basement with a two 
bedroom suite, fireplace 
and oulside entrance, To 
view interior phone Rusty 
~h.  
EVENING 
PHONES 
JOHN CURRIE . 635.5865 
BOB SHERIDAN - 635.2664 
BERT L JUNGH - 635.5754 
RUSTY LJUNGH - 635.5754 
DWAIN McCOLL - 635-2976 
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Dear Abby 
DEAR ABBY: I am 29,.cedage edoeatod, single by 
choice and considered a very attractive woman. My 
problem? I am a victim of discrtminatien. 
Unto I became a blonde a yesr ago, l never ealized 
how much blondes were discriminated against. 
Especially good-looking bloudes, ff a woman ha~ 
to be Monde and good-I . ~  she is munemamy 
labeled as dumb. And if she a blonde, Koed-looking am 
has a great figure, she is automatically written off as 
stupid. 
Abby, I am the same person I was when I had brown 
hair, but people (women as well as men) react otally' 
differently to me since I became a bl .a~... 
I am tired of flshting the',dumb blmae': . in~ am 
have considered going beck to my nature1 co/or, out t 
like my hair this color. Please print rids witl~, some 
suggestions on how to cope with ~a i r  stereotypes. 
NO DUMB BLONDE 
DEAR BLONDE: Intelligent people do net me labels 
or stereotypes. Nelthee do they dlucrlminato ap i~t  
people because d the cokt ~ their hair, eyes er skln. 
Consider yoarself lucky to he able to eliminate the 
bigots and boobs in a hurry. 
ABBY: Abo~t 15 years ago you ran a most in- 
splraflonal.poem titled "Slow. Me Down, Lord". I read 
I 
it often as a constant reminder to slow down to more 
fully enjoy life's simple pleasures. Today, when people 
seem to be rushing around more frantically than ever, 
that poem is even more timely. Will you please run it 
again? 
ANNA IN MONTANA 
DEAR ANNA: With pleuure. ! agree, it deserves a 
re.run: 
"Slow me down, l ,~t  
Ease the pounding of my hesrt 
By the quieting of my mind. 
Steady my handed pace 
With a vblem of the eternal reach of time. 
Give  me,  
Admlst the confusion of my day, 
The calmness of the everlasting bills. 
Break the teasloms of my nerves 
With the soothing music of the singing streams 
That live In my memory. 
Help me to know 
The magical restoring power of sleep. 
Teach me the art 
Of taking minute vacations of slowing down 
to lock at a flower; 
m" chat with an old frleod or make s new one; 
er put a stray dog; " 
to watch a spider build a web; 
smile at a child; 
er toretd s few Ibns from a good bo~k. 
Remind me each day 
That the race is not always to the swift 
That there b more to life tlum laereaslug its speed. 
me ledk upward 
Into the branches of the towering oak 
And know that it grew great and siroog 
Became it grew slowly and welL 
81ow me down, 
And Inspire me to send my roots deep . 
Into the sou el life's endm'lng values 
That ! may grow towards the stars 
Of my greater desUay.- 
Do you wish you had more friooda? Foe the secret of 
pupulaflty, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be 
Popular; You're Nev~ Too Young or Too Old." 8end $1 
with n loog. self.addressed, stamped (Z8 cents) en. 
velope to Abby, !3Z Luky Drive, Beverly Hllb, CstiL 
~ZlL 
Horoscope 
What of day 
today be? To find out 
what the stars say, read 
the forecast given for 
.your birth sign. .. 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 
That sense of excitement 
you feel  is Juatffl~u. 
Something unexpected Is 
about to happen that will 
delight you. 
FramsBmke 
Avoid co-workers and make 
Uda fun time. 
(Aug. ~ to Sept. 23) 
almolutely ~Divu lge  a 
confidence, 8nd you could 
make a pewerful memy. 
LIBRA 
(sept. u to oct. 33)-,,-== 
Today should bring you a 
measure f p~est~e via some 
Bettdr~pull a few of those 
irons o0bt of the fire. Your 
tendency to take ou more Jobs 
than youean hnndls has got to 
• b e ~  Nolsa nlee word to 
master! 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Shl~l You're going to be' 
asked to keep a secret. If you 
value friendship, mum is the 
word. You'll be tempted to tell 
someone. Don't! 
TAURUS ' a~mpl lahm~t u fob well 
(Apr. 21 to May SX) '~Z~'  " done, all award won, all 
It couldbe amistake to mix elective office. YOU BORN TODAY are 
business and pleasure. Find SCORPIO m ~  . multi-talented and can take 
en exctme to avuld melnilsing (Oct. ~A to Nov.3=) "v r / I r  many patlm. You have a fine 
with ,colleagues after offk~ Dun'tiM youur imagimttou mind,,, excel ,in :creativity, 
hours. ............ run wild or you will make enjoy a brilliant imaginat/om, 
GEMINI f f ,~"  decls/ens that will turn out have complete self-assurance. 
(May 23 to June 2 1 ) ~  hi~lylmlraCUcaL A down-to- You are attracted to the 
That project you are pinning earth view is a must. theater, and acting could be 
your hopes on needs me mote 8AGITrARIUS , ,¢ ,~ an outlet for you. With 
push.Giveltallyou,'veg~.aml (Nov. =3 to Dec. 21) ~ M'F training and experienre, your 
youshouldbeabletotmumme An adventure involving technique would be out- 
Jobtoeveryme'ssaUsfaction. ,~nanceurf~iand~bintha standing. You also might 
CANCER ~1~ makins. It will 8ire you a new make an outstanding director 
(June 22 to July 33) ~ ' rv ,~ outlook and provide a Nt for or 8eti~ coach. Your in- 
The Walter Mitt)' side of the splrits, forests center on the arts --  
your character is in couh'el, music, painting, sculpture, 
Don't ~et dreams o~ grandeur 
inspire you to take a foolish 
course of 8ct/ou. 
(July 24 to Aug. 
Too much work and no 
play.., that's your problem. 
Youneed to get away h~n the 
grind and reinx completely. 
(Dee. 33 to Jan. 2O) 
Today you will realize Just 
how many people enjoy the 
pleasure of your company. 
There's no doubt about it, you 
are extraordinarily popular. 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
literature, suggesting that you 
will participate or become a
patron, depending on your 
inclination and education. 
Birthdato of: Rock Hudson, 
actor; Lauren Hatton, model; 
Lee Strasberg, acting coach. 
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e l978 Uak ,er~ Ptea~ Sv~d,  
"1 Cedt find my dun underwear," 
I 
• • I • II I I  I I 
Crosswo ',d 
ACROSS 
1 Arias 
5 Slight taste 
8 Contest 
1~ Applaud 
13 Edible tuber 
14 Tripoli 
measure 
15 Eldest 
(Law) 
16 Peace pipes 
18 Unit of a 
freight rain 
20 Clergyman 
21 Chalices 
23saa 
bird 
24 City in 
42 Choked 2 Medley 
with mud 3 Roman 
45 Nlcotinicacid platter 
49 Steam pipe 4 An emetic 
51 Female 5 Of a 
equine Gr'eeian 
52 Seaweed sage 
product 6 River in 
53 Leau dish Peru 
54 Collar or ? To feel 
jacket 8 Regard with 
55 Start for gay esteem' 
or piece 9 Bilious- 
56 Letter looking 
57 Not any 10 Cereal grain 33 Hindu 
DOWN II American ' garment 
I Sign of illustrator 36 Whole 
healing 17 Mist (Scot.) 38 Flower 
I 
. 
I 
19 River in 
Asia 
22 Ermine 
24 Machine 
part 
25 Once called 
Clay 
26 Platelike 
organs 
9-7 Lost 
continent? 
29 Regret 
30 Abstract 
being 
India 
28 Ireland 
31 Wing 
3Z Unruly 
tumults 
34 Energy 
source 
35 Buffoon 
37 Light 
carriages 
39 Suffix 
forming 
adjectives 
41 Bakery 
product 
Average solution time: 27 rain. 
IOIPITI ~ IO lN i  IC AIRIEI~INI 
IE IS lS lE~IRIAIT lClAIOl  
"IAi~IAffiEIAP 
IMIAIT IS IE IT IS lP l ,  IS ~1 
IVHIRIGI N~A~0OLF I  
ISI I ISITIEIRIYIEIAIRISI  
11-6 
Answer to Saturday's puzzle. 
organ 
40 Spread 
grass 
42 Scrutinize 
43 Othello's 
perfidious 
friend 
44 Catspaw 
46 Romn 
patriot 
47 Chemical 
element 
48 Hawaiian 
goose 
50 Lettuce 
12 ~13 ~14 
I ,a N/°  
NNN i NN 
35 36 ~37 
52 ~i53 ~54 
CRYPTOQUIP l 1-6 
AUFVZE,  AUFVKE V I  R IRVPKZE 
KRZUPK 
Saturday's Cryptoqulp -- DULCET SERENADE CAN 
CAPTURE HAPPY LADY'S HEART. 
Today's CryptoqulP elue: R equals A 
11ze Cryptequfp b a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues t9 locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
(~ 1978 Kin8 Features Syndicate, Inc. 
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the AMAZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Rom!ta 
I NOONE WILL • TIM~ THeY I 
CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterrnan 
the WIZARD OF ID ByBrant Parker and Johnny Hart 
. 7/" 
i 
B.C. 
" /  
. . . .  
i#.~ 
By Johnny Hart 
/ / i  , , 
DOONESBURY 
I ~OTOFOV~U~T~V- mL, 
I| ae /a~u~7o ~z '~ 
I~_ INCA N~4T/4ON.. Z IAg~T.. 
,, 
H 
A ~OOO t, t4NY V.~O O. ~e I 
AC'nov eeel~ /~vp ~e I 
~Y 5aP~WY 6/V~ OU~ I 
By Gary Trudeau 
I 
7O YOU~ Rlekrr AND W~, I 
eo w~//v, ~/e 80~ AFT"ee I 
~COU,4~//VeOVTP I 
~/~ ~ ~ p#,~W~n" I
~7~ A 5/o~v/~/~ o /  I 
souN  I 
